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Question Booklet No ……………. 
 

 
WRITTEN TEST FOR THE SELECTION OF SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR  

 
 

Date 24.09.2017   Time: 90 minutes         Maximum Marks: 100 
 
This test consists of 100 multiple choice questions.  Details are indicated below: 
 

Sl. No. Topic Questions 
1 Subject Awareness 1-50 
2 General English 51-60 
3 Numerical Ability 61-70 
4 Reasoning Ability 71-80 
5 General Awareness 81-90 
6 Malayalam 91-100 

 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1. Before you start answering, check whether your Question Booklet is in order and 

contains 15 pages. 
2. Mark your answers in the OMR sheet provided. 
3. Read and follow the instructions given in the OMR sheet before marking answers and 

writing details. 
4. Use only black/blue ball point pen for writing details in the boxes and shading the 

bubble. 
5. Use of calculators, mobile phone, books, any other paper or materials will not be 

permitted. 
6. Put your signature in the space provided in the OMR Sheet, in the presence of the 

invigilator. 
7.  All correct answers will carry 1 mark and for each wrong answer there will be a negative 

mark of 0.25 
8.  Rough work may be done on pages 2 & 15 only. No other markings are allowed on the 

question booklet & OMR sheet. 
9. Follow the instructions of the invigilators in all matters inside the examination hall. 
10. Hand over the question booklet and OMR sheet to the invigilator at the end of the test. 
 
WARNING 
 
1. Pen marking once made is final. 
2. Fresh OMR Sheet/Question Booklet will not be supplied for any reason except printing/ 

manufacturing defects. 
3. Avoid perforation, dampening or soiling of the OMR Sheet. 
4. Any attempt to erase the pen mark once made will leave smudges or marks on the 

bubble which will be treated as a valid mark. 
5. Any fresh mark made after attempting erasure of an already marked bubble will lead to 

multiple marks and lead to being considered wrong answer.  
6. Use of white fluid or any other correction fluid to erase the pen marking once made is not 

permitted. Any attempt to do so will result in summary rejection of the Answer Sheet. 
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Direction (Questions 1 to 50): Choose the best alternative 
 
1. Buffer over flow attacks means  

 
a. Overwrites memory adjacent to data buffer  
b. Get full system access for writing data buffer 
c. Play and display advertisement  
d. Slow down system  

 
2.  Which of the following does NOT use a 'Cryptographical Technique' to protect data? 
  

a. The use of digital signatures 
b. Data encryption 
c. The use of stored encrypted password files   
d. Using asymmetric keys at 'sender' and 'receiver' nodes 

 
3.  Which of the following is the primary cause of 'invisible' damage?  
 

a. Viruses     b.  Hacking  c.  cyber fraud   d.  Theft 
 

4. What is the output of the following program 
 

main()  
{            
 float he = 5.2;             
double she = 5.2;            
 if(he==she) printf("You are Correct");  
else printf("You are Wrong");  
}  
 
a. You are Correct    b.  Compilation Error 
c.  You are Wrong      d.  Syntax Error 
 

5.  ODBC stands for  
 

a.  Object Database Connectivity.   b.  Oral Database Connectivity.  
c.  Oracle Database Connectivity.   d.  Open Database Connectivity   

 
6. In a relational model, relations are termed as  
 

a.  Tuples   b.  Attributes   c.  Tables  d.  Rows 
 
7. The DBMS language component which can be embedded in a program is  
 

a. The data definition language (DDL).  
b. The data manipulation language (DML).  
c. The data control language (DCL).  
d. None of the above. 

 
8. Which of the following two sets are disjoint sets…? 
 

a. {4, 5, 6} and {7, 8, 9}    
b. {4, 6, 5} and {4, 8, 6} 
c. {4, 5, 6} and {6, 7, 8} 
d. {5, 6, 7} and {7, 8, 9} 
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9. To avoid the race condition, the number of processes that may be simultaneously 
inside their critical section is 

 
a. 1     b.  8   c.  16   d.  0 

 
10.  NAND gates are preferred over others because these  
 

a. It can have lower fabrication area  
b. It consume least electronic power  
c. It can be used to make any gate  
d. It provides maximum density in a chip.  

 
11.  Any vertex with degree one is said to be ……….  
 

a. Simple vertex    b.  Pendent vertex     
c. Regular vertex    d.  None of the above 
 

12. Runnable in java is a  
 

a. Class  b.  Method  c.  Variable  d.  Interface   
 
13. Which method executes only once 
 

a. start() method   b.  init() method  
c. stop() method   d.  destroy() method 

 
14.  Which method can't be overridden 
 

a. super  b.  static  c. final    d.  println 
 
15.  In IP addressing scheme, class used for multicasting is: 
 
 a. Class A   b.  Class B  c.  Class C   d.  Class D   
 
16.  FTP does not use 
 

a. User Datagram Protocol  
b. Two transfer mode. 
c. Control connect ion to remote computer before file can be transferred. 
d. Authorization of a user through login and password verification. 

 
17.  The Environment variable SCRIPT_NAME in CGI script specifies: 
 

a. Domain name of the computer running o server 
b. The path of URL after server name   
c. Name of the server 
d. None of the above. 

 
18.  Which method of the Component class is used to set the position and size of a 

component in JSP? 
 

a.  setBounds()   b.  setSize()     c.  setPosition()    d.  setPositionSize() 
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19.  The __________ protocol used in transport layer. 
 

a. UDP    b.  ALP   c.  LCP d. None of the above 
 

20.  Configuration manager responsible for implementing and managing the 
 

a. System Control    b.  System Damage 
c. System registry      d.  System Access 
 

21.  Project risk factor is considered in ? 
 

a. Spiral Model     b.  Waterfall Model 
c. Prototyping Model    d.  Iterative enhancement Model 
 

22.  Which application we will use to make program more portable: 
 

a.  WindowsAPI   b.  WindowApp     c.  MFC   d.  None of these 
 

23.  Which of the following is a tool in design phase? 
 

a.  Abstraction     b.  Refinement 
c.  Information Hiding    d.  All of Above  
 

24.  WINDOWS can work in which of the following modes? 
 

a. Expanded Mode    b.  Extended Mode 
c. Enhanced and Standard     d.  Protected Mode 
 

25.  The register or main memory location which contains the effective address of the 
operand is known as 

 
a. pointer       b.  indexed register 
c. special location    d.  scratch pad 
 

26. What can a firewall protect against?  
 

a. Viruses 
b. Unauthenticated access and logins from the "outside" world   
c. Blocking Server Access 
d. Connecting to and from the "outside" world 

 
27.  What is the name of the operating system for the laptop computer called MacLite? 
 

a. Windows  b.  DOS  c.  Android   d.  OZ   
 

28.  Which register holds 16-bit I/O port address for external communication in 8086 
microprocessor? 

 
a.  AX   b.  DX    c.  BX   d.  CX 

 
29. UNIX operating system was developed by? 
 

a. Steven Jobs    b.  Bill Gates 
c. Linus Benedict Torvalds    d.  Ken Thompson    
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30. A methods that have same name, but different argument list and different definition is 
referred as 

 
a. Constructor  b.  Overloading    c.  Virtual function    d.  Overriding 

 
31.  All WINDOWS system settings are stored in ……………….. file 

 
a. config.ini  b.  windows.ini  c.  setting.ini  d.  system.ini    

  
32. Semaphore is the process of …… 
 

a. Synchronize processes for effective CPU utilization   
b. Synchronize critical resources to prevent deadlock 
c. Proper memory management 
d. To prevent unauthorized resource sharing 

        
33.  Which among the following is a static data structure?  
 

a. Double Linked List     b.  graph 
c. Array      d.  Tree 
 

34.  Queue Implementation can be used for the following applications?  
 

a.  CPU scheduling    b.  Disk Scheduling  
c.  IO Buffers      d.  All of the above.    
 

35.  Intel Core i9 processor is a ______ 
 

a. 256 bit microprocessor   b.  128 bit microprocessor. 
c. 32 bit microprocessor.    d.  64 bit microprocessor.     
 

36.  SNMP stands for  ______ 
 

a. Simple Network Management Protocol  
b. Simple News Management Protocol  
c. Simple Node Management Protocol  
d. None of the above 

 
37.  Bug means 
 

a. A difficult syntax error in a program 
b. A logical error in a program    
c. Documenting programs using an efficient documentation tool  
d. All of the above 
 

38.  ROLLBACK and COMMIT are ______ statements. 
 

a. DDL   b.  TCL   c.  DCL   d.  DML 
 
39.  Waterfall model is not suitable for ? 
 

a. Small Projects   b.  Complex Projects 
c. Accommodating change  d.  None of Above 
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40. _________ data type can be used to store unstructured data  
 

a.  CHAR   b.  VARCHAR  c.  DATE   d.  RAW     
 

41. An instruction pipeline can be implemented by means of 
 

a. LIFO buffer   b. Stack  c.  None of the above  d.  FIFO buffer  
 

42. The time interval between adjacent bits is called the 
 

a. Word-time     b.  Bit-time  
c. Turn around time    d.  Slice time 

 
43.  Logic gates with a set of input and outputs is arrangement of 
 

a.  Combinational circuit   b.  Logic circuit  
c. Design circuits    d.  Register 
 

44.  A circular linked list can be used for 
 

a. Stack    b.  Queue 
c. Both Stack & Queue    d.  Neither Stack or Queue 
 

45.  If the array is already sorted, which of these algorithms will exhibit the best 
performance? 

 
a. Merge Sort    b.  Insertion Sort   
c. Quick Sort    d.  Heap Sort 
 

46.  Which of the below mentioned sorting algorithms are not stable? 
 

a. Selection Sort    b.  Bubble Sort 
c. Merge Sort    d.  Insertion Sort 
 

47.  Once installed on a device, each Android application lives in_______? 
 

a. device memory   b.  external memory 
c. security sandbox    d.  None of the above 

 
48.  Which one is not a nickname of a version of Andriod? 
 

a.  Muffin    b.  Honeycomb c.  Gingerbread d.  cupcake 
 

49.  What SQL structure is used to limit column values of a table? 
 

a. The LIMIT constraint   b.  The VALUE constraint 
c. The CHECK constraint     d.  None of the above is correct. 

 
50.  What is right way to initialize array? 
 

a. int n{} = { 2, 4, 12, 5, 45, 5 };  b.  int num[6] = { 2, 4, 12, 5, 45, 5 };  
c. int n{6} = { 2, 4, 12 };   d.  int n(6) = { 2, 4, 12, 5, 45, 5 }; 
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Direction (Question 51): In the following question, four alternatives are given for the 
idiom/phrase in bold in the sentence. Choose the alternative which best expresses the 
meaning of the idiom/phrase.   
 
51.  He has a very nice manner, but you would better take what he says with a grain of 

salt.  
 

a. to listen to something with considerable doubt 
b. to talk sensibly 
c. to criticise 
d. to complement 

 
Direction (Question 52): In the following question, choose the word opposite in 
meaning to the given bold word. 
 
52.  Capricious 
                                                           
 a.  firm   b.  fickle  c.  indefinite  d.  defiant  
 
Direction (Question 53): In the following question, some of the sentences have errors 
and some have none.  Find out which part of a sentence has an error and mark (a), (b) 
or (c).  It there is no error, your answer is (d).   
 
53.  Scarcely had (a)/ I arrived than (b)/ the train left. (c)/ No error (d) 
                                                           
Direction (Question 54): In the following question, out of the four alternatives, choose 
the one which best expresses the meaning of the given bold word.  
 
54.  Propitiate 
                                                           
 a.  conform   b.  appease  c.  influence  d.  approach 
 
Direction (Question 55): In the following question, four alternatives are given for the 
idiom/phrase in bold in the sentence. Choose the alternative which best expresses the 
meaning of the idiom/phrase.   
 
55.  He cannot hold a candle to his elder brother. 
 

a.  equal to      b.  not as clever as  
 c.  cannot be compared to    d.  duller than  
 
Direction (Question 56): In the following question, out of the four alternatives, choose 
the one which can be substituted for the given words/sentence. 
 
56. One who breaks the established traditions and image. 
 

a.  Fatalist  b.  Fanatic  c.  Iconoclast  d.  Philogymist 
 
Direction (Question 57): In the following question, four alternatives are given for the 
idiom/phrase in bold in the sentence. Choose the alternative which best expresses the 
meaning of the idiom/phrase.   
 
57. There is a lot of bad blood between them. 
 

a.  jealousy    b.  fight     c.  angry feeling    d.  distrust 
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Direction (Question 58): In the following question, the first and the last parts of the 
sentence/passage are numbered (1) and (6).  The rest of the sentence/passage is spilt 
into four parts and names (P), (Q), (R) and (S).  These four parts are not given in their 
proper order.  Read the parts and find out which of the four combinations is correct. 
 
58. (1) Ramani is a student of medicine 
 (P) The hopes of millions of cancer patients and doctors rest on his research. 
 (Q) But, of late he has become a drug addict. 
 (R) He is doing research in cancer. 

(S) He has already done very useful work in this field, and is hopeful of finding a 
solution to this disease. 

(6) This addiction has been increasing day by day, and has started affecting his work.   
 

a.  QPSR    b.  RSPQ     c.  SRPQ    d.  RSQP 
 
Direction (Question 59): In the following question, out of the four alternatives, choose 
the one which can be substituted for the given words/sentence. 
 
59. Bitter and violent attack in words 
 

a.  Diaspora   b.  Diacriticism    c.  Diadem    d.  Diatribe 
 
Direction (Question 60): In the following question, the sentences have been given in 
Active/Passive voice.  From the given alternatives, choose the one which best 
expresses the given sentence in Passive/Active voice. 
 
60. Let him see the picture. 
 

a.  Let the picture be seen by him.  b.  The picture is seen by him  
c.  Let him the picture be seen   d.  The picture is seen by him.  

 
Direction (Questions 61 to 73): Choose the best alternative 
 
61. Ratio of the income of A, B and C last year was 3 : 4 : 5.  The ratio of their individual 

incomes of last year and this year are 4 : 5, 2 : 3 and 3 : 4 respectively.  If the sum of 
their present income is Rs. 78,800.  Find the present individual income of A, B and C. 

 
 a.  18,000; 28,800; 32,000  b.  15,000; 28,800; 35,000 
 c.  20,000; 28,800; 30,000  d.  18,200; 28,600; 32,000 
 
62. Cost of diamond varies directly as the square of its weight.  A diamond is broken into 

4 pieces with their weights in the ratio 1 : 2 : 3 : 4.  What is the price of the original 
diamond if the loss in total value of the diamond amounts to Rs. 1,40,000. 

 
a.  2,00,000  b.  3,00,000   c.  1,00,000    d.  4,00,000 

 
63. A pot contains 81 litres of pure milk.   of milk is replaced by the same amount of 

water.  Again  of the mixture is replaced by the same amount of water.  Find the 
ratio of milk to water in the new mixture? 

 
a.  5 : 4  b.  4 : 5   c.  2 : 3    d.  3 : 2 
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64. A trader mixes two varieties of tea costing Rs. 40 per kg and Rs. 50 per kg in the 
ratio 5 : 4.  If the mixture is sold at Rs. 48 per kg, what is the gain %? 

 
a. 7.5%  b.  8%   c.  2.5%    d.  8.5% 

 
65. A man standing on a 170 m long platform watches that a train takes 7  seconds to 

pass him and 21 seconds to cross the platform.  Find the length of the train and its 
speed. 

 
 a.  94  m, 12  m/sec  b.  94  m, 12 m/sec 
 
 c.  93  m, 11  m/sec  d.  96 m, 14 m/sec 
 
66. Two persons A and B undertake to do a piece of work for Rs. 4800.  A could do it 

alone in 5 days and B could do it alone in 8 days.  With the help of C and D they 
finished it in 3 days.  If the work alone by C be twice that of D, determine the share of 
D.  

 
a. Rs. 80  b.  Rs. 60   c.  Rs. 40    d.  Rs. 20 

 
67. A boat covers 24 km upstream and 36 km downstream in 6 hours.  While it covers 36 

km upstream and 24 km downstream in 6   hours.  The velocites of the current is 
 

a. 1 km/hr  b.  1.5 km/hr   c.  2 km/hr    d.  2.5 km/hr 
 
68. Priya and Vijay enter into partnership.  Priya supplies whole of the capital amounting 

to Rs. 45,000 with the conditions that the profile are to be equally divided and that 
Vijay pays Priya interest on half the capital of 10% p.a., but receives Rs. 120 per 
month for carrying on the concern.  Find their total yearly profit.  When Vijay’s income 
is one half of Priya’s income? 

 
a. Rs. 9,000  b.  Rs. 9,500   c.  Rs. 9,200    d.  Rs. 9,180 

 
69. One bill of Rs. 15,000 due on July 13 and another for Rs. 40,000 due on Sept 24 of 

the same year are both discounted with a banker on May 1.  If the difference 
between the two discounts is Rs. 520.  Find the rate at which the discount is 
calculated. 

 
a.  4%   b.  5%   c.  6%    d.  3% 

 
70. Rekha sold a watch at a profit of 15%.  Had he bought it at 10% less and sold it for 

Rs. 28 less, he would have gained 20%.  Find the C.P. of the watch. 
 

a.  Rs. 200  b.  Rs. 300  c.  Rs. 350    d.  Rs. 400 
 
71. Green Revolution is related to Plants in the same way as Silver Revolution is related 

to _______? 
 
a.    Poultry   b.   Rubber     c.    Animals   d.    Forests 
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72. If in a code language, COULD is written as BNTKC  and MARGIN is written as 
LZQFHM, how will MOULDING be written in that code? 

  
a.    CHMFINTK     b.   LNKTCHMF  
c.    LNTKCHMF    d.   NITKHCMH 
 

73. If in a certain language, ‘oka peru’ means ‘fine cloth’; ‘meta lisa’ means ‘clear water’ 
and ‘dona lisa peru’ means ‘fine clear weather’, which word in that language means 
‘weather’? 

  
a.    peru   b.   oka  c.    meta   d.    dona 
 

Direction (Question 74): Choose the odd numeral pair/group in each of the following 
questions: 

 
74. a.    95 - 82  b.    69 - 56     c.    55 - 42   d.    48 – 34 
 
Direction (Question 75): In the following question, a number series is given with one 
term missing.  Choose the correct alternative that will continue the same pattern and 
fill in the blank space. 
 
75. 1,  2,   3,  6,  9,  18,  ( ...), 54 
  

a.    18    b.   27    c.    36   d.    81 
 

Direction (Question 76): According to a code language, word in capital letters in 
column I are written in small lette4rs in column II.  The letters in column II are jumbled 
up.  Decode the language and choose the correct code for the word given in each 
question. 

Column I   Column II 
1. CURSE   opkif 

2. INCUR   fbpoc 

3. TALLY   ughvg 

4. CADET   rkufh 

5. DRIP   rotc 

6. TOIL   jugc 

7. VARY   vwoh 

 
76. SUSTAIN? 

 
a.    hibucpi   b.    hkcrjbk  c.    hwojfvw   d.   hgpukgc 
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Direction (Question 77): In the question given below has a problem and two 
statements numbered I and II giving certain information.  You have to decide if the 
information given in the statements is sufficient for answering the problem.  
 
77. How many speeches were delivered in the two days’ programme? 

 
I 18 speakers were invited to give at least one speech, out of which one-sixth of 

the speakers could not come.  
II. One-third of the speakers gave two speeches each   
 

Indicate your answer as 
a. If the data is statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question; 
b. If the data in statement II alone are sufficient answer the question; 
c. If the data either in I or II alone are sufficient to answer the question; 
d. If the data in both the statements together are needed. 

 

Direction (Questions 78 & 79): In each question below is given a statement followed 
by three assumptions numbered !, II and III.  You have to consider the statement and 
the following assumptions, decide which of the assumptions is implicit in the 
statement and choose your answer accordingly. 
78. Statement : Considering the tickets sold during the last seven days, the circus 

authorities decided to continue the show for another fortnight 
which includes two weekends.  

 Assumptions : I People may not turn up on week days. 
  II The average number of people which will be visiting circus will 

be more or less same as that of the last seven days. 
   III There may not be enough response at other places. 

 
a.    All are implicit     b.   None is  implicit 
c.    Only III is implicit   d.   Only I and II are implicit 
 

79. Statement : Some birds are insects. 
   All birds are butterflies 
   All insects are snakes. 
.  
 Conclusions : I Some snakes are birds 
  II Some butterflies are insects. 
   III Some snakes are butterflies. 
   IV Some insects are birds. 

 
a.    None follows    b.    Either I or III follows 
c.    All follow    d.    Only IV follows 
 

Direction (Question 80 to 100): Choose the best alternative 
 
80. A child is looking for his father.  He went 90 meters in the East before turning to his 

right.  He went 20 meters before turning to his right again to look for his father at his 
uncle’s place 30 meters from this point.  His father want not there.  From here he 
went 100 meters to the North before meeting his father in a street.  How far did the 
son meet his father from the starting point? 
 
a.    80 metres   b.    100 metres c.    140 metres d.   260 metres 
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81. Local Self Government in India, for the first time was introduced by 
 

a.  Lord Rippon  b.  Lord Lytton  c.  Lord Curzon    d.  Lord Minto 
 
82. The energy possessed by a body by virtue of its motion is known as: 
 

a.  Kinetic energy  b.  Static energy  c.  Potential energy    d.  None of these 
 
83. DNA model was put forward by: 
 

a.  Ian Wilmut     b.  Dr Henri Becquerel   
c.  Robert Hook      d.  None of these 

 
84. Trichology is the study of: 
 

a.  bone   b.  brain   c.  stuffing animals   d.  hair 
 
85. The ‘Navaratnas’ lived during the period of  
 

a.  Mauryas   b.  Guptas   c.  Kushanas    d.  Pallavas  
 
86. Which of the following organisation has giant Panda as its symbol? 
 

a.  UNICEF     b.  Green peace 
c.  World Bank       d.  World Wide Fund for Nature 

 
87. LSD stands for: 
 

a.  Lithium – sodium devices   b.  Lanthanide series diatoms 
c.  Lysergic acid diethylamide d.  Low starch drugs 

 
88. The place known as ‘Ground Zero’ is in: 
 

a.  Antarctica   b.  Moon   c.  U.S.A.     d.  Australia 
 
89. Which is the first month of the Saka Calender? 
 

a.  Aswina   b.  Agrahayana  c.  Sravana     d.  Chaithra 
 
90. The Kaziranga National Park is located at: 
 

a.  Madhya Pradesh   b.  Uttar Pradesh    c.  Assam      d.  Rajasthan  
 

91. X¶n-«p-Å-h-bnÂ BK-a-k-Ôn-¡p-Zm-l-c-W-ambn hcp-¶Xv 
 

a.   ImsS-cnªp b.  s\·Wn  c.  ]¨-̄ ¯  d.  Xncp-thmWw 
 

92. Xmsg X¶n-cn-¡p-¶-XnÂ ‘tIh-e-{Inb‘ GXv? 
 

a.  \S-̄ p¶p  b.  Dd-¡p¶p  c.  Im«p¶p  d.  Fgp-Xp¶p 
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93. ‘Ejnsb kw_-Ôn-¡p-¶Xv‘ CXv Hä-¸-Z-am-¡n-bmÂ? 
 

a.  EjIw  b.  EjnIw  c.  BÀjw  d.  BÀjnIw 
 

94. ‘Prevention is better than cure‘ F¶-Xn\v kam-\-amb ae-bm-f-¯nse ssien? 
 

a.   kq£n-¨mÂ Zq:Jnt¡−  b.  aSn-b³ ae Npa¡pw 

c.  hn¯p-KpWw ]¯p-KpWw  d.  an¶p-¶-sXÃmw s]m¶Ã 

95. ‘N{´-¡m-c³‘ GXp IrXnbnse IYm-]m-{X-amWv? 
 

a.  cma-cm-P-_-l-ZqÀ    b.  Cμp-teJ   

c.  imcZ     d.  [À½-cmP 
 

96. ‘\·‘ F¶ ]Zw ]ncn-¨mÂ: 
 

a.  \Â + a  b.  \³ + a  c.  \\v + a  d.  \ + · 
 

97. Xmsg sImSp¯n-cn-¡p-¶-XnÂ ‘kÀ¸w‘ F¶À°w hcm¯ ]Zw? 
 

a.  \mKw  b.  \mIw  c.  DcKw  d.  ]¶Kw 

98. taL-¯nsâ ]cym-b-a-Ãm-¯Xv GXv? 
 

a.  Aw_pZw  b.  \ocZw  c.  hmcnPw  d.  {]tbmZw 
 
99. ‘A\p-I³‘ F¶ ]Z-̄ nsâ AÀ°-sa´v? 
 

a.  Afn-b³  b.  Imap-I³  c.  AÑ³  d.  _Ôp 
 

100. ]IÂ h¶p t]mbn, cm{Xn h¶p t]mbn, AhÄ Dd-§n-bn-Ã.  Hä-¸-Z-am-¡p-t¼mÄ 
  

a.  ]IÂ h¶p-t]m-bn«pw cm{Xn h¶p-t]m-bn«pw AhÄ Dd-§n-bnÃ. 

b.  ]Iepw h¶p-t]mbn cm{Xnbpw h¶p-t]mbn AhÄ Dd-§n-b-tX-bnÃ 

c.  ]Iepw cm{Xnbpw h¶p-t]m-bn«pw AhÄ Dd-§n-btXbnÃ   

d.  ]Iepw cm{Xnbpw h¶p-t]m-bn«pw AhÄ Dd-§n-bnÃ 
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Question Booklet No ……………. 
 

 
WRITTEN TEST FOR THE SELECTION OF ASSISTANT MANAGER  

 
 

Date 24.09.2017   Time: 90 minutes         Maximum Marks: 100 
 
This test consists of 100 multiple choice questions.  Details are indicated below: 
 

Sl. No. Topic Questions 
1 Subject Awareness 1-50 
2 General English 51-60 
3 Numerical Ability 61-70 
4 Reasoning Ability 71-80 
5 General Awareness 81-90 
6 Malayalam 91-100 

 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1. Before you start answering, check whether your Question Booklet is in order and 

contains 15 pages. 
2. Mark your answers in the OMR sheet provided. 
3. Read and follow the instructions given in the OMR sheet before marking answers and 

writing details. 
4. Use only black/blue ball point pen for writing details in the boxes and shading the 

bubble. 
5. Use of calculators, mobile phone, books, any other paper or materials will not be 

permitted. 
6. Put your signature in the space provided in the OMR Sheet, in the presence of the 

invigilator. 
7.  All correct answers will carry 1 mark and for each wrong answer there will be a negative 

mark of 0.25 
8.  Rough work may be done on pages 2 & 15 only. No other markings are allowed on the 

question booklet & OMR sheet. 
9. Follow the instructions of the invigilators in all matters inside the examination hall. 
10. Hand over the question booklet and OMR sheet to the invigilator at the end of the test. 
 
WARNING 
 
1. Pen marking once made is final. 
2. Fresh OMR Sheet/Question Booklet will not be supplied for any reason except printing/ 

manufacturing defects. 
3. Avoid perforation, dampening or soiling of the OMR Sheet. 
4. Any attempt to erase the pen mark once made will leave smudges or marks on the 

bubble which will be treated as a valid mark. 
5. Any fresh mark made after attempting erasure of an already marked bubble will lead to 

multiple marks and lead to being considered wrong answer.  
6. Use of white fluid or any other correction fluid to erase the pen marking once made is not 

permitted. Any attempt to do so will result in summary rejection of the Answer Sheet. 
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Direction (Questions 1 to 50): Choose the best alternative 
 
1. Value of the firm can be defined as 
 

a. The present value of the firm’s expected future net cash flows 
b. The present value of capital 
c. The future value of the firm’s assets 
d. The future value of the firm’s capital and cash 

 
2. Assume that a firm’s total revenue curve takes the form of a straight line which 

passes through the origin.  We may deduce that 
 

a. Total costs and total revenue are equal  
b. Price and marginal revenue are equal 
c. Price exceeds marginal revenue   
d. Elasticity of demand for the product is unity 

 
3. Bilateral monopoly means 
 

a. A monopoly seller buying his input from many suppliers 
b. Two rival buyers only 
c. Two rival sellers only 
d. A monopolist facing a monopsonist 

 
4. The cost assigned to factors of production that the firm neither hires nor purchases is 

called 
 
 a.  Opportunity cost    b.  Social cost   

c.  Economic cost    d.  Imputed cost 
 
5. In order to delegate authority, a superior must do which of the following? 
 
 a.  Development of Subordinates  b.  Commensurate Authority 
 c.  Clear Responsibility    d.  All of the above 
 
6. Theory Y includes 
 

a. IN general, for most people, the excuse of physical and mental effort in work and 
play is as natural in play or rest. 

b. Man will exercise self control in those spheres where the objectives tally with his 
own 

c. The capacity for developing and utilizing their capacities, knowledge and skill 
does exist in people 

d. All of the above 
 
7. In Vroom’s Expectancy Theory, Valence means 
 

a. Strength of an individual’s preference for a particular outcome 
b. Salary 
c. Supervision 
d. Knowledge of planning 
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8. Organisation charts are used 
 

a. Organisation manuals and statutes define relationships between various offices 
and describe the duties, rights and privileges of various position holders. 

b. For providing a picture of the organization at a glance 
c. Organisations adopt several ways to formalize things, apart from social legitimacy 
d. For providing production capacity to the machine 

 
9. Which is the barrier of communication? 
 
 a.   Filtering    b.  Psychological distance 
 c.  The pressure of time  d.  All of the above 
 
10. The benefits of MBO consists of 
 
 a.  Basis of salary   b.  Special emphasis on managerial efforts 
 c.  Achievement of goals  d.  All of the above 
 
11. The traditional view of conflict argues that conflict __________ 
 

a. cannot be avoided 
b. indicates a malfunctioning within the group 
c. is good for a group 
d. improves productivity 

 
12. Training information system included 
 
 a.  Training aids   b.  Internal and external faculty 
 c.  Training resources   d.  Training needs 
 
13. Traditionally discipline is understood as nothing more than obedient and orderly 

behavior and as a means of maintaining proper 
 
 a.  Sub-ordination b.  Communication c.  Firmly d.  Department 
 
14. Apprenticeship Training Act passed on 
 
 a.  1941  b.  1961  c.  1951 d.  1971 
 
15. Which is the factors of job satisfaction as per Hertzberg? 
 
 a.  Job security     

b.  Recognition 
 c.  Interpersonal relation with subordinates  

d.  All of the above 
 
16. Personnel Policy includes 
 
 a.  Working conditions  b.  Rules related to security 
 c.  Joint consultation   d.  All of the above 
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17. What is meant by the term ‘union density’? 
 

a. The proportion of workers who are not members of a trade union 
b. The number of workers whose pay is set by collective bargaining 
c. The proportion of workers who are union members 
d. The total number of workers who are union members 

 
18. Internal sources of recruitment involves 
 
 a.  Lent Services    b.  Extension of Service 
 c.  Internal Advertisement   d.  All of the above 
 
19. The successive steps in disciplinary action are 
 

a. Service of the charge sheet 
b. Suspension of the offender in grave cases 
c. Preparing and serving the charge sheet 
d. All of the above 

 
20. Identify the correct definition of Industrial Relation? 
 

a. Relation between or among human being 
b. Relation between employer and employees 
c. Relation between parties in employment context 
d. Collective relationship between management and trade union 

 
21. Job Analysis can be used in compensation to identify 
 
 a.  Service b.  Product c.  Skill levels and work environment d.  Cost 
 
22. The interview is used as a method for determining? 
 

a. The personality of the candidate 
b. The degree of fit between the applicant and the demands of the job 
c. His/her age 
d. Physical attributes 

 
23. Human Resource Audit System covers 
 

a. By examining the structure and content of the systems to see if the activities are 
controlling to the fulfilment of objectives. 

b. By recording the component of all the systems relating to man power in the 
organization and see that all important activities have been covered by the 
systems 

c. By examining if the systems are being following and identifying the bottlenecks  
d. All of the above 
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24. Which of the following statement is true? 
 

1. Human resource management is a strategic management function 
2. Under Human resource management employee is treated as a resource 
3. Human resource management is the management of employee’s skills talents 

and abilities 
4. Human resource management function is treated as only an auxiliary 

 
Codes: 
 

 a.  1, 2, 3 and 4 b.  1, 2 and 3      c.  2, 3 and 4        d.  None of these 
 
25. The ___________ decision involves determining the appropriate make-up of the 

right-hand side of the balance sheet. 
 
 a.  asset management  b.  financing  
 c.  investment    d. capital budgeting 
  
26. If cash inflows are not uniform, the calculation of pay-back period takes a 
 
 a.  Common Profit   b.  Favourable Position 
 c.  Cumulative Form   d.  All of the above 
 
27. Which of the following recognizes risk in capital budgeting analysis by adjusting 

estimated cash flows and employs risk-free rate to discount the adjusted cash flows? 
 
 a.  Cash    b.  Certainty Equivalent Approach 
 c.  Pay-back Period   d.  Inventory 
 
28. Factoring involves 
 

a. Purchase and collection of debts 
b. Sales ledger management 
c. Provision of specialized services relating to credit investigation 
d. All of the above 

 
29. Which ratio explains that how much portion of earning is distributed in the form of 

dividend? 
 
 a.  Equity-Debt Ratio   b.  Pay-out Ratio 
 c.  Earning Yield Ratio  d.  Dividend-Debt Ratio 
 
30. Degree of Combined leverage can be obtained by 
 
 a.  

 
  

    b.  
EBIT
S

  

c.  
S

C
 x 100    d.  

S
C

 x 100 

 
31. Rising promotion costs and shrinking profit margins are the result of __________ 
 
 a.  changing technology   b.  globalization 
 c.  deregulation    d.  heightened competition 
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32. Which is the task of advertising? 
 
 a.  Providing information about the product b.  Image building 
 c.  Behaviour reinforcement   d.  All of the above 
 
33. When marketers set low expectations for a market offering, they run the risk of 

______ 
 
 a.  failing to attract enough customers 
 b.  failing to understand their customers’ needs 
 c.  disappointing loyal customers 
 d.  decreasing customer satisfaction 
 
34. Which is the first P’s of Marketing mix as per ‘Mc Carthy’? 
 
 a.  Product  b.  Promotion  c.  Price d.  Place 
 
35. Channels of distribution also known as 
 
 a.  Trade Channel b.  Proper Channel c.  Path Channel     d.  None of these 
 
36. Which is a base of green marketing? 
 
 a.  Greenhouse gas reduction market  b.  Capital Flow 
 c.  Programme    d.   Product 
 
37. Which of the following point is responsibility for effective market segmentation? 
 
 a.  Measurability    b.  Easy & accessibility 
 c.  Substantiality    d.  All of the above 
 
38. Critical path of the PERT chart is 
 

a. Path which takes the longest time to complete the project 
b. The shortest path 
c. Path which takes the shortest time to complete the project 
d. None of the above 

 
39. Average inventory level is reduced by 
 
 a.  decreasing the vendor lead time  b.  increasing the usage rate 
 c.  decreasing the order quantity  d.  lowering the reorder point 
 
40. In the Financial decision-Making System which of the following is not a transaction 

processing system input? 
 
 a.  cash receipts    b.  cash returns  

c.  cash issues    d.  warehouse requisition slip 
 
41. Elements of TQM includes 
 
 a.  Continuous Improvement   b.  Supplier Quality 
 c.  Supplier Partnership   d.  All of above 
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42. Inventory models includes 
 
 a.  EOQ  b.  Ordering Cost c.  Economic Size d.  All of these 
 
43. The main benefit to an operation of having multiple sourcing is _______? 
 
 a.  Consistent quality    b.  Speed of delivery 
 c.  Continuity of supply   d.  Flexibility of products 
 
44. Which one of the following is/are a methods of evaluating location alternatives? 
 
 a.  Stepping-stone Method   b.  Transportation model 
 c.  The center of gravity   d.  All of the above 
 
45. Assignment Model is used to 
 
 a.  Assign a work to the customer  

b.  Assign a target to the worker 
 c.  Find out a profit   
 d.  Assign available number of jobs to available resources 
 
46. ALDEP stand for 
 
 a.  Automated Layout Design Programs b.  All Layout Design Programs 
 c.  All Layout Distribution Product  d.  All Location Design Product 
 
47. ABC is a method of 
 
 a.  Inventory Control    b.  Financial Control 
 c.  Cost Control     d.  Accounting Control 
 
48. Probability is the ratio of favourable events to the _________of equally likely events 
 
 a.  Total number of equally   b.  Total possible error 
 c.  Possible number    d.  Possible error 
 
49. What does stars symbolize in BCG matrix? 
 
 a.  Growth  b.  Decline  c.  Maturity   d.  Introduction 
 
50. __________is a tool used to establish processes, costs and performance indicator 

and to compare them against identical organizations with the objectives of identifying 
and progressing towards ‘best practice and best value’ through continuous 
improvement. 

 
 a.  Cash Flow     b.  Fund Flow  
 c.  Strategic Management   d.  Bench Marking 
 
 
Direction (Questions 51 & 52): In the following questions, out of the four alternatives, 
choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/sentence. 
 
51.  A person who believes in the total abolition of war. 
 
 a.  Socialist  b.  Communist  c.  Fascist  d.  Pacifist 
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52. Constant efforts to achieve something. 
 
 a.  Patience  b.  Vigour  c.  Attempt  d.  Perseverance 
 
Direction (Questions 53 & 54): In the following questions, four alternatives are given 
for the idiom/phrase in bold in the sentence. Choose the alternative which best 
expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase.   
 
53. The king had been made to eat humble pie.   
 

a. to eat slowly   b.  to have an excellent dish 
c.  to eat a good pie   d.  to have to apologise 

 
54. I knew he had an axe to grind and turned down his offer of help. 
 

a.  a blunt axe    b.  a sharp tongue 
c.  a private interest to serve d.  a tendency to fight 

 
Direction (Questions 55 & 56): In the following questions, choose the word opposite in 
meaning to the given word. 
 
55. ARID 
 

a.  Cloudy  b. Juicy  c.  Marshy  d.  Wet 
 
56. CANDID 
 

a.  Outspoken b.  Frank  c.  Devious  d.  Disguised 
 
Direction (Questions 57 & 58): In the following questions, some of the sentences have 
errors and some have none.  Find out which part of a sentence has an error.  The 
letter of that part is your answer.  If there is no error, the answer is (d) 
 
57. We had a lot of difficulty (a)/ to find (b)/ the house. (c)/ No error (d) 
 
58. In Singapore (a)/ my brother-in-law with his wife (b)/ were present at the function. 

(c)/ No error (d) 
 
Direction (Questions 59 & 60): In the following questions, the sentences have been 
given in Active/Passive voice.  From the given alternatives, choose the one which 
best expresses the given sentence in Passive/Active voice. 
 
59. The accountant took the money from the customer. 
 

a. The money is taken from the customer by the accountant. 
b. The money was taken from the customer by the accountant. 
c. The customer was taken the money by the accountant. 
d. The money had been taken from the customer by the accountant. 

 
60. The peon refused him admittance. 
 

a. He was refused admittance by the peon. 
b. Admittance is refused to him by the peon. 
c. Admittance was refused by the peon to him. 
d. Admittance is refused him by the peon. 
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Direction (Questions 61 to 70): Select the correct alternative from the given choices 
 
61. Each issue of a weekly costs Rs. 10.  However on subscription of 156 issues 30% of 

the total amount and on 52 issues 25% of the total amount gets saved.  What 
difference exists between the per issue cost obtained through both subscription? 

 
 a.  Rs. 1.50  b.  Rs. 2  c.  Rs. 2.50  d.  50 paise 
 
62. A bag contains 25 paise, 10 paise and 5 paise coins in the ratio 1:2:3.  If their total 

value is Rs. 30, the number of 5 paise coins is: 
 
 a.  50   b.  100   c.  150   d.  200 
  
63 If p : q = r : s = t : u = 2 : 3 then 
 (mp+nr+ot) : (mq+ns+ou) equals: 
 
 a.  3 : 2  b.  2 : 3  c. 1 :  3  d.  1 : 2 
 
64. A, B and C can do a piece of work in 6, 8 and 10 days respectively.  They begin to 

work together.  A continues to work till it is finished, B leaves off 1 day before and C 
leaves off ½ day before the work is finished.  In what time is the work finished? 

 
a.  2 days   b.  3 days  c.  4 days   d.  5 days 

 
65. Two men undertake to do a piece of work for Rs. 240.  One could do it alone in 5 

days and the other in 8 days.  With the help of a boy and a girl they finished it in 3 
days.  If the work done by the boy be twice that of the girl, what is the share of the 
girl? 

 
a.  Rs.  10   b.  Rs. 5  c.  Rs. 3  d.  Rs. 2 
 

66. A train does a journey without stopping in 8 hours.  If it had travelled 5 km an hour 
faster, it would have done the journey in 6 hours 40 min.  What is its slower speed? 

 
a.  20 km/hr  b.  25 km/hr  c.  30 km/hr  d.  35 km/hr 

 
67. From a 100 litre mixture containing water and milk in equal proportion, 10 litres of 

mixture is replaced by 10 litres of water in succession, twice.  At the end, what is the 
ratio of milk and water? 

 
a.  81 : 119  b.  9 : 11  c.  40 : 60   d.  41 : 59 
 

68. A vessel is filled with liquid, 3 parts of which are water and 5 parts syrup.  How much 
of the mixture must be drawn off and replaced with water so that the mixture may be 
half water and half syrup? 

 
 a.    b.     c.    d.  
 
69. A monkey climbing up a greased pole ascends 5m and slips down 2m in alternate 

minutes.  If the pole is 35m high, then the monkey will reach the top in 
 
 a.  22 minutes    b.  22 minutes 24 seconds 
 b.  11 minutes 36 seconds   d.  11 minutes 20 seconds  
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70. If a + b = 20 and a2+ b2 = 58.  Find the value of a3 + b3 
 
 a.  2220  b.  2240  c.  -2260  d.  -2240 
 
Direction (Question 71): There is a certain relation between two given words on one 
side of : : and one word is given on another side of : : while another word is to be 
found from the given alternatives, having the same relation with this word as the 
given pair has.  Select the best alternative. 
 
71. Dilatory : Expeditious : : Direct : ? 
 
 a.  Tortuous  b.  Circumlocutory  c.  Straight  d.  Curved  
 
Direction (Question 72): Choose the number which is different from others in the 
group. 
 
72. a.  751   b.  734   c.  981   d.  853 
 
Direction (Question 73): In the following question, a number series is given with one 
term missing.  Choose the correct alternative that will continue the same pattern and 
fill in the blank space. 
 
73. 0,  2,  8,  14,  (..........),  34 
 
 a.  24   b.  22   c.  20   d.  18 
 
Direction (Questions 74 & 75): Choose the best alternative  
 
74. If in a certain language, COUNSEL is coded as BITIRAK, how is GUIDANCE written 

in that code? 
 
 a.  EOHYZKBB b.  FOHYZJBB c.  FPHZZKAB d.  HOHYBJBA 
 
75. In an examination, Raj got more marks than Mukesh but not as many as Priya.  Priya 

got more marks than Gaurav and Kavita.  Gaurav got less marks than Mukesh but 
his marks are not the lowest in the group.  Who is second in the descending order of 
marks? 

 
 a.  Priya  b.  Kavita  c.  Raj  d.  Cannot be determined 
 
Direction (Question 76): Read the following information carefully and answer the 
question given below it: 
 
The sum of the income of A and B is more than that of C and D taken together.  The sum of 
the income of A and C is the same as that of B and D taken together.  Moreover, A earns 
half as much as the sum of the income of B and D.   
 
76. Which of the following statements is not correct? 
 

a.  A earns more than B  b.  B earns more than D 
 c.  C earns more than D  d.  B earns more than C 
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Direction (Questions 77 &78): Choose the best alternative 
 
77. Kishenkant walks 10 kilometres towards North.  From there, he walks 6 kilometres 

towards South.  Then, he walks 3 kilometres towards East.  How far and in which 
direction is he with reference to his starting point? 

 
a.  5 kilometres West   b.  5 kilometres North-east 

 c.  7 kilometres East   d.  7 kilometres West 
 
78. Three persons A, B and C are standing in a queue.  There are five persons between 

A and B and eight persons between B and C.  If there be three persons ahead of C 
and 21 persons behind A, what could be the minimum number of persons in the 
queue? 

 
 a.  41   b.  40   c.  28   d.  27 
 
Direction (Question 79): The question given below has a problem and two statements 
numbered I and II giving certain information.  You have to decide if the information 
given in the statements is sufficient for answering the problem. 
 
79. Total money with Naresh and Ajay is 28 percent of that with Usman.  How much 

money is Ajay having? 
 

I. Usman has got Rs. 75000. 
II. The ratio of money of Naresh to money held by Ajay is 1 : 3. 

 
 Indicate your answer as 

  
a. if the data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question; 
b. if the data in statement II alone are sufficient answer the question; 
c. if the data either in I or II alone are sufficient to answer the question; 
d. if the data in both the statements together are needed.    

 
Direction (Question 80): In the following question, a group of three interrelated words 
is given.  Choose a word from the given alternatives that belongs to the same group. 
 
80. Peas : Gram : Pulses 
 
 a.  Rice  b.  Barley  c.  Beans  d.  Coconut 
 
Direction (Questions 81 to 100): Choose the best alternative 
 
81.  GST (Goods and Service Tax) is set to be introduced by the Union Government on 
 

a.  April 1st 2017 b.  May 1st 2017 c.  June 1st 2017   d.  July 1st 2017 
 
82. ‘Ardhanareeswaran’ the famous novel written by 
 
 a.  Sugatha Kumari   b.  Perumal Murugan  
 c.  Akbar Kakkattil   d.  C. Radhakrishnan 
 
83. What is manufactured using Bessemer process? 
 
 a.  Steel b.  Gold  c.  Zinc   d.  Silver 
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84. Which of the following is a mixed nerve? 
 
 a.  Optic nerve    b.  Vagus nerve 
 c.  Hypoglossal nerve   d.  Trochlear nerve 
 
85. The instrument used to measure the growth of plant is: 
 
 a.  Durometer  b.  Auxanometer c.  Potometer  d.  Cryometer 
 
86. The Lokayukta and Upalokayukta Act was first passed in 
 
 a.  Maharashtra b.  West Bengal c.  Karnataka  d.  Odisha 
 
87. Capital of Costa Rica: 
 
 a.  Kinshasa  b.  Nicosia  c.  Zagreb d.  San Jose 
 
88. Chairman of the National Human Rights Commission is appointed by _______ 
 
 a.  The President   b.  The Prime Minister 
 c.  The Chief Justice of India  d.  The Speaker of Loksabha 
 
89. In the great war of Kalinga in 260 BC, the Magadha King Ashoka foreswore violence 

and accepted Buddhism. The major portion of the Kalinga Kingdom was in the 
modern state of: 

 
 a.  Odisha b.  Uttar Pradesh  c.  Bihar d.  Madhya Pradesh 
 
90. Name the “Land of the Morning Calm”: 
 
 a.  Norway  b.  Japan  c.  Korea  d.  Thailand 
 
91. Imchw F¶ ]Z-̄ nsâ icn-bmb AÀ°w: 
 

a.   hoW  b.  a®v  c.  Imc¡  d.  Im¡ 
 

92. BZy hb-emÀ AhmÀUn\v AÀlX t\Sn-bXv 
 

a.  _mem-a-Wn-b½   b.  kpK-X-Ip-amcn  

c.  Ia-e- kp-c¿   d.  efn-Xmw-_nI A´ÀP\w 
 

93. km£n F¶ ImcIw AÀ°w hcp¶ hn`àn 
 

a.  kwtbm-PnI b.  B[m-cnI  c.  {]tbm-PnI d. {]Xn-{Km-lnI 
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94. ‘Left handed compliment‘ F¶- ssien-bpsS bYm-À° aebmf hnhÀ¯\w  
 

a.   CS-Xp-ssI-¿nse {]iwk  b.  CS-Xp-ssI-¿nse k½m\w  

c.  ho]-co-XmÀ° {]iwk   d.  A{]-kvXpX {]iwk 
 

95. Xmsg-Im-Sp-¯n-«pÅ-h-bnÂ ‘]mcn-am-WnIw‘ F¶ t`ZI hn`m-K-¯n\v DZm-l-c-W-
taXvv? 

 

a.  kpJ-ambn Dd§n    b.  sX¡³ Imäv  

c.  XfÀ¯p-¶-hmXw    d.  Hcp Intem Acn 
 

96. ‘\nWw‘ F¶v hcp¶ ]Zw 
 

a.  kenew  b.  GWw  c.  [c  d.  cp[ncw 
 

97. ‘AWnbw‘ F¶ ]Z-¯nsâ hn]-coXw GXv? 
 

a.  A\Lw  b.  Aacw  c.  aWnbw  d.  A\yq\w 
 

98. Ahsâ kmaÀ°yw Gh-tcbpw AXn-i-bn-¸n-¨p, kmaÀ°yw F¶ ]Zw GXv 
hn`m-K-¯nÂs]-Sp¶p?  

 

a.  \maw  b.  {Inb  c.  Ir¯v  d.  X²nXw 
 

99. ‘Afhv‘ F¶À°-w hcp¶ ]Z-taXv? 
 

a.  ]cn-Wmaw  b. ]cnamWw  c.  ]cn-WXw  d.  ]cnafw 
 

100. ‘X²nXw‘ F{X hn[w? 
 

a.  aq¶v  b.  c−v  c.  \mev  d.  A©v 
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Question Booklet No ……………. 
 

 
WRITTEN TEST FOR THE SELECTION OF JUNIOR EXECUTIVE  

 
 

Date 15.10.2017   Time: 90 minutes         Maximum Marks: 100 
 
This test consists of 100 multiple choice questions.  Details are indicated below: 
 

Sl. No. Topic Questions 
1 Numerical Ability 1-20 
2 Reasoning Ability 21-40 
3 General English 41-60 
4 General Awareness 61-80 
5 Malayalam 81-100 

 
INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1. Before you start answering, check whether your Question Booklet is in order and 

contains 16 pages. 
2. Mark your answers in the OMR sheet provided. 
3. Read and follow the instructions given in the OMR sheet before marking answers and 

writing details. 
4. Use only black/blue ball point pen for writing details in the boxes and shading the 

bubble. 
5. Use of calculators, mobile phone, books, any other paper or materials will not be 

permitted. 
6. Put your signature in the space provided in the OMR Sheet, in the presence of the 

invigilator. 
7.  All correct answers will carry 1 mark and for each wrong answer there will be a negative 

mark of 0.25 
8.  Rough work may be done on pages 16 only. No other markings are allowed on the 

question booklet & OMR sheet. 
9. Follow the instructions of the invigilators in all matters inside the examination hall. 
10. Hand over the question booklet and OMR sheet to the invigilator at the end of the test. 
 
WARNING 
 
1. Pen marking once made is final. 
2. Fresh OMR Sheet/Question Booklet will not be supplied for any reason except printing/ 

manufacturing defects. 
3. Avoid perforation, dampening or soiling of the OMR Sheet. 
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Direction (Questions 1 to 20): Choose the best alternative 
 

1. If  = √
√   √

  , then the value of  
  √
  √

 +   √
  √

 is : 
 

a.  √2   b.  √3    c.  √6   d.  2 
 
2. The angles of elevation of the top of a tower from two points A and B lying on the 

horizontal through the foot of the tower are respectively 15o and 30o.  If A and B are 
on the same side of the tower and AB = 48 metre, then the height of the tower is : 

 
a.  24√3 metre b.  24 metre   c.  24√2 metre d.  96 metre 

 
3. Find the least number which when divided by 12, 16, 18, 30 leaves remainder 5 in 

each case but it is exactly divisible by 7. 
 

a.  3600  b.  3605  c.  3200  d.  3205 
 

4. An increase of 20% in the price of mangoes enables a person to purchase 4 
mangoes less for Rs. 40.  The price of 15 mangoes before increase was      

 
a.  Rs. 10  b.  Rs. 15  c.  Rs. 20   d.  Rs. 25 

 
5. In an alloy, zinc and copper are in the ratio 1 : 2.  In the second alloy, the same 

elements are in the ratio 2 : 3.  If these two alloys be mixed to form a new alloy in 
which two elements are in the ratio 5 : 8, the ratio of these two alloys in the new 
alloys is  

 
a.  3 : 10  b.  3 : 7  c.  10 : 3  d.  7 : 3 

 
6. One trader calculates the percentage of profit on the buying price and another 

calculates on the selling price. When their selling prices are the same, then the 
difference of their actual profits is Rs. 85 and both claim to have made 20% profit.  
What is the selling price of each? 

    
a.  Rs. 1700  b.  Rs. 2100  c.  Rs. 2550  d.  Rs. 2750 

 
7. A money-lender borrows money at 4% per annum and pays the interest at the end of 

the year.  He lends it at 6% per annum compound interest compounded half yearly 
and receives the interest at the end of the year.  In this way, he gains Rs. 104.50 a 
year.  The amount of money he borrows, is 

  
a.  Rs. 6,000  b.  Rs. 5,500  c.  Rs. 5,000  d.  Rs. 4,500 
 

8. 40 men can complete a work in 40 days.  They started the work together.  But at the 
end of each 10th day, 5 men left the job.  The work would have been completed in        

 
a.  56  days  b.  53  days  c.  52 days  d.  50 days 
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9. Three pipes P, Q and R can separately fill a cistern in 4, 8 and 12 hours respectively.   
Another pipe S can empty the completely filled cistern in 10 hours.  Which of the 
following arrangements will fill the empty cistern in less time than others? 

 
a.  Q alone is open     b.  P and S are open 
c.  P R and S are open    d.  P, Q and S are open  

 
10. A man walks from one place to another at a speed of 5 km/hr and returns to the 

starting place at a speed of 3 km/hr.  His average speed for the whole journey is  
 

a.  4.5 km/hr  b.  4 km/hr   c.  4.25 km/hr  d.  3.75 km/hr 
 
11. A train passes two persons walking in the same direction at a speed of 3 km/hour 

and 5 km/hour respectively in 10 seconds and 11 seconds respectively.  The speed 
of the train is 

  
a.  28 km/hour     b.  27 km/hour   
c.  25 km/hour    d.  24 km/hour 

 
12. The ratio between the present ages of M and N is 5 : 3 respectively.  The ratio 

between M’s age 4 years ago and N’s age after 4 years is 1 : 1.  What is the ratio 
between M’s age after 4 years and N’s age 4 years ago?       

  
a.  2 : 1  b.  1 : 3  c.  4 : 1  d.  3 : 1 

 
13. A man starts going for morning walk every day.  The distance walked by him on the 

first day was 2 kms.  Every day he walks half of the distance walked on the previous 
day.  What can be the maximum total distance walked by him in his life time? 

 
a.  4 kms.    b.  120 kms.   
c.  18 kms.    d.  Data inadequate  
 

14. If the difference between areas of the circumcircle and the incircle of an equilateral 
triangle is 44 cm2, then the area of the triangle is  

   
22
7  

 
a.  28 cm2  b.  7√3 cm2  c.  14√  cm2   d.  21 cm2 

 
15. In an equilateral triangle ABC, the side BC is trisected at D.  Then the correct relation 

is : 
 

a.  9AD2 = 7AB2   b.  8AD2 = 9AB2  
c.  7AD2 = 9AB2   d.  None of these 

 
16. ΔABC is inscribed in a circle ∠P, ∠Q and ∠R are angles inscribed in the arcs cut off 

by sides BC, AC and AB respectively.  Then ∠P + ∠Q + ∠R is equal to  
 

a.  180o  b.  360o  c.  240o  d.  None of these 
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17. In how many ways can a cricket team be selected from a group of 25 players 
containing 10 batsmen, 8 bowlers, 5 all rounders and 2 wicket keepers? 

   
 Assume that the team of 11 players requires 5 batsmen, 3 all-rounders, 2 bowlers 

and 1 wicket keeper. 
 

a.  161120  b.  15000  c.  141120  d.  35460 
 

18. A word consists of 9 letters; 5 consonants and 4 vowels.  Three letters are chosen at 
random.  What is the probability that more than one vowel will be selected? 

 
a.     b.     c.      d.   
 

19. Two parallel chords of lengths 40 cm and 48 cm are drawn in a circle of radius 25 
cm.  What will be the distance between the two chords?      

 
a.  8 cm    b.  15 cm   
c.  22 cm    d.  Either 8 cm or 22 cm 

 

20. If p = 5 + 2√6 then √
    

√
 is 

 
a.   1 + √   √    b.  1  √2 + √3  
c. 1 + √2  √3   d.  1  √2  √3 

 
Direction (Question 21): In the following question, there is a certain relationship 
between two given words on one side of : : and one word is given on another side of   
: : while another word is to be found from the given alternatives, having the same 
relation with this word as the words of the given pair bear.  Choose the correct 
alternative 
 
21. Nurture : Neglect : : Denigrate : ? 
  

a.   Reveal  b.   Extol    c.   Recognise   d.   Calumniate 
 
Direction (Question 22): In the following question, there is some relationship between 
two terms to the left of : : and the same relationship holds between the two terms to 
its right.  Also, in each question, one term either to the right of : : or to the left of it is 
missing.  This term is given as one of the alternatives given below the question.  Find 
out this term. 
 
22. BUCKET : ACTVBDJLDFSU : : BONUS : ?      
 

a.   ACMNMOTVRT   b.   SUNOB   
c.   ACNPMOTVRT      d.   ACMNMOTURT 
 

Direction (Question 23): In the following questions, four words have been given, out 
of which three are alike in some manner and the fourth one is different.  Choose out 
the odd one. 
 
23. a.  Almirah  b.  Rack   c.  Safe   d.  Cupboard  
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Direction (Question 24): Choose the best alternative 
 
24. If in a certain language, NATURE is coded as MASUQE, how is FAMINE coded in  

that code?   
 
a.  FBMJND  b.  FZMHND  c.  GANIOE  d.  EALIME 

 
Direction (Question 25): Read the following information carefully and answer the 
question below: 
 
A family consists of six members P, Q, R, S, T and U.  There are two married couples.  Q is 
a doctor and the father of T.  U is grandfather of R and is a contractor.  S is grandmother of 
T and is a housewife.  There is one doctor, one contractor, one nurse, one housewife and 
two students in the family. 
 
25. Who is the sister of T? 
 

a.  R   b.  U   c.  T  d.  Information insufficient 
 
Direction (Questions 26 & 27): Choose the best alternative 
 
26.   If P + Q means P is the husband of Q;  P  Q means P is the sister of Q and P x Q 

means P is the son of Q, which of the following shows A is the daughter of B? 
 

a.  C x B  A    b.  B + C x A   
c.  D x B + C  A    d.  A  D x B 

 
27. Sudhanshu is as much older than Kokila as he is younger than Praveen.  Nitin is as 

old as Kokila.  Which of the following statements is wrong? 
 
 a.  Kokila is younger than Praveen  b.  Nitin is younger than Praveen 
 c.  Sudhanshu is older than Nitin  d.  Praveen is not the oldest 
 
Direction (Question 28): Study the information given below and answer the question 
that follows: 
 
A, B, C, D, E and F are cousins.  No two cousins are of the same age, but all have birthdays 
on the same date.  The youngest is 17 years old and the oldest E is 22.  F is somewhere 
between B and D in age.  A is older than B.  C is older than D.   
 
28. Which of the following is not possible? 
 
 a.  D is 20 years old    b.  F is 18 years old 
 c.  F is 19 years old    d.  F is 20 years old 
 
Direction (Questions 29 to 32): Choose the best alternative 
 
29. I am facing South.  I turn right and walk 20 m.  Then I turn right again and walk 10 m.  

Then I turn left and walk 10 m and then turning right walk 20 m.  Then I turn right 
again and walk 60 m.  In which direction am I from the starting point? 

 
 a.  North   b.  North-west  c.  East  d.  North-east 
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30. Two letters in the word ‘PRESENCE’ have as many letters between them in the word 

as in the alphabet and in the same order.  Which one of the two letters comes earlier 
in the alphabet? 

 
 a.   C   b.  E   c.  R   d.  P 
 
31. In a class of 60, where girls are twice that of boys, Kamal ranked seventeenth from 

the top.  If there are 9 girls ahead of Kamal, how many boys are after him in rank? 
 
 a.   3   b.  7   c.  12   d.  23 
 
32. If – means , + means x,  means –, x means +, then which of the following 

equations is correct? 
 
 a.  52  4 + 5 x 8 – 2 = 36   b.  43 x 7  5 + 4 – 8 = 25 
 c.  36 x 4 – 12 + 5  3 = 420   d.  36 – 12 x 6  3 + 4 = 60 
 
Direction (Question 33): In the following question, arrange the given words in a 
meaningful sequence and then choose the most appropriate sequence from amongst 
the alternatives provided below the question.  
 
33. 1.  Windows  2.  Walls 3.  Floor  

4.  Foundation  5.  Roof 6.  Room 
 

a.  4, 5, 3, 2, 1, 6   b.  4, 3, 5, 6, 2, 1 
 c.  4, 2, 1, 5, 3, 6   d.  4, 1, 5, 6, 2, 3  
 
Direction (Question 34): The question given below has a problem and two statements 
numbered I and II giving certain information.  You have to decide if the information 
given in the statements is sufficient for answering the problem.   
 
34. How many speeches were delivered in the two days’ programme? 
 

I. 18 speakers were invited to give at least one speech, out of which one-sixth of 
the speakers could not come. 
 

II. One-third of the speakers gave two speeches each 
 
Indicate your answer as: 
 

a. if the data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question; 

b. if the data in statement II alone are sufficient answer the question; 

c. if the data either in I or II alone are sufficient to answer the question; 

d. if the data in both the statements together are needed 
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Direction (Question 35):  In the question below two statements are given followed by 
two conclusions numbered I and II.  You have to take the given two statements to be 
true even if they seem to be at variance from commonly known facts.  Read the 
conclusions and then decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from 
the two given statements, disregarding commonly known facts.   
 
35. Statements :  
 

Some calendars are sticks.  
 No stick is flower. 
 
 Conclusions :  
 

I.   Some calendars are flowers. 
II.  No calendar is flower. 

 
a.  If only conclusion I follows  b.  If only conclusion II follows 
c.  If either I or II follows  d.  If neither I nor II follows 

 
Direction (Question 36):   The question given below consists of a statement, followed 
by two arguments I and II.  You have to decide which of the arguments is a ’strong’ 
argument and which is a ‘weak’ argument.     
 
36. Statement :  
 

Should there be a complete ban on strike by government employees in India? 
 

 Arguments: 
 
 I.   Yes. This is the only way to teach discipline to the employees. 

II.  No.  This deprives the citizens of their democratic rights.   
 

a.   if only argument I is strong  b.  if only argument II is strong 
c.   if either I or II is strong    d.  if neither I nor II is strong  
 

Direction (Question 37):   In the question below a statement is given followed by two 
assumptions numbered I and II.  You have to consider the statement and the following 
assumptions and decide which of the assumptions is implicit in the statement. 

 
37. Statement : 
 
 “To buy a X-T.V., contact Y – the sole agent of X-T.V.” – An advertisement. 

 
 Assumptions: 
 
 I.  People generally prefer to buy T.V. through sole agent. 
 II.  The T.V. producing companies do not sell their products directly.  
 

a.   if only assumption I is implicit  b.  if only assumption II is implicit 
c.   if either I or II is implicit    d.  if neither I nor II is implicit   
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Direction (Question 38):   In the question below a statement is given followed by two 
courses of action numbered I and II.  You have to assume everything in the statement 
to be true, then decide which of the two suggested courses of action logically follows 
for pursuing.    
 
38. Statement :  
 

Doordarshan is concerned about the quality of its programmes particularly in view of 
stiff competition it is facing from STAR and other satellite TV channels and is 
contemplating various measures to attract talent for its programmes.   

 
 Courses of action:  
 

I. In an effort to attract talent, the Doordarshan has decided to revise its fee 
structure for the artists. 

 
II.  The fee structure should not be revised until other electronic media also revise it. 

 
a.   if only I follows   b.  if only II follows 
c.   if either I or II follows   d.  if neither I nor II follows   

 
Direction (Question 39):   In the following question, a statement/group of statements 
is given followed by some conclusions.  Choose the conclusion which logically 
follows from the given statements.   
 
39. Statement: 
 

Every man should have his identity card with him.  That card should mention his 
blood group, complete address and telephone number for contact, in case, some 
serious accident takes place. 

 
 Conclusions: 
 

a. Blood cannot be transfused until its group is mentioned in the card. 
b. The police needs this information specially when the accident is fatal. 
c. In case of emergency, he may forget his address and may need the card to 

contact his house 
d. None is supposed to forget his phone number under any circumstances. 

 
Direction (Question 40): Choose the best alternative 
 
40. Try this coaching class and you will not repent later.  Which of the following, if true, 

would support and strengthen this statement? 
 

i) The class is centrally located. 
ii) Some teachers who teach in the class have good background. 
iii) All the teachers in the class teach the subject very well. 
iv) Students get personal attention and feedback. 
v) The class gifts a calculator to first 100 students. 

 
a.   Only (i), (ii) and (iii)  b.  Only (i) and (ii) 
c.   Only (i), (ii) and (v)   d.  Only (iii) and (iv) 
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Direction (Questions 41 to 43): In the following questions, some of the sentences have 
errors and some have none.  Find out which part of a sentence has an error. The 
alphabet of that part is your answer.  If there is no error, your answer is (d) ie., no 
error. 
 
41. Each one of you(a)/must make up their mind(b)/as I did.(c)/ No error (d). 
 
42. Sudoku was first designed in the 1970s(a)/by a retired architect (b)/and freelance 

puzzle constructor. (c)/ No error(d) 
 
43. This stamp is only one(a)/of the design(b)/ever printed.(c)/No error(d) 
 
 
Direction (Questions 44 to 46.): In the following questions, sentences are given with 
blanks to be filled with an appropriate word(s).  Four alternatives are suggested for 
each question.  Choose the correct alternative out of the four as your answer. 
 
44. Please write to me ____this address. 
 
 a.  upon  b.  at  c. to   d.  on 
 
45. We had _____money left, so we went out for a meal. We decided to abandon our trip 

as we had _____money left. 
 
 a.  a little, a little b.  little, a little  c.  a few, few  d.  a little, little 
 
46. On Tuesday it’s the carnival, __________everybody gets dressed up in a fancy 

costume. So we will meet at John’s house, _________is about a couple of kilometers 
away. 

 
 a.  which, where b.  where, when c.  when, where d.  when, which 
 
Direction (Questions 47 to 49): In the following questions, out of the four alternatives, 
choose the one which best expresses the meaning of the given word as your answer. 
 
47. Toil 
 
 a.  Test  b.  Spoil  c.  Work hard  d.  Tell 
 
48. Ascription 
 
 a.  Description  b.  Account  c.  Attribution  d.  Cure 
 
49. Mimic 
 
 a.  Tease  b.  Refresh  c.  Greet  d.  Copy 
 
Direction (Questions 50 to 52): In the following questions, four alternatives are given 
for the Idiom/Phrase underlined in the sentence.  Choose the alternative which best 
expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase as your answer. 
 
50. Thousands put on a daily fight to keep the wolf from the door. 
 
 a.  ward off mosquitoes  b.  keep oneself healthy 
 c.  avoid starvation   d.  guard from pickpockets 
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51. How did you break the ice in the party? 
 
 a.  shatter peace   b.  cause harm 
 c.  break free    d.  initiate something 
 
52. The policy has been declared to be null and void. 
 
 a.  valid  b.  impossible  c.  invalid  d.  empty 
 
Direction (Questions 53 to 55): In the following questions, choose the word opposite 
in meaning to the given word as your answer. 
 
53. Curb 
 
 a.  help  b.  allow  c.  restrain  d.  remove 
 
54. Crooked 
 
 a.  twisted  b.  devious  c.  bended  d.  straight 
 
55. Malicious 
 
 a.  malevolent  b.  spiteful  c.  baneful  d.  benign 
 
Direction (Questions 56 to 58): In the following questions, a sentence has been given 
in Direct/Indirect Speech.  Out of the four alternatives suggested, select the one which 
best expresses the same sentence in Indirect/Direct Speech. 
 
56. “I shall remain here and the tailor won’t be able to find me,” said she. 
 

a. She said that she should remain there and the tailor won’t be able to find me. 
b. She said that she should remain there and the tailor would not be able to 

find her. 
c. She said that she would remain there and the tailor would not be able to find her. 
d. She said that, she could remain here and the tailor would not find her. 

 
57. The visitor said to them “Please give me a glass of water.” 
 
 a.  The visitor said please give him a glass of water 
 b.  The visitor said to them to give him a glass of water 
 c.  The visitor ordered them to give a glass of water 
 d.  The visitor requested them to give him a glass of water 
 
58. The policeman told the students, “Do not park your vehicles here.” 
 

a. The policeman asked them not park your vehicles here 
b. The policeman asked them not to park their vehicles here 
c. The policeman asked them not to park their vehicles there 
d. The policeman asked them not to park, his vehicle here 
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Direction (Questions 59 & 60): Read the passage and answer the questions. 
 
“I must find a hiding place,” he thought, “and in the next few seconds or I am done for.” 
 
Scarcely had the thought crossed his mind that the lane took a sudden turning so that he 
found himself hidden from his pursuers.  There are circumstances in which the least 
energetic of mankind learn to act with speed and decision.  This was such an occasion for 
Rehmat Ali and those who knew him best would have been the most astonished at the Iad’s 
boldness.  He stopped dead, threw the box of jewellery over a garden wall and, leaping 
upwards with incredible lightness, he seized the top of the walls with his hands and tumbled 
headlong into the garden. 
 
59. Rehmat Ali found himself hidden from his pursuers because: 
 

a. he had gone around an unexpected bend 
b. his pursuers could not run fast enough 
c. he had stopped dead 
d. he had acted with speed and decision 

 
60. There are circumstances in which the least energetic of mankind, learn to act with 

speed and decision, and the most cautious forget their care, Rehmat illustrates this 
by: 

 
a.  running away from his pursuers  b.  by stopping dead 
c.  turning into a lane    d.  jumping into the garden 

 
Direction (Questions 61 to 100): Choose the best alternative 
 
61. International Computer Security Day:      
 

a.   December, 2nd   b.   December, 23rd  
c.   November, 30th   d.   July, 18th  

 
62. Who wrote the famous book ‘A Short History of the Peasant Movement’ in Kerala?  
    

a.   E.M.S. Namboothirippad b.   C. Achutha Menon    
c.   P.K. Vasudevan Nair  d.   Pattom Thanupillai 

 
63. Name the first travelogue in Malayalam:    
   

a.   Vedatarkam   b.   Varthamana Pusthakam    
c.   Leelathilakam   d.   Chaturvarnyam 
 

64. The first English School in Kerala was established at:      
 

a.   Mattancherry   b.   Thiruvananthapuram   
c.   Kozhikode    d.   Kollam 

 
65. The Word Tsunami means:      
 

a.   Harbour wave   b.   Barbarous wave    
c.   Laborious wave   d.   Clamorous wave 
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66. Which railway route was first electrified in India? 
 

a.  Mumbai-Pune   b.   Delhi-Agra    
c.  Calcutta-Patna   d.   Madras-Bangalore 

 
67. Who was the Prime Minister of Britain when India got Independence? 
    

a.   Clement Atlee   b.   Winston Churchill    
c.   Harold Wilson   d.   Lal Bahadur Sastri  

 
68. Indian military operation in Kargil in 1999 was named 
 

a.   Operation Red Rose  b.   Operation Vijay     
c.   Operation Poorna Vijay  d.   Operation Shakthi 

 
69. Who is known as the father of Renaissance of Western India? 
 

a.   B.M. Malabari   b.   M.G. Ranade 
c.   R.G. Bhandarkar   d.   K.T. Telang 

 
70. Who is the guardian of Fundamental rights in India? 
 

a.   Judiciary    b.   Legislature  
c.   Executive    d.   Political parties 

 
71. The President of Pakistan who signed the Tashkent Agreement after the Indo-Pak 

War of 1965 was: 
 

a.   Yahya Khan   b.   Ayub Khan   
c.   Zulfiker Ali Bhuto   d.   Mujibur Rahman 

 
72. Temporary hardness of water is due to _________ 
  

a.   Calcium chloride   b.   Sodium carbonate   
c.   Sodium chloride   d.   Magnesium bicarbonate 

 
73. Scurvy is the disease caused by the deficiency of  
 

a.   Vitamin A    b.   Vitamin B   
c.   Vitamin C    d.   Vitamin D 

 
74. A Supreme Court Judge must have been a High Court Judge for atleast 
 
 a.  4 years  b.  5 years  c.  7 years  d.  10  years 
 
75. Who started the journal ‘New India’? 
 
 a.  Sarojini Naidu   b.  Annie Besant 
 c.  Madam Bhikaji Cama  d.  Aruna Asaf Ali 
 
76 Which of the following countries share longest land boundary with India? 
 
 a.  Bangladesh b.  Nepal  c.  Bhutan  d.  Pakistan 
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77 Indravati is a tributary of which river? 
 
 a.  Ganga  b.  Godavari  c.  Krishna  d.  Mahanadi 
 
78. Navy Day is on 
 
 a.  December 4 b.  January 15  c.  October 8  d.  February 1 
 
79. What is the full form of ‘NITI’ in NITI Aayog? 
 

a. National Integration and Transforming India 
b. National Institution for Transforming India 
c. National Institution Transporting India 
d. National Institute for Technology of India 

 
80. Who made the Kozhencherry speech in relation with the Nivarthana Agitation? 
 
 a.  K.P. Kesava Menon  b.  C. Kesavan 
 c.  Mannath Padmanabhan  d.  Ayyan Kali 
 
81. A\p{]tbmK¯n\v DZmlcWw Xmsg¸dbp¶hbnÂ GXmWv? 
 

a.  A\p{Kln¡tW     b.  Nn{Xw hc¨pt\m¡n  

 c.  hnÂ¡s¸Spw     d.  FSp¡s¸Spw 
 

82. icnbmb ]Zw FgpXpI 
 

a.  ]mZkcw  b.  ]mZÊcw   c.  ]mZskmcw d.  ]mZkzcw 
 

83. ‘Rm³ Aht\mSv ]dªp’ ASnhcbn«ncn¡p¶ ]Zw GXp hn`ànsb 
kqNn¸n¡p¶p. 

 

a.  kw_ÔnI   b.  B[mcnI    c.  kwtbmPnI    d.  {]tbmPnI 
 

84. What a dirty city ! F¶ hmIy¯nsâ Gähpw DNnXamb aebmf hmIytaXv? 
 

a.  Fs´mcp hy¯nsI« \Kcw     b.  F{X hr¯nsI« \Kcw 

c.  F´p hr¯nsI« \Kcw       d.  F§s\ hr¯nsI« \Kcw 
 

85. shfp¯ ]ip ]¨¸pÃv thK¯nÂ Xn¶p¶p.  {InbmhntijWw GXv? 
 

a.  shfp¯    b.  ]ip    c.  thK¯nÂ    d.  Xn¶p¶p 
 

86. ‘\hck§Ä’ þF¶Xnse kamktaXv? 
 

a.  ZznKp kamkw       b.  IÀ½[mcb³     

c.  _lp{holn       d.  \nXykamkw 
 

87. ‘PnÖmkp’ F¶ ]Z¯nsâ AÀ°sa´v? 
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a.  ]dbm³ B{Kln¡p¶ BÄ    b.    Adnbm³ B{Kln¡p¶ BÄ 

   c.  ImWm³ B{Kln¡p¶ BÄ   d.    ]Tn¡m³ B{Kln¡p¶ 
BÄ 
 

88. icnbmb hmIytaXv? 
 

a.  {]mbm[nIyapÅ almhyànIsf \mw _lpam\nt¨ ]äq 

b.  {]mbm[nIyw sN¶ almhyànIsf \mw XoÀ¨bmbpw _lpam\nt¨ ]äq 

c.  {]mbm[nIyw sN¶ alXvhyànIsf \mw XoÀ¨bmbpw _lpam\nt¨ ]äq 

d.  {]mbm[nIyw sN¶ almhyànIsf \mw _lpam\nt¨ ]äq 
 

89. ‘DWÀ¶ncn¡p¶ AhØ’ þ Hä hm¡v GXv? 
 

a.  PmKcw    b.  klmkw     c.  kvtIm`w     d.  
IpieX 

 
90. ‘AemlbpsS s]¬a¡Ä’ þ F¶ IrXn cNn¨Xmcvv? 
 

a.  am[hn¡p«n      b.  kmdm tPmk v̂     

c.  k¡dnb          d.  Fw. apIpμ³ 
 

91. ‘A long tongue has a short hand’   kam\amb ]gs©mtÃXv? 
 

a.  henb \mhpw sNdnb ssI¿pw        

b.  Gsd ]dbp¶hÀ H¶pw sN¿nÃ     

c.  hmb N¡c ssI sIm¡c       

d.  hmNIw hepXv {]hr¯n sNdpXv 
 

92. ‘kqcyIm´n’ þ F¶ IhnXbpsS IÀ¯mhv Bcv? 
 

a.  Ipamc\mim³       b.  Pn. i¦c¡pdp¸v     

c.  Pn. Ipamc¸nÅ       d.  _memaWnb½ 
 

93. ‘IqSnbÃm ]nd¡p¶ t\c¯pw 
IqSnbÃm acn¡p¶ t\c¯pw 
at[ybn§s\ ImWp¶ t\c¯pw 

aÕcn¡p¶sX´n\p \mw hrYm’ þ BcpsS hcnIÄ? 
 

a.  ]q´m\w       b.  Fgp¯Ñ³    

c.  Ip©³ \¼ymÀ      d.  cma]pc¯p hmcyÀ 
 
 
 
 

94. ‘To go on’ F¶ {]tbmK¯nsâ AÀ°sa´vv? 
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a.  XpScpI       b.  IS¶pt]mhpI      

c.  bm{XbmhpI       d.  \S¶pt]mhpI 
 

95. hn]coX]Zw FgpXpI  ‘io{Lw’  
 

a.  thKw    b.  Zp:Jw      c.  aμw     d.  ieyw 
 
96. hmevaoIn cmambW ImhycN\bv¡v ]qÀWambpw D]tbmKn¨ncn¡p¶ hr¯w  
 

a.  aRvPcn       b.  A\pjvSp¸v       

c.  {kKv²c       d.  ]©Nmacw 
 

97.  ‘IpSnsbmgn¡Â’ F¶ IrXnbpsS IÀ¯mhv   
 

a.  N§¼pg        b.  CStÈcn       

c.  sshtem¸nÅn        d.  ]n. Ipªncma³ \mbÀ 
 

98. ‘A[nImcw sIm¿WamZyw \mw.  

AXn\p taemIs« s]m¶mcy³’  
F¶ hn¹hmlzm\w \ÂInb IhnbmWv   

 

a.  CStÈcn tKmhnμ³ \mbÀ     b.  hbemÀ cmahÀ½ 

c.  N§¼pg IrjvW¸nÅ        d.  Ipamc\mim³ 
 

99.  ‘AXnPmX³’ F¶ ]Z¯nsâ AÀ°w   
 

a.  A[nIambn Pb§Ä t\Sp¶h³     

b.  BZyw P\n¡p¶h³ 

c.  amXm]nXm¡·msc AXnibn¸n¡p¶ KpW§fpÅh³ 

d.  No¯ ]p{X³ 
 

100. Xmsg¸dbp¶hbnÂ \n¶pw KpW\ma¯n\v DZmlcWw Is−¯pI.  
 

a.  Ifn    b.  AgIv     c.  ]Tn¸v   d.  Dd¡w 
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Question Booklet No ……………. 
 

 
WRITTEN TEST FOR THE SELECTION OF ACCOUNTS ASSISTANT  

 
 

Date 24.09.2017   Time: 90 minutes         Maximum Marks: 100 
 
This test consists of 100 multiple choice questions.  Details are indicated below: 
 

Sl. No. Topic Questions 
1 Subject Awareness 1-50 
2 General English 51-60 
3 Numerical Ability 61-70 
4 Reasoning Ability 71-80 
5 General Awareness 81-90 
6 Malayalam 91-100 

 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1. Before you start answering, check whether your Question Booklet is in order and 

contains 14 pages. 
2. Mark your answers in the OMR sheet provided. 
3. Read and follow the instructions given in the OMR sheet before marking answers and 

writing details. 
4. Use only black/blue ball point pen for writing details in the boxes and shading the 

bubble. 
5. Use of calculators, mobile phone, books, any other paper or materials will not be 

permitted. 
6. Put your signature in the space provided in the OMR Sheet, in the presence of the 

invigilator. 
7.  All correct answers will carry 1 mark and for each wrong answer there will be a negative 

mark of 0.25 
8.  Rough work may be done on pages 2 & 14 only. No other markings are allowed on the 

question booklet & OMR sheet. 
9. Follow the instructions of the invigilators in all matters inside the examination hall. 
10. Hand over the question booklet and OMR sheet to the invigilator at the end of the test. 
 
WARNING 
 
1. Pen marking once made is final. 
2. Fresh OMR Sheet/Question Booklet will not be supplied for any reason except printing/ 

manufacturing defects. 
3. Avoid perforation, dampening or soiling of the OMR Sheet. 
4. Any attempt to erase the pen mark once made will leave smudges or marks on the 

bubble which will be treated as a valid mark. 
5. Any fresh mark made after attempting erasure of an already marked bubble will lead to 

multiple marks and lead to being considered wrong answer.  
6. Use of white fluid or any other correction fluid to erase the pen marking once made is not 

permitted. Any attempt to do so will result in summary rejection of the Answer Sheet. 
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Direction (Questions 1 to 50): Choose the best alternative 
 
1. The internal management of the company specified in:  
  

a.   Memorandum of association     b.   Prospectus    
c.   Statutory report       d.   Articles of Association 

 
2. Stock dividend means the issue of ………….shares for the existing shareholders      
 

a.   Bonus   b.   Right     c.   Scrip     d.   Property 
 

3. Companies formed by a Special Act of the Parliament is called a:      
 

a.   Chartered company   b.   Registered company    
c.   Statutory company      d.   Public company 
 

4. Registration of partnership is:      
 

a.   Optional       b.   Compulsory    
c.   According to partnership deed     d.   According to Balance sheet 

 
5. The first meeting of a company after its registration is called:      
 

a.   Statutory meeting      b.   Extra ordinary meeting    
c.   Ordinary meeting      d.   Annual general meeting 

 
6. Premium on redemption of preference shares are:   
    

a.   Capital profit    b.   Revenue profit    c.   Capital loss    d.   Revenue loss 
 
7. Which of the following practices in not in consonance with the convention of 

conservatism    
   

a.   Creating provision for bad debts     
b.   Creating provision for discount on creditors    
c.   Creating provision for discount on debtors    
d.   Creating provision for tax 

 
8. Outstanding expenses are accounted on the basis of -------- concept.      
 

a.   Dual aspect       b.   Accrual      
c.   Money measurement      d.   Matching 

 
9. Revenue is realised:      
 

a.   When sales order is received      b.   When goods are sold    
c.   When cash is received       d.   When goods are received by the purchaser 

 
10. The term depletion is used in relation to:      
 

a.   Fixed assets       b.  Wasting assets      
c.   Current assets       d.   Tangible assets 
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11. The budget that is prepared first of all:      
 

a.   Cash budget       b.   Master budget    
c.   Flexible budget       d.   Key factor budget 

 
12. P/V ratio is 50% and variable cost is Rs. 6000.  If the current loss is Rs.1000, what 

the sales to be achieved to earn a profit of Rs.1000?      
 

a.   Rs.12000     b.   Rs.14000    c.   Rs.16000    d.   Rs.18000 
 
13. The allotment of whole item of cost to a cost centre or cost unit is called as—      
 

a.   Cost allocation       b.   Cost apportionment;    
c.   Overhead absorption;      d.   Cost classification. 

 
14. Contribution=………………………      
 

a.   Fixed cost  -   loss      b.   Profit + Variable cost    
c.   Sales - Fixed cost - Profit     d.   None of the above 

 
15. Discarded materials having some realisable value is termed as:      
 

a.   Realisation value    b.   Waste    c.   Scrap    d.   Spoilage 
 
16. _________ is not a discounted cash flow technique      
 

a.   NPV     b.   IRR     c.   ARR     d.   Profitability index 
 
17. Proprietary ratio establishes the relation between Equity and      
 

a.   Total Debt      b.   Total Asset     
c.   Current Asset      d.   Current Liabilities 

 
18. A budgeting based on functions, activities and projects which focus attention on the 

accomplishments is called:      
 

a.   Zero-base budgeting     b.   Performance Budgeting    
c.   Flexible budgeting     d.   Traditional budgeting 

 
19. _________ means reducing the par value of shares by increasing the number of 

shares proportionately      
 

a.   Stock     b.   Stock reduction     c.   Bonus issue    d.   Stock split 
 
20. Which of the following is not a source of fund:      
 

a.   Issue of shares       b.   Issue of debentures 
c.   Increase in working capital     d.   Sale of fixed assets 

 
21. Which of the following does not influence the level of working capital?      
 

a.   Production cycle      b.   Business cycle    
c.   Credit policy       d.   Depreciation policy 
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22. Spontaneous financing includes:      
 

a.   Accounts receivable      b.   Accounts payable    
c.   Short term loans       d.   A line of credit 

 
23. Another name for the acid test ratio is:      
 

a.   Current ratio       b.   Quick ratio    
c.   Inventory turnover ratio      d.   Average collection period 

 
24. Homogeneity of product is characteristic  of       
 

a.   Monopoly       b.   Oligopoly     
c.   Perfect competition      d.   None of the above 

 
25. The concept of product differentiation is related to:      
 

a.   Monopoly       b.   Perfect competition    
c.   Pure competition      d.   Monopolistic competition 

 
26. Supervision is an element of       
 

a.   Planning     b.   Organising    c.   Directing     d.   Controlling 
 
27. What is preliminary interview?  
     

a.   Face to face conversation      
b.   Screen out those who are not qualified    
c.   It is an ordinary interview    
d.   A special interview 

 
28. The number of subordinates a manager can directly supervise is called:      
 

a.   Span of control      b.   Scalar principle    
c.   Unity of command      d.   Division of work 

 
29. Plan expressed in quantitative terms is a:      
 

a.   Programme    b.   Schedule    c.   Budget     d.   Action Plan 
 
30. Father of bureaucratic organisation:      
 

a.   Max Webber       b.   Chester I Barnard     
c.   Elton Mayo       d.   Rennis Likert 

 
31. For industrial products………….gets maximum weightage      
 

a.   Personal selling      b.   Advertisement    
c.   Sales promotion       d.   None of these 

 
32. After sales service is a part of:       
 

a.   Core product     b.   Augmented product    
c.   Basic product       d.   Fundamental product 
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33. Which of the following is a true statement?      
 

a.   Selling and marketing are interchangeable     
b.   Marketing is a narrow concept    
c.   Selling is a part of marketing    
d.   Marketing is a part of selling 

 
34. The main focus of marketing is on:      
 

a.   Earning profit       b.   The needs of customers    
c.   The needs of the seller      d.   The product 

 
35. Sales promotion does not include:       
 

a.   Displays     b.   Shows      c.   Exhibitions    d.   Personal selling 
 
36. When trainees are attached to senior workers , it is called      
 

a.   Apprenticeship training     b.   Vestibule training    
c.   On the job training      d.   None of the above 

 
37. The process of discovering and identifying the pertinent information relating to the 

nature of a specific job is called:      
 

a.   Job identification      b.   Job Description    
c.   Job specification      d.   Job analysis 

 
38. The process of searching for prospective employees and stimulating them to apply 

for jobs is called:      
 

a.   Selection    b.   Recruitment      c.   Placement         d.   Job rotation 
 
39. Income tax Act extends to:      
 

a.   Whole of India      b.   Whole of India except Jammu and Kashmir    
c.   Whole of Maharashtra only    d.   None of these 

 
40. Total income of a person is determined on the basis of his:      
 

a.   Residential status in India     b.   Citizenship in India    
c.   None of these       d.   Both of the above 

 
41. Where the amount of an expenditure claimed as deduction exceeds Rs.20,000 and it 

is not made by account payee cheque/draft      
 

a.   20% of such amount shall be disallowed    
b.   100% of such payment shall be disallowed    
c.   20% of the excess over Rs.20,000 of such payment shall be disallowed    
d.   None of the above 

 
42. Due date for filing return is …………….. ,in case of an employee      
 

a.   31st October     b.   30th June    c.   31st July    d.   31st March 
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43. A person who is liable on the income or loss of other person is called:      
 
a.   Assessee      b.   Ordinary Assessee    
c.   Assessee-in-default     d.   Representative Assessee 

 
44. Which of the following is not a measure of variability?      
 

a.   Median     b.   Variance      c.   Standard deviation    d.   Range 
 
45. Rank correlation coefficient was developed by      
 

a.   Galton     b.   Karl pearson     c.   Spearman      d.   None of the above 
 
46. Internal audit is meant for      
 

a.   Management     b.   Shareholders     c.   Customers        d.   Supplier 
 
47. The main object of auditing is       
 

a.   To verify statement      b.   To discover errors and frauds    
c.   To prevent errors and frauds     d.   All of the above 

 
48. First auditor of a Company is appointed by      
 

a.   Registrar       b.   Shareholders     
c.   Promoters        d.   Board of Directors 

 
49. Management audit otherwise known as:  
     

a.   Final audit    b.   Efficiency audit    c.   Cost audit        d.   Cash audit 
 
50. Auditing begins where -------------- ends.      
 

a.   Selling         b.   Inventory valuation     
c.   Accounting          d.   Purchases 

 
Direction (Questions 51 & 52): In the following questions, four alternatives are given 
for the idiom/phrase in bold in the sentence. Choose the alternative which best 
expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase.   
 
51.  The young and the old sat cheek by jowl in the large audience. 
 
 a.  very near  b.  very far   c.  tongue tied  d.  irritated 
 
52. I am done for. 
 
 a.  ruined  b.  rewarded  c.  answered  d.  questioned 
 
Direction (Questions 53 & 54): In the following questions, out of the four alternatives, 
choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/sentence. 
 
53. One who is indifferent to pleasure and pain. 
 

a. Ascetic   b.  Esoteric  c.  Stoic  d.  Sceptical  
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54. Irresistible craving for alcoholic drinks 
 

a.   Megalomania b.  Dipsomania c.  Kleptomania d.  Pyromania 
 
Direction (Questions 55 & 56): In the following questions, choose the word opposite in 
meaning to the given word. 
 
55. Cumbersome 
 

a.  heavy  b. convenient  c.  smooth  d.  automatic 
 
56. Anxious 
 

a.  fearful  b.  worried  c.  calm  d.  concerned 
 
Direction (Questions 57 & 58): In the following questions, some of the sentences have 
errors and some have none.  Find out which part of a sentence has an error.  The 
letter of that part is your answer.  If there is no error, the answer is (d) 
 
57. Being (a)/ a rainy day (b)/ I could not go out. (c)/ No error (d) 
 
58. He is (a)/ capable to do this work (b)/ within the stipulated period. (c)/ No error (d) 
 
Direction (Questions 59 & 60): In the following questions, the sentences have been 
given in Active/Passive voice.  From the given alternatives, choose the one which 
best expresses the given sentence in Passive/Active voice. 
 
59. The reporter was interviewing the political leaders. 
 

a. The political leaders were being interviewed by the reporter. 
b. The political leaders was being interviewed by the reporter. 
c. The political leaders are being interviewed by the reporter 
d. The political leader is being interviewed by the reporter. 

 
60. The beavers have built a perfect dam across the stream 
 

a. A perfect dam had been built by the beavers across the stream. 
b. A perfect dam has been built by the beavers across the stream. 
c. A perfect dam have been built by the beavers across the stream 
d. A perfect dam was being built by the beavers across the stream  

 
Direction (Questions 61 to 70): Select the correct alternative from the given choices 
 
61. Two numbers are respectively 20% and 50% more than a third number.  These two 

numbers are in the ratio 
 
 a.  2 : 5  b.  4 : 5  c.  6 : 7  d.  3 : 5 
 
62. If the numerator of fraction is increased by 140% and the denominator is increased 

by 150%, the resultant fraction is .  What is the original fraction? 
 
 a.     b.     c.     d.   
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63. Two numbers are in the ratio 2 : 3.  If 3 be added to both of them, then their ratio 
becomes 3 : 4.  Find the sum of the numbers. 

 
 a. 10   b.  15   c.  20    d.  25 
 
64. The work done by a woman in 8 hours is equal to the work done by a man in 6 hours 

and by a boy in 12 hours.  If working 6 hours per day 9 men can complete a work in 6 
days, then in how many days can 12 men, 12 women and 12 boys together finish the 
same work working 8 hours per day? 

 
a. 1  days  b.  3   days  c.  3 days  d.  1  days 

 
65. Two friends take a piece of work for Rs. 960.  A alone can do it in 12 days, B in 16 

days.  With the assistance of an expert, they finish it in 4 days.  How much 
remuneration the expert should get? 

 
 a.  Rs. 600  b.  Rs. 500  c.  Rs.  400  d.  Rs. 300 
 
66. Two trains of lengths 190m and 219m respectively are running in opposite directions 

on parallel tracks.  If their speeds are 40 km/hr and 32 km/hr respectively.  In what 
time will they cross each other? 

 
a.  10 sec.  b.  20 sec.   c.  30 sec.    d.  40 sec. 
 

67. A 24 litre mixture contains water : milk in the ratio of 3 : 5.  How much water must be 
added to this mixture to reverse this ratio? 

 
a.  20 litres  b.  24 litres  c.  18 litres  d.  16 litres 

 
68. In what ratio must a grocer mix two varieties of tea worth Rs. 60 per kg and Rs. 65 

per kg.  So that by selling the mixture at Rs. 68.20 per kg. he may gain 10%? 
 

a.  3 : 2  b.  3 : 4  c.  3 : 5  d.  4 : 5 
 
69. A car covers the first 39 kms of its journey in 45 minutes and the remaining 25 kms in 

35 minutes.  What is the average speed of the car? 
  

a.  40 km/hr  b.  64 km/hr  c.  49 km/hr  d.  48 km/hr 
 
70. Evaluate: 53 x 55 
 
 a.  2910  b.  2915  c.  2815  d.  2715 
 
Direction (Question 71): There is a certain relation between two given words on one 
side of : : and one word is given an another side of : : while another word is to be 
found from the given alternatives, having the same relation with this word as the 
given pair has.  Select the best alternative. 
 
71. Jeopardy : Peril : : Jealousy : ? 
 
 a.  Envy  b.  Insecurity  c.  Lust   d.  Sin 
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Direction (Question 72): Choose the number which is different from others in the 
group. 
 
72. a.  8314  b.  2709  c.  1315  d.  2518 
 
Direction (Question 73): In the following question, a number series is given with one 
term missing.  Choose the correct alternative that will continue the same pattern and 
fill in the blank spaces. 
 
73. 8, 9, 8, 7, 10, 9, 6, 11, 10, (.......), 12  
 
 a.  5  b.  7   c.  8   d.  11 
 
Direction (Question 74): According to a code language, words in capital letters in 
column I are written in small letters in column II.  The letters in column II are jumbled 
up.  Decode the language and choose the correct code for the word given in each 
question. 
 

Column I      Column II    
 

(1) CURSE    (A)  opkif 
(2) INCUR     (B)  fbpoc 
(3) TALLY     (C)  ughvg 
(4) CADET    (D)  rkufh   
(5) DRIP     (E)  rotc 
(6) TOIL     (F)  jugc 
(7) VARY     (G)  vwoh 

 
74. ENVOY 
 
 a.  kbjwu  b.  jvbkw  c.  hjbvw  d.  vbpuk 
 
Direction (Question 75): Choose the best alternative 
 
75. Rohan is taller than Anand but shorter than Seema.  Krishna is taller than Pushpa but 

shorter than Anand.  Dhiraj is taller than Krishna but shorter than Seema.  Who 
among them is the tallest? 

 
 a.  Rohan  b.  Seema  c.  Krishna d.  Cannot be determined 
 
Direction (Questions 76 & 77): Choose the best alternative 
 
76. A man walks 1 km towards East and then he turns to South and walks 5 km.  Again 

he turns to East and walks 2 km, after this he turns to North and walks 9 km.  Now, 
how far is he from his starting point? 

 
 a.  3 km  b.  4 km  c.  5 km  d.  7 km 
 
77. At a farm there are hens, cows and bullocks, and keepers to look after them.  There 

are 69 heads less than legs; the number of cows is double of that of the bullocks, the 
number of cows and hens is the same and there is one keeper per ten birds and 
cattle.  The total number of hens plus cows and bullocks and their keepers does not 
exceed 50.  How many cows are there? 

 
 a.  10   b.  12   c.  14   d.  16 
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Direction (Question 78): Read the following information carefully and answer the 
question given below it: 
 
There are five identical looking boxes having different objects in it and every box has a label 
indicating their contents.  The following is the description of the contents and the label of 
each box: 
 
Contents      Label 
 
Two Pins     PP 
Two Balls     BB 
Two Clips     CC 
One Pin and One Clip    PC 
One Ball and One Clip   BC 
 
Somebody has mischieviously interchanged these labels in such a way that no box contains 
the label correctly explaining its contents.   
 
78. If the box PP contained two Clips, the box CC contained two Pins and the box BB 

contained atleast one Ball, which of the following will definitely be not true? 
 

a. The box BC contains one Pin and one Clip. 
b. The box BB contains one Ball and one Clip. 
c. The box BC contains two Balls. 
d. The box PC contains two Balls. 

 
Direction (Question 79): The question given below has a problem and two statements 
numbered I and II giving certain information.  You have to decide if the information 
given in the statements is sufficient for answering the problem.   
 
79. What will be the total weight of 10 poles each of the same weight? 
 

I. One-fourth of the weight of a pole is 5 kilograms. 
II. The total weight of three poles is 20 kilograms more than the total weight of 

two poles. 
 

Indicate your answer as 
 

a. if the data in statement I alone are sufficient to answer the question; 
b. if the data in statement II alone are sufficient answer the question; 
c. if the data either in I or II alone are sufficient to answer the question; 
d. if the data in both the statements together are needed.    

 
Direction (Question 80): The following question consist of two words each that have a 
certain relationship to each other, followed by four lettered pairs of words.  Select the 
lettered pair that has the same relationship as the original pair of words.   
 
80. Rain:Patter  
 
 a.  Door : Bang b.  Birds : Flight c.  Animal : Graze d.  Men : Walk 
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Direction (Questions 81 to 100): Choose the best alternative 
 
81. The first mass struggle against untouchability in Kerala was 
 
 a.  Guruvayur Satyagraha  b.  Paliyam Satyagraha 
 c.  Channar Revolt   d.  Vaikom Satyagraha 
 
82. Pedology is the science that deals with the study of __________ 
 
 a.  Soil  b.  Water  c.  Mountains  d.  Lakes 
 
83. In which river Bhakra-Nangal Dam is situated? 
 
 a.  Sutlej b.  Godavari  c.  Narmada  d.  Krishna 
 
84. Who did first Malayalam printing? 
 
 a.  Benjamin Bailey   b.  Herman Gundert 
 c.  Jovannes GonSalvez  d.  Anjelos Francis 
 
85. The founder of Wiki Leaks is: 
 
 a.  Bill Gates  b.  Julian Assange c.  Gill Abramson d.  Jacob J Lew 
 
86. Which of the following units is usually used to denote intensity of pollution? 
 
 a.  Milligrams  b.  Nanograms c.  Parts per million d.  Kilogram 
 
87. ‘Kasi’ the holy place was situated on the banks of the river 
 
 a.  Yamuna  b.  Ganges  c.  Brahmaputra d.  Indus 
 
88. God’s particle is the pseudonym of ____________ 
 
 a.  Large Hadrom Collider b.  Quarks c.  Leptons d.  Higgs Boson 
 
89. Razia Sultana (Razia Sultan) was the only woman monarch who ruled Delhi.  Her 

rule lasted only for four years, and following a revolt by the city’s nobles she was 
killed.  When did she ascend the throne of Delhi? 

 
 a.  A.D.1326  b.  A.D. 1236  c.  A.D. 1623  d.  A.D. 1363 
 
90. Kerala is the first state in India to launch a Pension Scheme for farmers namely: 
 
 a.  Kissan Abhiman   b.  Farmer’s Pension 
 c.  Agricultural Pension  d.  Pension to Agricultural Labourer 
 
91. PmXn hyàn t`Z-an-Ãm¯ \ma-amWv  
 

 a.  kÀÆ-\maw    b.  tab-\maw   

c.  kmam-\y-\maw    d.  {Inbm-\maw 
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92. Ch-bnÂ icn-bmb ]Zw GXv?  
 

a.  AYnXn  b.  AXnYn   c.  AÚ\w  d.  A©\w 
 

93. \½psS £Ww kzoIcns¨¯nb kmlnXyImc\v lmÀZhamb kzmKXw.  Cu 
hmIy¯nse sXämb ]Zw?  

 

a.  £Ww  b.  kzmKXw  c.  \½psS  d.  lmÀZhw 
 

94.  ‘Be-¯qÀ Im¡’ F¶ ssienbpsS AÀ°w?  
 

a.  iey-¡m-c³     

b.  Bin¨p Imew Ign-bp-¶-h³ 

c.  hniz-kn-¡m³ sImÅm-¯-h³   

d.  tImamfn 
 

95. To leave no stone unturned Cu {]tbm-K-¯nsâ kam\ AÀ°w hcp-¶Xv  
 

a.  ka-{K-ambn At\z-jn-¡pI   

b.  Hcp hn[w Ign-̈ p-Iq-«pI 

c.  H¸-sa-¯pI    

d.  kμÀ`m-\p-k-cWw {]hÀ¯n-¡pI 
 

96. _men kp{Koht\mSv Gäpap«n.  ‘HmSv’ F¶ {]Xybw GXv hn`ànbptSXmWv? 
 

a.  \nÀt±inI     b.  {]Xn{KmlnI 

c.  kw_ÔnI    d.  kwtbmPnI 
 

97. Xmsg¸dbp¶XnÂ i_vZw F¶À°w hcp¶ ]Zw? 

a.  Bebw  b.  Babw  c.  Bchw  d.  BX]w 
 

98. Xmsg sImSp¯n«pÅhbnÂ ‘]mcnamWnIw’ F¶ t`ZI hn`mK¯nÂ 
DZmlcWtaXvv? 

 

a.  kpJambn Dd§n    b.  sX¡³Imäv 

c.  XfÀ¯p¶ hmXw   d.  Hcp Intem Acn 
 

99. hnKp kamk¯n\v DZmlcWambn ]dbmhp¶ cq]w Xmsg¸dbp¶hbnÂ 
GXmWv? 

 

a.  ASn¨pXfn    b.  {]Ya[À½w  

c.  ao³ ]nSn¡pI    d.  Ne¨n{Xw 
 

100. A½ I«nenÂ Ccp¶pþ Cu hmIy¯nÂ h¶ncn¡p¶ hn`àn GXv? 
 

a.  {]tbmPnI    b.  B[mcnI 

c.  kwtbmPnI    d.  {]Xn{KmlnI 
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Direction (Questions 1 to 21): Choose the best alternative 
 

1. The value of the expression 
 – 2

 +  – 2

  + 
2

    is :  

 
a.  0   b.  3   c.     d.  2 

 
2. The angles of elevation of the top of a building from the top and bottom of a tree are 

x and y respectively.  If the height of the tree is h metre, then, in metre, the height of 
the building is  

 
a.  

  
    

  b.  
  

    
  c.  

  
    

  d.  
  

   
 

 
3. The greatest number, which when subtracted from 5834, gives a number exactly 

divisible by each of 20, 28, 32 and 35, is 
 

a.  1120  b.  4714  c.  5200  d.  5600 
 

4. The value of a property depreciates every year by 10%.  The present value of the 
property is Rs. 81 lakh.  Two years ago, its value was  

 
a.  Rs. 90 lakh  b.  Rs. 96 lakh  c.  Rs. 100 lakh  d.  Rs. 108 lakh  

 
5. In what ratio must a mixture of 30% alcohol strength be mixed with that of 50% 

alcohol strength so as to get a mixture of 45% alcohol strength? 
 

a.  1 : 2  b.  1 : 3  c.  2 : 1  d.  3 : 1 
 
6. The expenses on rice, fish and oil of a family are in the ratio 12 : 17 : 3.  The prices of 

these articles are increased by 20%, 30% and 50% respectively.  The total expenses 
of family on these articles are increased by  

    
a.  14 1

8 %  b.  7 1
8%  c.  56 1

8 %  d.  % 
 
7. A sum amounts to Rs. 2,916 in 2 years and to Rs. 3,149.28 in three years at same 

rate of compound interest.  The sum is  
  

a.  Rs. 2500  b.  Rs. 2400  c.  Rs. 2250  d.  Rs. 2000 
 

8. A and B can do a piece of work in 30 days while B and C can do the same work in 24 
days and C and A in 20 days.  They all work together for 10 days when B and C 
leave.  How many days more will A take to finish the work?        

 
a.  18 days  b.  24 days  c.  30 days  d.  36 days 

 
9. A cistern can be filled by two pipes in 20 and 30 minutes respectively.  Both pipes 

being opened, when must the first pipe be turned off so that the cistern may be filled 
in 10 minutes more? 

 
a.  after 10 minutes    b.  after 12 minutes 
c.  after 20 minutes    d.  after 8 minutes 
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10. If A travels to his school from his house at the speed of 3 km/hr, then he reaches the 
school 5 minutes late.  If he travels at the speed of 4 km/hr, he reaches the school 5 
minutes earlier than school time.  The distance of his school from his house is  

 
a.  1 km  b.  2 km   c.  3 km  d.  4 km 

 
11. A train travelling at 48 km/hr crosses another train, having half its length and 

travelling in opposite direction at 42 km/hr in 12 seconds.  It also passes a railway 
platform in 45 seconds.  The length of the railway platform is  

  
a.  200 m  b.  300 m   c.  350 m  d.  400 m 

 
12. 7 years ago, the ages (in years) of A and B were in the ratio 4 : 5; and 7 years hence 

they will be in the ratio 5 : 6.  The present age of B is        
  

a.  56 years  b.  63 years  c.  70 years  d.  77 years 
 
13. Which of the following numbers belong to the series? 
  

4,  11,  18,  25,  32,  39,   ______ 
 

a.  2099  b.  2096  c.  2098  d.  2097 
 

14. A circle is inscribed in an equilateral triangle of side 8 cm.  The area of the portion 
between the triangle and the circle is  

 
a.  11 cm2  b.  10.95 cm2  c.  10 cm2   d.  10.50 cm2 

 
15. The ratio of the area of the equilateral triangle described on the side of a square to 

the area of the equilateral triangle described on its diagonal is: 
 
a.  1 : 3  b.  √3 : 4  c.  1 : 2   d.  1 : 4  

 
16. Through any given set of four points P, Q, R, S it is possible to draw: 
 

a.  atmost one circle   b.  exactly one circle  
c.  exactly two circles    d.  exactly three circles  

 
17. If 3x = 5y = 4z then x : y : z is equal to  
   
 a.  9 : 12 : 16  b.  20 : 12 : 15 c.  15 : 10 : 9  d.  8 : 5 : 3 

 
18. The radius of a wire is decreased to one third.  If volume remains the same, length 

will increase by : 
 

a.  6 times   b.  1 time   c.  3 times    d.  9 times 
 

19. In a school, the average age of students is 6 years, and the average age of 12 
teachers is 40 years.  If the average age of the combined group of all the teachers 
and students is 7 years, then the number of students is : 

 
a.  396   b.  400   c.  408    d.  416 
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20. Two numbers are in the ratio 2 : 3.  If 2 is subtracted from the first and 2 is added to 
the second, the ratio becomes 1 : 2.  The sum of the numbers is : 

 
a.  30   b.  28   c.  24    d.  10 

 
21. Which among the following will come first in the English dictionary? 
  

a.   Straight  b.   Strand     c.   Strait     d.   Strain 
 
Direction (Questions 22 to 25):  Complete the Series. 
 
22. 90, 63, 70, 43, 55, 28, _______, ________      
 

a.   35, 23   b.   25, 18    c.   45, 18     d.   40, 18 
 

23. A  C  F J  _______      
 

a.   N    b.   H     c.   M     d.   O 
 

24. 1,  3,  2, ______, 3, 7      
 

a.   9    b.   7     c.   3      d.   5 
 
25. 5,  7,  13,  23,  29,  55,  ______, _______      
 

a.   61, 119   b.   63, 121    c.   33, 58     d.   60, 90 
 
Direction (Questions 26 & 27): Choose the best alternative. 
 
26. F is the brother of A; C is the daughter of A; K is the sister of F and G is the brother 

of C.  Who is the uncle of G? 
    

a.   F      b.   K        c.   C      d.   A 
 
27. Vel is two years older than Mike, who is twice as old as Linda.  If the ages of the 

three make a total of 27 years, how old is Mike?    
   

a.   5 years   b.   8 years    c.   9 years     d.   10 years 
 
Direction (Questions 28 to 30.): The relationship which obtains between the two words 
or group of letters on one side of the sign :: is to be found in the word or group of 
letters indicated by (?) on the other side.  Find the missing word among the four 
alternatives given under it 
 
28. Bud : Flower :: ? : Fruit      
 

a.   Flower   b.   Seed    c.   Twig     d.   Taste 
 
29. Unemployment : employment :: poverty : ?      
 

a.   wages   b.   work    c.   prosperity    d.   happiness 
 
30. Drum : beat :: Piano : ?      
 

a.   Music   b.   Notes    c.   Song     d.   Pianist 
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Direction (Questions 31 to 40): Choose the best alternative 
 
31. If POND is coded as RSTL, how is HEAR written in that code?      
 

a.   GHIJ      b.   GHIZ     c.   JIGZ     d.   JCLZ 
 
32. If in a certain language, GAMBLE is coded as FBLCKF, how is FLOWER coded in 

that code?      
 

a.   GKPVFQ     b.   EMNXDS    c.   GMPVDS    d.   HNQYGT 
 
33. If in a certain language FASHION is coded as FOIHSAN, how is PROBLEM coded in 

that code?      
 

a.   ROBLEMP     b.   PELBORM    c.   PRBOELM   d.   RPBOELM 
 
34. If in a certain language, NATURE is coded as MASUQE, how is FAMINE coded in 

that code?      
 

a.   FBMJND      b.   FZMHND    c.   GANIOE     d.   EALIME 
 
35. If Z = 52 and ACT  = 48, then BAT will be equal to       
 

a.   39      b.   41        c.   44        d.   46 
 
36. If AT = 20, BAT = 40, then CAT will be equal to       
 

a.   30    b.   50     c.   60    d.   70 
 
37. If P denotes , Q denotes x, R denotes + and S denotes , then  
 18 Q 12 P 4 R 5 S 6 = ? 
 

a.   36      b.   53      c.   59      d.   65 
 
38. If A stands for +, B stands for , C stands for x, then what is the value of (10 C 4) A 

(4 C 4) B 6 ?   
 

a.   60      b.   56      c.   50      d.   46 
 
39. If A means , B means , C means + and D means x, then  
 15 B 3 C 24 A 12 D 2 = ? 
 

a.   34    b.   2     c.      d.   None of these 
 

40. If A means ‘plus’, B means ‘minus’, C means ‘divided by’ and D means ‘multiplied by’  
then  18 A 12 C 6 D 2 B 5 = ? 

 
a.   15      b.   25    c.   27      d.   None of these 

 

Direction (Questions 41 to 43): In the following questions, out of four alternatives 
choose the one which can be substituted for the given words/sentence. 
 

41. One who can think about the future with imagination and wisdom. 
 
 a.  dreamer  b.  seer  c.  idealist  d.  visionary 
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42. A doctor who treats children 
 
 a.  paediatrician b.  pedagogue  c.  pedestrian  d.  paedophile 
 
43. To seize control of a vehicle in order to force it to go to a new destination, or demand 

something. 
 
 a.  attack  b.  contract  c.  hijack  d.  detour 
 
Direction (Questions 44 & 45): In these questions, groups of four words are given.  In 
each group, one word is correctly spelt.  Find the correctly spelt word. 
 
44. a.  instanttaneous b.  instantaneous c.  instanttanious d.  instantanious 
 
 
45. a.  itinarrary  b.  itinerrary  c.  ittinerary  d.  itinerary 
 
Direction (Questions 46 to 48): In the following questions, out of the four alternatives, 
choose the one which best expresses the meaning of the given word. 
 
46. Successive 
 
 a.  rapid  b.  victorious  c.  beneficent  d.  consecutive 
 
47. Fatal 
 
 a.  terrible  b.  deadly  c.  poisonous  d.  wrong 
 
48. Mentor 
 
 a.  guide  b.  genius  c.  stylist  d.  philosopher 
 
Direction (Questions 49 to 53.): In the following questions, sentences are given with 
blanks to be filled in with an appropriate word.  Four alternatives are suggested for 
each question.  Choose the correct alternative out of the four. 
 
49. A person who ______on his own effort has the best chance to win. 
 
 a.  makes  b.  puts  c.  relies  d.  runs 
 
50. Gandhiji will _________in history as one of the greatest men, that ever lived. 
 
 a.  go by  b.  go on  c.  go down  d.  to through 
 
 
51. Vamadevan _______as the mayor of the town and he will assume charge this Friday. 
 
 a. elects   b.  elected  c.  is elected  d.  is electing 
 
52. The cost of _____is rising rapidly in this city. 
 
 a.  being  b.  existing  c.  surviving  d.  living 
 
53. The meeting is _______because the funds have not arrived. 
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 a.  put in  b.  put off  c.  put away  d.  put out 
Direction (Questions 54 to 56): In the following questions, out of four alternatives 
choose the one which best expresses the opposite meaning of the word given in 
capital letters. 
 
 
54. REPEL 
 
 a.  attend  b.  concentrate c.  continue  d.  attract 
 
55. CURTAIL 
 
 a.  lengthen  b.  shorten  c.  entail  d.  close 
 
56. ATHEIST 
 
 a.  rationalist  b.  theologist  c.  believer  d.  ritualist 
 
Direction (Questions 57 to 60): In the following questions, a sentence has been given 
in Direct/Indirect Speech.  Out of the four alternatives suggested, select the one which 
best expresses the same sentence in Indirect/Direct Speech. 
 
 
57. He says, “I go for a walk every morning.” 
 
 a.  He says that he goes for a walk every morning  
 b.  He said that he used to go for a walk every morning 
 c.  He said that he goes for a walk every morning 
 d.  He says he went for a walk every morning 
 
58. He said, “Ravi, why are you sounding so dejected today?” 
 
 a.  He asked Ravi why he sounded so dejected that day? 
 b.  He asked to Ravi why he was sounding so dejected that day. 
 c.  He asked Ravi why he was sounding so dejected today 
 d.  He asked Ravi why he was sounding so dejected that day 
 
59. I said, “Father, when will you buy me a motor cycle?” 
 
 a.  I asked my father when will he buy me a motor cycle. 
 b.  I asked my father when he will buy me a motor cycle. 
 c.  I asked my father when would he buy me a motor cycle. 
 d.  I asked my father when he would buy me a motor cycle. 
 
60. He said, “I do not wish to see any of you; go away.” 
 

a. He said that he had not wished to see any of them and ordered them to go away. 
b. He said that he did not wish to see any of them and ordered them to go 

away.  
c. He told that he did not wish to see any of them and ordered them to go away. 
d. He said that he does not wish to see any of us and ordered us to go away. 
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Direction (Questions 61 to 100): Choose the best alternative 
 
61. R.K. Laxman is a renowned 
 

a.  Dance master   b.  Writer 
c.  Cartoonist    d.  Journalist 

 
62. Sound travels with a different speed in media. In what order does the velocity of 

sound increase in these media? 
 

a.  Water, iron and air   b.  Iron, air and water 
c.  Air, water and iron  d.  Iron, water and air 
 

63. Who invented Electric Generator? 
 

a.  Sir Alexander Graham Bell b.  Michael Faraday 
c.  Alfred B. Nobel   d.  Thomas Alva Edison 

 
64. The book of Parsis is 
 

a.  Torah  b.  Bible c.  Zend Avesta  d. Gita 
 
65. Who was the first Indian to be President of UN General Assembly? 
 

a.  Mrs. Vijay Lakshmi Pandit b.  Ramesh Bhandari 
c.  Natwar Singh   d.  Krishna Menon 

 
66. '.INI ' extension refers usually to what kind of file? 
 

a.  Image file    b.  System file 
c.  Hypertext related file  d.  Image Color Matching Profile file 

 
67. The first recipient of Rajiv Gandhi's 'Khel Ratna' award is 
 

a.  Vishwanathan Anand  b.  Leander Peas 
c.  Kapil Dev    d.  Limba Ram 

 
68. India First won the Olympic Hockey Gold at 
 

a.  London  b.  Amsterdam c.  Berlin  d.  Rome 
 

69. Which of the following is a correct sequence of sea ports of India from “South to 
North”? 

 
a. Cochin →Thiruvananthapuram→Calicut→Mangalore  
b. Calicut→ Thiruvananthapuram→ Cochin→ Mangalore  
c. Thiruvananthapuram→ Cochin→ Calicut→ Mangalore  
d. Thiruvananthapuram→ Calicut→ Mangalore→ Cochin 
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70. The Prime Minister of India cannot participate in voting on a No-confidence motion 
against his / her government if he / she ________: 

 
a. leads a coalition government  
b. has minority in Rajya Sabha  
c. is a member of Rajya Sabha  
d. forbidden by speaker of Lok Sabha 

 
71. Who was the ICC Cricket world Cup 2015 ambassador? 
 

a.  Ricky Ponting   b.  Sachin Tendulkar 
c.  M.S. Dhoni    d.  AB de Villiers 

 
72. Which of the following is NOT related to the World Trade Organization (WTO)? 
 

a. Multifiber Agreement    
b. General Agreement on Trade and Services  
c. Multilateral Agreement on Investment  
d. Agreement on Agriculture 

 
73. The shortest war recorded in history between two sovereign powers was between 

________? 
 

a.  UK and France    b.  Denmark and UK  
c.  UK and Zanzibar    d.  Italy and France 

 
74. When is the International Workers' Day? 
 

a.  15th April    b.   12th December 
c.  1st May    d.   1st August 
 

75. One fathom is equal to 
 

a.  6 feet  b.   6 meters  c.   60 feet  d.   100 cm 
 
76. Who wrote the famous book - 'We the people'? 
 

a.  T.N.Kaul    b.  J.R.D. Tata 
  c.  Khushwant Singh   d.  Nani Palkhivala 

 
77. Indian Sports Research Institute is located at 
  

a.   Delhi  b.   Patiala   c.   Mohali    d.   Ranchi 
 
78. The famous book “Annihilation of Caste” was written by       
 

a.   Jyothi Rao Phule   b.   Raja Ram Mohan Roy    
c.   B.R. Ambedkar   d.   Periyar Ramaswamy 
 

79. Which of the following is not a Constitutional Body? 
 

a.   Finance Commission    
b.   State Public Service Commission    
c.   State Human Rights Commission    
d.   Election Commission  
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80. Deepa Karmakar qualified for Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games 2016 after defeating:      
 

a.   Yelena Produnova  b.   Oksana Chusovitina    
c.   Yamilet Pena   d.   None of the above 
 

81. ‘]m¼v’ F¶À°w hcp¶ ]Zw GXv? 
 

a.  hcmfw    b.  hcmew     c.  hcmlw     d.  hcmSw 
 

82. ]n. kn. Ip«nIrjvWsâ XqenIm\maw GXv?  
 

a.  amen    b.  Ddq_v      c.  A¿t\¯v    d.  tImhne³ 
 

83. ‘lcnWw’ F¶ ]Z¯nsâ AÀ°w  
 

a.  B\    b.  Bene      c.  ]¨\ndw     d.  am³ 
 

84. Xmsg X¶ncn¡p¶ ]Z¯nÂ  ‘\mhv’ F¶À°w hcm¯ ]ZtaXv? 
 

a.  Pnlz    b.  ck\     c.  hmNn     d.  ckÚ 
 

85. sXämb {]tbmKw Is−¯pI.  
 

a.  Hcn¡Â IqSn Rm³ At±ls¯ ImWm³ t]mIpw 

b.  ho−pw Rm³ At±ls¯ ImWm³ t]mIpw 

c.  Rm³ At±ls¯ ImWm³ Hcn¡Â IqSn t]mIpw 

d.  ho−pw Hcn¡Â IqSn Rm³ At±ls¯ ImWm³ t]mIpw 
 

86. icnbmb cq]w GXv?  
 

a.  ]mTIw    b.  ]mVIw      c.  ]mVKw     d.  ]mSKw 
 

87. icnbmb XÀÖa FgpXpI.  Fruit of the forbidden tree given mortal taste:  
 

a.  hne¡s¸« I\nbpsS kzmZv AaqeyamWv  

b.  kzmZpÅ I\nIÄ hne¡s¸«hbmWv 

c.  Aaqeyamb I\nIÄ kzmZpÅhbmWv      

d.  hne¡s¸« I\nbpsS kzmZv \izcamWv 
 

88. ap³hn\b¨¯n\v DZmlcWw GXv?  
 

a.  t]mbn¡−p      b.  t]msI I−p      

c.  t]mIth I−p       d.  t]mbmÂ ImWmw 
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89.  ‘Bjmtat\m³’ F¶ XqenIm\ma¯n\pSa?   
 

a.  sI. {ioIpamÀ      b.  F³. \mcmbW¸nÅ 

c.  A¿¸³¸nÅ       d.  ]n. k¨nZm\μ³ 
 

90.  “Intuition” F¶ ]Z¯n\v \ÂImhp¶ aebmf cq]w?   
 

a.  {]hmNIXzw   b.  `qXZb   c.  `qtXmZbw  d.  `qXmthiw 
 

91.  A child means all the world to its mother?   
 

a.  temI¯nepÅhscÃmw A½bv¡v kz´w Ipªp§fmWv     

b.  Ipªp§Ä¡v temIamWv amXmhv 

c.  Ipªp§Ä¡v amXmhmWv temIw 

d.  A½bv¡v Xsâ Ipªv FÃmänepw hnes¸«XmWv 
 

92. ‘AgnaXns¡Xnsc hml\ {]NcW PmY kwLSn¸n¨p’  Cu hmIy¯nÂ 
Hgnhmt¡− ]Zw: 

 

a.  hml\w    b.  PmY  c.  FXnsc   d.  AgnaXn 
 

93. HutZymKnIamb I¯nS]mSpIfnÂ   ‘subject’  F¶ Cw¥ojv ]Z¯nsâ 
Øm\¯v D]tbmKn¡p¶ aebmf]Zw?   

 

a.  hnjbw    b.  hyàn  c.  {]iv\w   d.  kqN\ 
 

94. When I met her in 1975, she had been working there for four years   
 

a.  1975‐  Â Rm³ Ahsf I−t¸mÄ AhÄ AhnsS \mep hÀjw tPmen 
sNbvXn«p−v. 

b.  1975‐  Â AhnsS \mep hÀjw tPmen t\m¡nbXnÂ¸ns¶bmWv Rm³ 
Ahsf I−Xv. 

c.    1975‐  Â Rm³ Ahsf I−t¸mÄ AhÄ AhnsS \mep hÀjambn 
tPmen sN¿pIbmbncp¶p 

d. 1975‐ Â Rm³ Ahsf I−t¸mÄ AhÄ AhnsS \mep hÀjs¯ tPmen 
]qÀ¯nbm¡nbncp¶p. 

 

95. Secularism F¶ hm¡n\v DNnXamb aebmf ]Zw GXv?   
 

a.  aXmßIXzw     b.  aXkmtlmZcyw   

c.  aX\nct]£X     d.  aXcmlnXyw 
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96.  ‘]XncnÃmsX IXncnÃ’ þ F¶ ssienbpsS AÀ°sa´v? 
 

a.  KpW§Ä¡nSbnseÃmw tZmjtabpÅq     

b.  FhnsSbpw tZmjw hnfbpIbmWv   

c.  tZmjanÃmsXbpw KpWap−v    

d.  KpW§Ä¡nSbnÂ tZmjhpw ImWpw 
 

97. ip²amb {]tbmKw XncsªSp¡pI 
 

a.  \Ãbn\w Cd¨ntImgnIsf hnÂ¡pw     

b.  \Ãbn\w Cd¨nt¡mgnIÄ hnÂ¡s¸Spw   

c.   \Ãbn\w Cd¨ntImgnIÄ hnÂ¡s¸Spw 

d.  \Ãbn\w Cd¨nt¡mgnIsf hnÂ¡pw 
 

98. A\pNnXw F¶ ]Z¯nsâ AÀ°w? 
 

a.  tbmKyaÃm¯Xv       b.  \ÃXv   

c.  Gähpw tNcp¶Xv     d.  A\hkc¯nepÅXv 
 
99. Xmsg sImSp¯ncn¡p¶hbnÂ icnbmb XÀÖa FgpXpI  

Friends are the gifts of God 
  

a.  kplr¯p¡Ä ssZh¯nsâ hcZm\§fnsem¶mWv 

b.  kplr¯p¡Ä ssZh¯nsâ hcZm\amWv 

c.   kplr¯p¡Ä am{XamWv ssZh¯nsâ hcZm\w    

d.  kplr¯p¡Ä ssZh¯nsâ hcZm\aÃ 
 

100. Hcp ]mZ¯nÂ 26 A£c¯n\p taÂhcp¶ hr¯w 
 

a.  ]pjv]nXm{K      b.  imÀ±qehn{IoUnXw   

c.  ZWvUIw      d.  KZyw 
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Question Booklet No ……………. 
 

 
WRITTEN TEST FOR THE SELECTION OF ACCOUNTS OFFICER  

 
 

Date 15.10.2017   Time: 90 minutes         Maximum Marks: 100 
 
This test consists of 100 multiple choice questions.  Details are indicated below: 
 

Sl. No. Topic Questions 
1 Subject Awareness 1-50 
2 General English 51-60 
3 Reasoning Ability 61-70 
4 Numerical Ability 71-80 
5 General Awareness 81-90 
6 Malayalam 91-100 

 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 
 
1. Before you start answering, check whether your Question Booklet is in order and 

contains 14 pages. 
2. Mark your answers in the OMR sheet provided. 
3. Read and follow the instructions given in the OMR sheet before marking answers and 

writing details. 
4. Use only black/blue ball point pen for writing details in the boxes and shading the 

bubble. 
5. Use of calculators, mobile phone, books, any other paper or materials will not be 

permitted. 
6. Put your signature in the space provided in the OMR Sheet, in the presence of the 

invigilator. 
7.  All correct answers will carry 1 mark and for each wrong answer there will be a negative 

mark of 0.25 
8.  Rough work may be done on pages 2 & 14 only. No other markings are allowed on the 

question booklet & OMR sheet. 
9. Follow the instructions of the invigilators in all matters inside the examination hall. 
10. Hand over the question booklet and OMR sheet to the invigilator at the end of the test. 
 
WARNING 
 
1. Pen marking once made is final. 
2. Fresh OMR Sheet/Question Booklet will not be supplied for any reason except printing/ 

manufacturing defects. 
3. Avoid perforation, dampening or soiling of the OMR Sheet. 
4. Any attempt to erase the pen mark once made will leave smudges or marks on the 

bubble which will be treated as a valid mark. 
5. Any fresh mark made after attempting erasure of an already marked bubble will lead to 

multiple marks and lead to being considered wrong answer.  
6. Use of white fluid or any other correction fluid to erase the pen marking once made is not 

permitted. Any attempt to do so will result in summary rejection of the Answer Sheet. 
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Direction (Questions 1 to 50): Choose the best alternative 
 
1. The point at which EPS line intersects the EBIT line in a financial plan is known as: 
                                                                

a.   Angle of incidence   b.   Indifference point    
c.   Break even point      d.   Point of investment 

 
2. Which is the cheapest source of funds? 
      

a.   Equity shares    b.   Preference shares    
c.   Debentures    d.   None of the above 

 
3. EBIT means:     
 

a.   Net profit       b.   Equity earnings     
c.   Operating profit      d.   Profit after taxes 

 
4. Dividend irrelevance theorem is proposed by: 
      

a.   Miller and Orr       b.   Modigliani and Miller    
c.   Gordon        d.   Walter 

 
5. According to Net Income Theory, when B/S the degree of leverage varies, -------- also 

varies.      
 

a.   Ko    b.   Ke    c.   Kd     d.   Kp 
 
6. Capital structure is the proportion of:   
    

a.   Long term funds and short term funds     b.   Debt and equity    
c.   Current assets and fixed assets     d.   Equity and retained earnings 

 
7. Raising of funds is known as:     
 

a.   Financing      b.   Investment     
c.   Effective utilisation      d.   Project development 

 
8. The speculative motive of cash holdings refers:  
     

a.   To take advantage of opportunities    b.   To meet routine requirement    
c.   To Provide for unexpected needs    d.   None of the above 

 
9. ___________refers to the time lag between the mailing of the payment by the payer 

and the availability of cash in the bank.     
  

a.   Processing float      b.   Collection float    
c.   Credit float       d.   Availability float 

 
10. The cost which is associated with the deficiency in working capital is known as: 
      

a.   Sunk cost       b.   Shortage cost     
c.   Carriage cost       d.   Opportunity cost 
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11. _____________ should prepare the purchase requisition note.  
     

a.   Purchase department      b.   Stores department    
c.   Production department      d.   Finance department 

 
12. Maximum usage x maximum lead time =   
    

a.   Minimum stock level      b.   Maximum stock level    
c.   Re-order level       d.   Safety danger level 

 
13. Which of the following is not a model of cash balance?   
    

a.   Baumol model       b.   Beranck model    
c.   Stone model       d.   Walter model 

 
14. Which of the following is a method for monitoring accounting receivables? 
      

a.   VED Analysis       b.   Collection float    
c.   Aging schedule       d.   Customer preference list 

 
15. _________ is not associated with five C's of credit. 
      

a.   Capacity     b.   Collateral    c.   Capital     d.   Continuity 
 
16. The total inventory cost is equal to:   
    

a.   Ordering cost + Carrying cost    b.   Ordering cost + Storing cost    
c.   Storing cost + Carrying cost     d.   Purchasing cost + storing cost 

 
17. ________________ is a spontaneous source of credit.      
 

a.   Cash credit    b.   Trade credit    c.   Bill of credit    d.   Overdraft 
 
18. The issue of shares to the existing shareholders of a company is termed as:   
    

a.   Right issue     b.   Bonus issue     
c.   Limited issue      d.   Public issue 

 
19. According to Net Operating income approach, the value of the firm is related to: 
      

a.   Earning capacity      b.   Dividend payout ratio    
c.   Debt-equity ratio       d.   The ratio of retained earnings 

 
20. The promotions that are targeted the most carefully by both producers and resellers 

are typical of -------- products.  
     

a.   Convenience     b.   Speciality    c.   Sought      d.   Shopping 
 
21. Which of the following is not a part of AIDA model? 
      

a.   Attention     b.   Attitude     c.   Desire     d.   Interest 
 
22. Through ________ pricing, a firm bases its prices largely on those of its competitors. 
   

a.   Sealed bid    b.   Going rate    c.   Cost plus    d.   High low 
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23. When the total revenue is maximum, marginal revenue is: 
      

a.   One     b.   Greater than one    c.   Less than one    d.   Zero 
 
24. The concept of product differentiation is related to:    
   

a.   Monopoly       b.   Perfect competition    
c.   Pure competition      d.   Monopolistic competition 

 
25. Debit note is associated with:  
     

a.   Purchase return    b.   Sales return    c.   Purchases    d.   Sales 
 
26. Cash sales are recorded in:      
 

a.   Journal     b.   Cash book    c.   Sales book    d.   Both A and B 
 
27. The balance sheet shows:   
    

a.    The financial performance of the business   
b.   The financial position of the business    
c.   The financial performance and the financial position of the business    
d.   The cash flow of the business 

 
28. Which of the following formulas is used to calculate the net income for the accounting 

period?  
  

a.   Net income=Opening capital+Drawings+Ending capital    
b.   Net income= -Opening capital+Drawings+Ending capital    
c.   Net income= -Opening capital+Drawings-Ending capital    
d.   Net income=Opening capital-Total assets 

 
29. Indian Accounting standard - 28 is related to- 
      

a.   Accounting for taxes on income    
b.   Financial Reporting of interests in Joint Venture    
c.   Impairment of Assets    
d.   Provisions, Contingent liabilities and contingent assets 

 
30. How many measurement bases do the IFRSs specify for the measurement of 

assets?      
 

a.   One-Historical cost       
b.   One-Fair value    
c.   Two-Historical cost and Fair value     
d.  Many-including historical cost, fair value, value in use etc 

 
31. Master budget is a      
 

a.   Functional Budget     b.   Operating Budget     
c.   Summary Budget     d.   Financial Budget 
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32. Given: Opening stock Rs. 18,000; Closing stock Rs. 22,000; Purchases Rs. 46,000; 
Sales Rs. 80,000; Direct expenses Rs. 18,000; Stock turnover ratio is:      
 
a.   3 times     b.   2.1 times    c.   2 times     d.   4 times 

 
33. Payment of tax is a 
       

a.   Operating outflow      b.   Financing outflow    
c.   Investment outflow      d.   Statutory outflow 

 
34. Du Pont analysis related to      
 

a.   Ratio analysis       b.   Profitability analysis    
c.   Productivity analysis      d.   Variance analysis 

 
35. A state of felt deprivation of human beings is called      
 

a.   Need     b.   Want    c.   Desire     d.   Demand 
 
36. Number of different product lines carried by the company is called ……….. of the 

product line      
 

a.   Length     b.   Depth     c.   Width     d.   Consistency 
 
37. According to promotional mix, method which focus on building relationships with 

individual customers to maintain lasting relationship is;   
    

a.   Sales promotion       b.   Offline promotion    
c.   Direct channelling      d.   Direct marketing 

 
38. The strategy of setting a price for products that must be used along with a main 

product   
    

a.   Product line pricing      b.   Optional product pricing    
c.   Captive product pricing     d.   Product bundle pricing 

 
39. Which of the following does not come under "on the job training"?      
 

a.   Apprenticeship programme     b.   Vestibule training    
c.   Internship training      d.   Job rotation 

 
40. Under functional organisation, the quality of each work is checked by:      
 

a.   Repair boss    b.   Disciplinarian      c.   Inspector    d.   Route clerk 
 
41. Which one of the following is not an element of direction?   
    

a.   Motivation    b.   Communication      c.   Delegation   d.   Supervision 
 
42. Status comes under the following type of barriers   
    

a.   Semantic barrier      b.   Organisational barrier     
c.   Psychological barrier      d.   Non semantic barrier 
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43. Marketing current products with possible modification and range increases is also 
known as what?     

  
a.   Retrenchment       b.   Market penetration    
c.   Product development      d.   Market development 

 
44. Which of these is not an issue in selecting a business as a divestment candidate?      
 

a.   Current market position      b.   Product life cycle    
c.   Alternate uses for resources    d.   The size of the business 

 
45. Which of these is not a reason for why employees resist the implementation of 

strategic changes?      
 

a.   Anxiety regarding jobs     b.   Lack of necessary strategic resources    
c.   Lack of knowledge     d.   Poor strategic leadership 

 
46. The type of lease that includes a third party, a lender is called:      
 

a.   Sale and lease back      b.   Direct leasing arrangement    
c.   Leveraged lease      d.   Operating lease 

 
47. Bad debt cost is not borne by factor in case of a:      
 

a.   Full factoring       b.   Without recourse factoring    
c.   With recourse factoring     d.   None of the above 

 
48. A transaction where financial securities are issued against the cash flow generated 

from a pool of assets is called:      
 

a.   Securitisation       b.   Credit Default Swaps    
c.   Credit Linked Notes      d.   Total Return Swaps 

 
49. If a company issues bonus share the debt equity ratio:      

 
a.   Remain unaffected      b.   Will improve    
c.   Will be affected       d.   None of the above 
 

50. Which policy is concerned with raising revenue through taxation and deciding on the 
level and pattern of expenditure?      

 
a.   Monetary policy       b.   Fiscal policy    
c.   Cash policy       d.   None of the above 
 

Direction (Question 51): Identify the incorrect sentence or sentences. 
 

51. A.  It was a tough situation and Manasi was taking pains to make it better. 
 B.  Slowly her efforts gave fruit and things started improving. 
 C.  Everyone complemented her for her good work. 
 D.  She was very happy and thanked everyone for their help.    
 

a.   A   b.   D    c.   B and C    d.   A and C 
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Direction (Question 52): The following question consists of four sentences on a topic.  
Some sentences are grammatically incorrect or inappropriate. Select the option that 
indicates the grammatically correct and appropriate sentence (s). 

 
52.  A. Large reductions in the ozone layer, which sits about 15 – 30 km above the Earth, 

take place each winter over the polar regions, especially the Antarctic, as low 
temperatures allow the formation of stratospheric clouds that assist chemical 
reactions breaking down ozone.       

 
     B.  Industrial chemicals containing chlorine and bromine have been blamed for thinning 

the layer because they attack the ozone molecules, making them to break apart. 
 
     C.   Many an offending chemicals have now been banned. 
 
     D. It will still take several decades before these substances have disappeared from the 

atmosphere. 
   

a.   A and C  b.   A and D   c.   B and C    d.   A and C 
 
Direction (Questions 53 & 54): In each of the following sentences, a part of the 
sentence is left unfinished.  Beneath each sentence, four different ways of completing 
the sentence are indicated.  Choose the best alternative among the four.   

 
53. Home is _____________ one has yet to improve. 
    

a.   a discovery over which      b.   a certain over which    
c.   an invention on which    d.   an institution upon which  

 
54. The highest reward for a man’s toil is not what he gets for it but what ________ 
 

a.   he makes out of it      b.   he gets for others     
c.   he has overcome through it   d.   he becomes by it  

 
Direction (Questions 55 & 56): Each of the questions below consists of a word 
followed by four lettered words or phrases.  Choose the lettered word or phrase that 
is most nearly same in meaning to the word. 
 
55. Avarice 
 

a.   easiness  b.   greed   c.   statement   d.   invoice 
 
56. Contraband 
 

a.   purpose  b.   rogue  c.   rascality   d.   difficulty 
 
Direction (Questions 57 & 58): In these questions, the sentences have been given in 
Active/Passive voice.  From the given alternatives, choose the one which best 
expresses the given sentence in Passive/Active voice. 
 
57. Women like men to flatter them. 
 

a. Men are liked by women to flatter them. 
b. Women like to be flattered by men 
c. Women like that men should flatter them. 
d. Women are liked to be flattered by men. 
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58. Look at the poll results-do they inspire hope? 
 

a. Let the poll results be looked-is hope inspired by them? 
b. Let the poll results be looked at-has hope been inspired by them? 
c. Let the poll results be looked at-is hope being inspired by them? 
d. Let the poll results be looked at-is hope inspired by them? 

 
Direction (Questions 59 & 60): Read the passage and answer the questions. 
 
Eight percent of the Earth’s crust is aluminum, and there are hundreds of aluminum-bearing 
minerals and vast quantities of the rocks that contain them.  The best aluminum ore is 
bauxite, defined as aggregates of aluminous minerals, more or less impure, in which 
aluminum is present as hydrated oxides.  Bauxite is the richest of all those aluminous rocks 
that occur in large quantities, and it yields alumina, the intermediate product required for the 
production of aluminum.  Alumina also occurs natu rally as the mineral corundum, but 
corundum is not found in large deposits of high purity, and therefore it is an impractical 
source for making aluminum.  Most of the many abundant nonbauxite aluminous minerals 
are silicates, and, like all silicate minerals, they are refractory, resistant to analysis, and 
extremely difficult to process.  The aluminum silicates are therefore generally unsuitable 
alternatives to bauxite because considerably more energy is required to extract alumina from 
them. 
 
59. The author implies that a mineral must either be or readily supply which of the 

following in order to be classified as an aluminum ore? 
 

a.   An aggregate   b.   Bauxite   
c.   Alumina    d.   Corundum 

 
60. The passage supplies information for answering all of the following questions 

regarding aluminous minerals EXCEPT: 
  

a. What percentage of the aluminum in the Earth’s crust is in the form of 
bauxite? 

b. Are aluminum-bearing nonbauxite minerals plentiful? 
c. Do the aluminous minerals found in bauxite contain hydrated oxides? 
d. Are aluminous hydrated oxides found in rocks? 

 
Direction (Questions 61 & 62): In each of the following questions, there is a certain 
relationship between two given words on one side of : : and one word is given on 
another side of : : while another word is to be found from the given alternatives, 
having the same relation with this word as the words of the given pair bear.  Choose 
the correct alternative 
 
61. Planet : Orbit : : Projectile : ? 
  

a.   Trajectory  b.   Track    c.   Milky Way   d.   Path 
 
62. Paw : Cat : : Hoof : ?      
 

a.   Horse   b.   Lion    c.   Lamb     d.   Elephant 
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Direction (Questions 63 & 64): In each of the following questions, there is a certain 
relationship between two given numbers on one side of : : and one number is given 
on another side of : : while another number is to be found from the given alternatives, 
having the same relation with this number as the numbers of the given pair bear.  
Choose the correct alternative 

 
63. 8 : 81 : : 64 : ?      
 

a.   125  b.   137    c.   525     d.   625 
 

64. 8 : 28 : : 27 : ?      
 

a.   8   b.   28    c.   64     d.   65 
 
Direction (Question 65): In the following question, there is some relationship between 
two terms to the left of : : and the same relationship holds between the two terms to 
its right.  Also, in each question, one term either to the right of : : or to the left of it is 
missing.  This term is given as one of the alternatives given below the  question.  Find 
out this term. 
 
65. BUCKET : ACTVBDJLDFSU : : BONUS : ?      
 

a.   ACMNMOTVRT     b.   SUNOB    
c.   ACNPMOTVRT       d.   ACMNMOTURT 

 
Direction (Question 66): Choose the best alternative 
 
66. ACFJ is related to ZXUQ in the same way as EGJN is related to ____?____ 
    

a.   DBYU     b.   VTQM  c.   VTRP     d.   VUSQ 
 
Direction (Questions 67 & 68): In the following questions, a number series is given 
with one term missing.  Choose the correct alternative that will continue the same 
pattern and fill in the blank spaces. 
 
67. 1, 1, 3, 9, 6, 36, 10, 100, ( _____ ), 225    
   

a.   15   b.   16    c.   20     d.   22 
 
68. 4, 23, 60, 121, ( _____ ),      
 

a.   212  b.   221    c.   241   d.   242 
 
Direction (Questions 69 to 100): Choose the best alternative 
 
69. Pointing to a man in a photograph, a woman said, “His brother’s father is the only son 

of my grandfather.”  How is the woman related to the man in the photograph?      
 

a.   Mother  b.   Aunt    c.   Sister     d.   Daughter 
 
70. Q’s mother is sister of P and daughter of M.  S is daughter of P and sister of T.  How 

is M related to T? 
 

a.  Grandmother    b.   Father    
c.  Grandfather       d.   Grandfather or Grandmother 
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71. The external bisector of ∠B and ∠C of ΔABC (where AB and AC extended to E and 
F respectively) meet at point P.  If ∠BAC = 100o, then the measure of ∠BPC is  
 
a.  50o   b.  80o   c.  40o   d.  100o 

 
72. If  

 A B
 A  B

 =  C D
 C D

 then the value of tan A. tan B. tan C + tan D will be  

 
a.  0   b.  1   c.  1   d.  2 
 

73. A 2-digit number is 3 times the sum of its digits.  If 45 is added to the number, its 
digits are interchanged.  The sum of digits of the number is  

 
a.  11   b.  9   c.  7   d.  5 
 

74. Find the least multiple of 23, which when divided by 18, 21 and 24 leaves the 
remainder 7, 10 and 13 respectively.   

 
a.  3013  b.  3024   c.  3002   d.  3036  

 
75. 200 litres of a mixture contains 15% water and the rest is milk.  The amount of milk 

that must be added so that the resulting mixture contains 87.5% milk is  
 

a.  30 litres  b.  35 litres  c.  40 litres  d.  45 litres  
 
76. Three pipes A, B and C can fill a cistern in 6 hours.  After working at it together for 2 

hours, C is closed and A and B fill it in 7 hours more.  The time taken by C alone to 
fill the cistern is   

    
a.  14 hours   b.  15 hours  c.  16 hours   d.  17 hours  

 
77. A man can row against the current three-fourth of a kilometre in 15 minutes and 

returns the same distance in 10 minutes.  The ratio of his speed to that of the current 
is  

  
a.  3 : 5  b.  5 : 3  c.  1 : 5  d.  5 : 1 
 

78. The middle term of an arithmetic series 3, 7, 11, _____, 147, is     
 

a.  71   b.  75   c.  79   d.  83 
 
79. A bag contains 5 red, 4 green and 3 black balls.  Three balls are drawn out of it at 

random, find the probability of drawing exactly 2 red balls. 
 
a.     b.     c.     d.   

 
80. Three containers whose volumes are in the ratio of 2 : 3 : 4 are full of mixture of spirit 

and water.  In the 1st container, the ratio of spirit and water is 4 : 1, in the 2nd 
container the ratio is 11 : 4 and in the 3rd container ratio is 7 : 3.  All the three 
mixtures are mixed in a big container.  The ratio of spirit and water in the resultant 
mixture is : 

 
a.  4 : 9   b.  11 : 4   c.  5 : 10  d.  9 : 5 
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81. The Secretary-General is required to submit an annual report on the work of the UN 
to 

 
a.  the General Assembly  b.  the Security Council 

 c.  the Trusteeship Council  d.  All of the above simultaneously 
 
82. Knot is a unit of speed of which of the following? 
 

a.  Aeroplane  b.  Light waves c.  Ship d.  Sound waves 
  

83. The power to decide an election petition is vested in the 
 

a.  Parliament    b.  Supreme Court  
c.  High courts   d.  Election Commission 
 

84. The Great Victoria Desert is located in 
 

a.  Canada  b.  West Africa  c.  Australia  d.  North America 
 

85. The luster of a metal is due to 
 

a.  its high density   b.  its high polishing 
c.  its chemical inertness  d.  presence of free electrons 
 

86.  In which Indian state did the game of Polo originate? 
 

a.  Meghalaya  b.  Rajasthan  c.  Manipur  d.  West Bengal 
 

87. Badrinath is situated on the bank of river 
 

a.  Ganga  b.  Yamuna  c.  Alaknanda  d.  Saraswathi 
 

88. Photosynthesis takes place faster in 
 

a.  yellow light  b.  white light  c.  red light  d.  darkness 
 

89. The Board of Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (BIFR) came into existence in 
 

a.  1984  b.  1986  c.  1987  d.  1989 
 

90. The theory of economic drain of India during British imperialism was propounded by 
 

a.  Jawaharlal Nehru   b.  Dadabhai Naoroji 
c.  R.C. Dutt    d.  M.K.Gandhi 
 

91. ‘F³aIsP’ þ F¶ t\mhensâ IÀ¯mhmcv? 
 

a.  Aw_nImkpX³ am§mSv  b.  Fw. apIpμ³   

c.  B\μv      d.  kt´mjv G¨n¡m\w 
 

92. IÀ½[mcb kamkw AÃm¯ ]ZtaXv? 
 

a.  tXmÄhf  b.  ]oXmw_cw c.  sIm¶s¯§v  d.  \oemImiw 
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93.  sXämb hmIytaXv? 
 

a.  Ah³ \ns¶ B{ibn¨Xp thsd KXnbnÃmªn«mWv     

b.  Ah³ \ns¶ B{ibn¨Xp asämcp KXnbnÃmªn«mWv   

c.  Ah³ \ns¶ B{ibn¨Xp KXy´canÃmªn«mWv    

d.  Ah³ \ns¶ B{ibn¨Xp thsd KXy´canÃmªn«mWv 
 

94. ‘tIihobw’ þ F¶ almImhy¯nsâ IÀ¯mhv BcmWv? 
 

a.  sI. kn. tIih]nÅ   b.  Ipän¸pd v̄ tIih³ \mbÀ 
  

c.  hÅt¯mÄ \mcmbWtat\m³   d.  DÅqÀ Fkv. ]ctaizc A¿À 
 

95.  Xmsg ]dbp¶XnÂ sXämb ]ZtaXv? 
 

a.  bZrÑbm    b.  eÖ  c.  {]hr¯n   d.  lmÀ±hw 
 

96. ‘Something is better than nothing ’ þ icnbmb XÀÖatbXv? 
 

a.  Fs´¦nepw D−mbncn¡p¶Xv \ÃXmWv     

b.  H¶panÃmXncn¡p¶XmWv \ÃXv   

c.  Ipd¨p−mbncn¡p¶Xnt\¡mÄ \ÃXv H¶nanÃmXncn¡p¶XmWv    

d.  H¶panÃmXncn¡p¶Xnt\¡mÄ \ÃXv Fs´¦nepw 
D−mbncn¡p¶XmWv. 

 
97. “One day the king heard about him”. þ icnbmb XÀÖatbXv? 
 

a.  Hcp Znhkw cmPmhv AbmÄ ]dbp¶Xv tI«p     

b.  Hcp Znhkw AbmÄ cmPmhv ]dbp¶Xv tI«p   

c.  AbmÄ ]dbp¶Xv cmPmhv tI«psIm−ncp¶p    

d.  Hcp Znhkw cmPmhv Abmsf¸än tI«p 
 

98.  ‘Nm«w’ þ Cu ]Zw GXp hn`mK¯nÂs]Sp¶p? 
 

a.  KpW\maw  b.  tab\maw  c.  {Inbm\maw d.  kÀÆ\maw 
 
99.  Put off F¶mÂ   
 

a.  CÃmXm¡pI     b.  \o«nshbv¡pI   

c.  t]mbn¸dbpI     d.  apdn¨pamäpI 
 

100.  ‘Imäv’ ]cymbaÃm¯tXXv? 
 

a.  A\ne³  b.  A\e³  c.  ]h\³   d.  ]ham\³ 
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Rough work 
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_p¡v \¼À-þ-þ-þ-þ-þ-þ-þ-þ-þ-þþþþ-þ-þþ 

Aä³UÀ XkvXn-I-bn-te-¡pÅ Fgp¯v ]co£ 

kabw: 10.30 apXÂ 12.00 hsc            BsI amÀ¡v : 100 

\nÀt±-i-§Ä  

1. Cu Fgp¯p ]co-£-bnÂ 100 tNmZy-§-fmWv DÄs¸-Sp-¯n-bn-«p-Å-Xv.  Hmtcm icn-
bp-¯-c-¯n\pw Hcp amÀ¡v hoXw e`n-¡p-¶-Xm-Wv.  sXämb D¯-c-§Ä¡v s\K-
äohv amÀ¡v D−m-bn-cn-¡p-¶-X-Ã. hni-Zmw-i-§Ä NphsS tNÀ¡p-¶p. 

 

{Ia \w. hnjbw amÀ¡v 
1  s]mXphnÚm\w 70 
2. am\knItijn 20 
3. aebmfw 10 

 

2. D¯-c-§Ä FgpXn XpS-§p-¶-Xn\p ap³]mbn Cu tNmZy-t]-¸-dnÂ 16 t]Pp-IÄ 
icn-bmbn A¨-Sn¨n«pt−m F¶v ]cn-tim-[n¨v Dd-¸p-h-cp-t¯-−-Xm-Wv.  

3. OMR joäv kq£n¨pw hr¯n-bmbpw ssIImcyw sNt¿-−-Xm-Wv.  
4. OMR joänÂ Fgp-Xp-¶-Xn\p ap³]v AXnÂ \ÂIn-bn-«pÅ \nÀt±-i-§Ä hmbn¨p 

a\-kn-em-¡p-I. 

5. Cu t]Pnsâ apI-fnÂ Nph¶ ajn-bnÂ ImWn-¨n-«pÅ A©¡ _p¡v \¼À OMR 
joänÂ icn-bmb coXn-bnÂ tcJ-s -̧Sp¯p-I. 

6. Idp¸v/\oe ajn-bpÅ t_mÄ t]mbnâv t]\ D]-tbm-Kn¨v am{Xw D¯-c-§Ä AS-
bm-f-s¸-Sp-t¯-−-Xm-Wv. 

7. Hmtcm tNmZy-¯n-\p-apÅ D¯cw OMR joänÂ AS-bm-f-s¸-Sp-t¯-−-XmWv.  Hcn-
¡Â AS-bm-f-s¸-Sp-¯nb D¯cw Hcp Imc-W-h-imepw Xncp-̄ p-hmt\m ambv¡p-
hmt\m ]mSn-Ã. A§s\ sN¿p¶ ]£w B D¯cw Akm-[p-hm-Ip-¶-XmWv. 
H¶nÂ IqSp-XÂ D¯-c-§Ä Hcp tNmZy-¯n\v AS-bm-f-s¸-Sp-¯n-bmepw B D¯cw 
Akm-[p-hm-Ip-¶-Xm-Wv. 

8. {]nânwKv sXäp-I-tfm, tISp-]m-Sp-Itfm HgnsI bsXmcp Imc-W-h-imepw tNmZy-t]- -̧
tdm, OMR jotäm amän \evIp-¶-X-Ã. 

9. samss_Â t^m¬, ImÂ¡p-te-äÀ, ]pkvX-I-§Ä XpS-§nb hkvXp-¡Ä ]co-£m-
lm-fnÂ A\p-h-Zn-¡p-¶-X-Ã. 

10. DtZym-KmÀ°n-IÄ Ah-c-h-cpsS H v̧ C³hn-Pn-te-ä-dpsS km¶n-²y-¯nÂ am{Xw 
OMR joänÂ CtS-−-Xm-Wv. 

11. d^v hÀ¡v tNmZy-t]-¸-dnÂ 14, 15 F¶o t]Pp-I-fnÂ am{Xw sNt¿-−-Xm-Wv.  
bmsXmcp Imc-W-h-imepw tNmZy-t]- -̧dnsâ aäp t]Pp-I-fntem, OMR joäntem d^v 
hÀ¡v sN¿p-hm³ ]mSpÅX-Ã. 

12. ]co£m lmfnÂ C³hn-Pn-te-ä-dpsS \nÀt±-i-§Ä ]qÀ®-ambpw ]men-t¡-−-Xm-Wv. 

13. ]co£ Xocp-¶-Xp-hsc DtZym-KmÀ°n-Isf ]co£ lmfnÂ\n¶p ]pd¯p t]mIp-
hm³ A\p-h-Zn¡p-¶-X-Ã. 

14. ]co£m lmfnÂ \n¶pw ]pd-¯p-t]m-Ip-¶-Xn\p ap³]v lmÄSn-¡äpw, tNmZy-t]- -̧
dpw, OMR joäpw \nÀ_-Ô-ambpw C³hn-Pn-te-ä-dpsS ]¡Â XncnsI GÂ¸n-t¡-−-
XmWv. 
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tNmZyw (1 apXÂ 100 hsc) icn-bmb D¯cw sXc-sª-Sp-s -̄gp-XpI 

1. Fh-dÌv sImSp-apSn GXp cmPy-¯n-emWv? 
 

a.  t\¸mÄ  b.  C´y  c.  `q«m³  d.  ssN\ 
 

2. kv{XoI-fpsS i_-cn-ae 
 

a.tNmäm-\n-¡c b.  sImSp-§-ÃqÀ c.  ImSm-¼pg  d.  Bäp-ImÂ 
 

3. ss\-{S-P³ ^nIvtk-j\v klm-bn-¡p¶ [m\y-hnf 
 

a.tKmX¼v  b.  s\Ãv  c.  tNmfw  d.  _o³kv 
 
4. ‘C³Izn-em_v’ F¶ hm¡v GXv `mj-bnse ]Z-amWv? 
 

a.  Ad_n  b. ae-bmfw c.  ssN\okv  d.  djy³ 
 

5. \o−-Ic ^njnwKv lmÀ_À GXp PnÃ-bnÂ ØnXn-sN-¿p¶p? 
 

a.  Xncp-h-\- -́]pcw    b.  Be-¸pg   

c.  sImÃw     d.  Fd-Wm-Ipfw 
 
6. tIc-f-¯nsâ s\Ãd 
 

a.  CSp¡n  b.  ae-̧ pdw  c.  hb-\mSv  d.  Ip«-\mSv 
 

7. Ing¡nsâ sh\okv F¶dnbs¸Sp¶ Øew 
 

a.  Beph   b.  tImgnt¡mSv c.  Be¸pg  d.  sIm¨n 
 

8. C´y-bpsS Ah-km-\s¯ KhÀWÀ P\-dÂ 
 

a.  au−v_m-ä¬    b.  Ph-lÂemÂ s\lvdp  

c.  cmP-tKm-]m-em-Nmcn   d.  cmtP-{μ-{]-kmZv 
 

9. C´ybv¡v shfn-bnÂh¨v A -́cn¨ Hcp C´y³ {][m-\-a{´n 
 

a.  samdmÀPn tZimbn   b.  Nc¬knMv   

c.  emÂ_-lm-ZqÀ imkv{Xn   d.  Cμn-cm-KmÔn 
 
10.  ‘tIcf knwlw’ F¶p hntijn¸n¡s¸Sp¶ `cWm[nImcn? 
 

a. ià³ X¼pcm³    b.  amÀ¯mWvUhÀ½  

c.  ]gÈncmP     d.  [ÀacmP 
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11.  cà-¯n\v Nph-¸p-\ndw sImSp-¡p¶ ]ZmÀ°w 
 

a.¹ol b.  lotam-t¥m-_n³  c.  lypa-en³  d.  _nen-dq-_n³ 
12.  CesImgnbm³ ImcWamb cmkhkvXp 
 

a. AkänIv BknUv   b.  A_vknknIv BknUv   

c.  AkvtImÀ_nIv BknUv  d.  sslt{Umt¢mdnIv BknUv 
 

13.  C³Ipt_ädnÂ tImgnap« hncnbms\Sp¡p¶ Imew 
 

a. 11 Znhkw     b.  GXm\pw aWn¡qÀ  

c.  3  Znhkw     d.  21  Znhkw 
 

14.   ‘ico-c-¯nsâ Acn¸’ F¶-dn-b-s¸-Sp¶ Ah-b-h-taXv? 
 

a.IcÄ  b.  hr¡-IÄ  c.  lrZbw  d.  izmk-tImiw 
 

15.  C´ybnÂ Gähpw IqSpXÂ hnfbp¶ ]ghÀKw 
 

a. B¸nÄ  b.  am¼gw  c.  ap´ncn  d.  G¯¸gw 
 

16.  Hcp A[nhÀj¯nÂ s^{_phcnbnÂ F{X Znhk§Ä D−mbncn¡pw? 
 

a. 29     b.  28   c.  30   d.  31   
 

17. Poh-\p-Å-h-bnÂ am{Xw hf-cp¶ kq£va-Pohn 
 

a.  ¹mkvtam-Unbw    b.  _mIvSo-cnb   

c.  t¢mkv{Sn-Unb sSä\n   d.  sshdkv 
 

18. a\pjymhImi kwc£W \nbaw ]mkm¡s¸« hÀjw 
 

a.  1990  b.  1995  c.  1993  d.  1998 
 

19. BlmcirwJebnse Ahkm\s¯ hn`mKw 
 

a.  a[ya D]t`màm¡Ä   b.  {]mYanI D]t`màm¡Ä 

c.  XrXob D]t`màm¡Ä   d.  hnLmSIÀ 
 

20. ASn-b-´-cm-hØ {]Jym-]-\-¯nÂ H¸p-h¨ C´y³ {]knUâv Bcv? 
 

a.  sI. BÀ. \mcm-b-W³   b.  ^{Ip-±o³ Aen Al-½Zv 

c.  tUm. cmtP-{μ-{]-kmZv   d.  BÀ. sh¦n-«-cm-a³ 
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21. sN½o³ kn\n-a-bpsS kwhn-[m-b-I\mcv? 
 

a.Fw. Sn. hmkp-tZ-h³ \mbÀ  b.  jmPn F³. Icp¬ 

c.  ]n. F³. tat\m³   d.  cmap Imcym«v 
 
22. F´mWv s\t{^m-fPn? 
 

a. hr¡-I-sf-¡p-dn-¨pÅ ]T\w  b.  taL-§-sf-¡p-dn-¨pÅ ]T\w 

c.  ]ÀÆ-X-§-sf-¡p-dn-̈ pÅ ]T\w  d.  kap-{Z-§-sf-¡p-dn-¨pÅ ]T\w 
 

23. {]mb]qÀ¯nbmb Hcp a\pjy icoc¯nse AØnIfpsS F®w 
 

a.  206   b.  306   c.   156  d.  106   
 

24. C´y-bpsS a[y-`m-K-¯p-IqSn IS-¶p-t]m-Ip¶ tcJ-bpsS t]cv 
 

a.  `qa-[y-tcJ     b.  Z£n-Wm-b-\-tcJ   

c.  {Ko³hn¨v tcJ    d.  D¯-cm-b-\-tcJ 
 

25. cà ip²oIcWhpambn _ÔanÃm¯ Ahbhw 
 

a. lrZbw  b.  hr¡  c.  izmktImiw  d.  Xz¡v 
 

26. tIc-f-¯nÂ ssk\nI kvIqÄ ØnXn-sN-¿p¶ Øew 
 

a.  Ggn-ae  b.  Ig-¡q«w  c.  sIm¨n  d.  a®p¯n 
 
27.  Idnbp¸nsâ cmk\maw 
 

a. AtamWnbw t¢mssdUv   b.  ImÕyw ImÀ_tWäv   

c.  tkmUnbw t¢mssdUv   d.  tIm¸À kÄt^äv 
 
28.  kzÀ®m- -̀c-W-§-fnÂ Dd-¸n-\mbn tNÀ¡p¶ temlw 
 

a. sN¼v  b.  saáojyw  c.  ¹män\w  d.  shÅn 
 

29.  hfsc Ipdª DuÀÖw Bh-iy-apÅ _Ä_p-I-fmWv 
 

a.  \ntbm¬  b.  lme-P³  c.  FÂ.-C.-Un. d.  kn.-F-^v.-FÂ 
 

30.   ‘kmÀh{XnI ZmXmhv’ F¶dnbs¸Sp¶ cà{Kq v̧? 
 

a.  O{Kq¸v  b.  A  {Kq v̧  c.  B  {Kq¸v  d.  AB  {Kq v̧ 
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31.  temI-¯nÂ Gähpw IqSp-XÂ \mfn-tIcw DXv]m-Zn-¸n-¡p¶ cmjv{Sw 
 

a.  C´y  b.  amen-Zzo]v  c.  ^nen-ss¸³kv     d.  {ioe¦ 
 

32. IpjvT-tcm-K-̄ n\p Imc-W-amb kq£va-Pohn 
 

a.  sshdkv  b.  _mIvSo-cnb  c.  ^wKkv  d.t{]mt«m-tkmh 
 

33. C´ybpsS  hm\-¼mSn F¶-dn-b-s -̧Sp¶ h\nX 
 

a.  ktcm-Pn\n \mbnUp   b.  eXm-a-t¦-jvIÀ   

c.  hnP-b-e£van ]WvUnäv   d.  Bim t_mkvse 
 

34.  UÂln sat{SmbpsS ]n¶nÂ {]hÀ¯n¨ tIcfob\mcv? 
 

a. iin XcqÀ     b.  C. {io[À   

c.  hn. sI. IrjvW¿À   d.  hn. sI. IrjvWtat\m³ 
 
35.  C³kpen³ DXv]mZn¸n¡p¶ {KÙn GXv? 
 

a. IcÄ     b.  Btáb{KÙn   

c.  ssXtdmbnUv {KÙn   d.  ]obqj{KÙn 
 
36.  {ioe¦³ kÀ¡mcpw FÂ.Sn.Sn.C. bpw X½nepÅ NÀ¨IÄ¡v a[yØm\w 

hln¨ cmPyw GXv? 
 

a. t\mÀsh  b.  kzoU³  c.  sU³amÀ¡v d.  ^n³emâv 
 

37. H«-I-]-£n-bpsS ImenÂ F{X hnc-ep-I-fp−v? 
 

a.  3  b.  4    c.   2   d.  5 
 

38. tIc-f-¯nse BZy apJya{´n 
 

a.  ]«w XmWp-]nÅ    b.  BÀ. i¦À   

c.  ]\-¼nÅn tKmhn-μ -ta-t\m³  d.  C. Fw. i-¦-c³ \¼q-Xn-cn-¸mSv 
 
39.  FÃpIfpsSbpw ]ÃpIfpsSbpw iàn \ne\nÀ¯m³ Bhiyamb LSIw 
 

a. tkmUnbw  b.   ImÂkyw c.  s]m«mkyw  d.  AbUn³ 
 
40.  {io_p-²sâ bYmÀ° t]sc´v? 
 

a.  alm-ho-c³     b.  ]mÀiz-\m-Y³ 

c.  ipt²m-[-\³    d.  kn²mÀ°³ 
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41. kphÀ®-Pq-_nen F¶Xv F{X hÀj-s¯-bmWv kqNn-¸n-¡p-¶Xv? 
 

a.  50  b.  60      c.  75   d.  100 
 
42.  sFIycmjv{S k`bpsS ]XmIbpsS \ndsa v́? 
 

a. Cfw \oe  b.  aª  c.  ]¨   d.  shfp v̧  
 
43. tIcf¯nÂ ISema kwc£W¯n\v {]ikvXamb Øew 
 

a.  tImfmhn IS¸pdw   b.  tImgnt¡mSv IS¸pfw  

c.  ISep−n     d.  ]¿m¼ew IS¸pdw 
 
44.  CeIv{SnIv _Ä_pIfnÂ \nd¨ncn¡p¶ hmXIw GXv? 
 

a. ssl{UP³   b.  HmIvknP³   

c.  BÀK¬    d.  H¶panÃ 
 
45.  Xmsg¸dbp¶ tcmK§fnÂ GXn\mWv {Sn¸nÄ BânP³ Ip¯nsh v̧ 

D]tbmK{]ZaÃm¯Xv? 
 

a.  Un^vXocnb    b.  sSä\kv  

c.  ssSt^mbnUv    d.  £bw 
 

46.  \mjWÂ sslthIfpsS kwc£W NpaXe \nÀhln¡p¶Xv 
 

a. kwØm\ Khs×âv    b.  ]©mb¯pIÄ 

c.  kwØm\ tI{μ Khs×âpIÄ  d.  tI{μKhs×âv 
 

47.  Gähpw `mcwIpdª temlw GXv? 
 

a. Aepan\nbw b.  shÅn  c.  enYnbw  d.  Sn³  
 
48.  CS¸ÅnbnÂ \n¶pw awKem]pct¯¡p t]mIp¶ tZiob]mX GXv? 
 

a.NH 47  b.  NH 17    c.  NH 49v  d.  NH 208   
 
49.  A]qÀÆamb C\w ]£nIÄ ImWs¸Sp¶ ]£n ]mXmfw tIcf¯nse GXp 

PnÃbnemWv? 
 

a. CSp¡n  b.  ]¯\wXn«  c.  hb\mSv d.  ImkÀtKmUv 
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50.  kÀ¡mcpIÄ X½nÂ D−mIp¶ AhImi XÀ¡§Ä hnNmcW sN¿m³ 
A[nImcapÅ tImSXn 

 

a. kp{]ow tImSXn    b.  PnÃm tImSXn  

c.  sslt¡mSXn    d.  skj³kv tImSXn 
 

51.  thep-¯-¼n- Z-fh Ip−d hnfw-_cw \S-̄ n-b-sX-¶mWv? 
 

a.  1809 b.  1806    c.  1905  d.  1805 
 

52.  tIcf sslt¡mSXnbpsS BØm\w FhnsS? 
 

a. Xncph\´]pcw    b.  ImkÀtKmUv   

c.  ]me¡mSv     d.  FdWmIpfw 
 

53. ‘hnw_nÄU¬’ GXp Ifn-bp-ambn _Ô-s -̧«n-cn-¡p¶p? 
 

a. {In¡äv b.  _mUvanâ¬  c.  tS_nÄ sS¶okv d.  sS¶okv 
 

54.  aghnÃnsâ ]pdw h¡nÂ ImWp¶ \ndw GXv? 
 

a.  hbeäv  b.  Nph¸v  c.  Hmd©v  d.  \oe 
 

55. tX¡-Sn- h\y-ar-K-k-t¦Xw GXp \Zn-bpsS Ic-bn-emWv 
 

a.  ]¼ b.  `mc-X-¸pg  c.  s]cn-bmÀ  d.  aWn-a-e-bmdv 
 
56. Hcp cmPy-k-̀ mw-K-̄ nsâ HutZym-KnI Imem-h[n F{X? 
 

a.  5 hÀjw  b.  6 hÀjw  c.4 hÀjw  d.7 hÀjw 
 
57.  {]IrXnbnÂ \n¶pw e`n¡p¶ Gähpw ip²amb shÅtaXv? 
 

a. InWÀshÅw    b.  ss]¸pshÅw   

c.  agshÅw     d.  ]pgbnseshÅw 
 

58.  bqWn-sk-̂ nsâ BØm\w 
 

a.  P\oh  b.  \yqtbmÀ¡v   c.  ^nen-s¸³kv  d.  kznävkÀemâv 
 

59.  htμamXcw F¶ Km\w FgpXnbXv Bcv? 
 

a. cho{μ\mY SmtKmÀ   b.  _¦nwN{μ NmäÀPn   

c.  kp{_ÒWy `mcXn   d.  ktcmPn\n \mbnUp 
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60. [h-f-hn-¹-h-¯nsâ ]nXmhv 
 

a.  sh¦n-«-cm-a³    b.  hÀKokv Ipcy³ 

c.  Cbm³ hnÂap«v    d.  Fw. Fkv. kzman-\m-Y³ 
 

61. NqSm-¡n-bmÂ \jvS-s¸-Sp¶ PohIw GXmWvv? 

 
a.  PohIw F  b.  PohIw _n c.  PohIw kn d.  PohIw Un 
 

62.   ‘HmÀWnt¯mfPn’ F¶Xv F´ns\¡pdn¨pÅ ]T\amWv? 
 

a. ]ÀÆXw  b.  ]Ãv   c.  ]£n  d.  FÃv 
 

63.   ‘Hcp hymgh«¡mew’ F¶XpsIm−v AÀ°am¡p¶ Imew? 
 

a.  12hÀjw  b.30hÀjw  c  100hÀjw  d.  6hÀjw 
 

64.  apJya{´nsb \nban¡p¶Xmcv? 
 

a.  No^v PÌnkv  b.  {][m\a{´n c.  KhÀWÀ d.  kv]o¡À 
 

65.  tIc-f-¯nse Gähpw henb ip²-P-e-X-SmIw 
 

a.  shÅm-b-Wn- Im-bÂ   b.  imkvXmw-tIm-«- Im-bÂ 

c.  AjvS-apSn ImbÂ   d.  th¼-\m«p ImbÂ 
 

66.  sh-Å-¯n-en-«mÂ I¯p¶ temlw GXmWv? 
 

a.  Bân-aWn     b.  t^mkv̂ -dkv   

c.  tkmUnbw    d.  Idp-̄ obw 
 
67.  {]Xn-[z\n D]-tbm-Kn¨v Cc-tX-Sp¶ ]£n 
 

a.  s]³Kzn³  b.  Im¡  c.  X¯  d.  hÆmÂ 
 
68.  C´ybpsS tZiob hnt\mZamb tlm¡n Ifnbnse Sow AwK§Ä 
 

a. 10 t]À  b.  11 t]À  c.  8 t]À  d.  7 t]À 
 

69.  kkvX\nIfnÂ DÄs¸Sm¯Xv GXv? 

 
a. a\pjy³  b.  hÆmÂ  c.  apXe  d.  ISph 
 

70.  ssN{Xw, Nn§w, P\phcn, Cu KW¯nÂs]Sp¯mhp¶ amktaXv? 
 

a. dwkm³  b.  ZpÂlÖv  c.  apldw  d.  dP_v 
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71.  ]IpXnbpsS ]IpXnsb, ]IpXnsIm−v lcn¨mÂ In«p¶Xv 

a.  1   b.     c.    d.   

72.  kaNXpc¯nsâ Hcp aqe sh«n¡fªmÂ tijn¡p¶ aqeIfpsS F®w? 
 

a.  3  b.  4    c.  5  d.  6 
 
73.  XpSÀ¨bmb aq¶p ]qÀ® kwJyIfpsS XpI 93 BbmÂ, henb kwJytbXv? 
 

a.  32    b.  30     c.  34   d.  35 
 

74.  (0.1)2sâ hne F{X? 
 

a.  0.2  b.  0.1  c.  0.01   d.  0.02 
 
75.  1.25 \p Xpeyamb `n¶kwJy? 
 

a.     b.      c.    d.     

 
76.  50 þsâ 50% t¯¡mÄ F{X IqSpXemWv 60þsâ 60%? 
 

a.  10  b.  11   c.  20   d.  21 
 

77.  3000  cq]bpsS    `mKw kPnbpw   `mKw hnPnbpw hoXns¨Sp¯p C\n F{X 
cq] _m¡nbp−v 

 
a.  750  cq]   b.  1,500 cq]  c.  350 cq]  d.  550 cq]  

 
78.  ASp¯Sp¯ 2 Hä kwJyIÄ X½nepÅ hyXymkw F{X? 
 

a.  1  b.  2  c.  3  d.  4 
 

79.  Hcp kvIqfnse 600Ip«nIfnÂ 3/5 `mKw ^pSvt_mÄ Ifn¡p¶hcmWvF¦nÂ 
^pSvt_mÄ Ifn¡m¯ F{X Ip«nIÄ kvIqfnep−v? 

 
a.  240  b.  360  c.  460   d.  500 
 

80.  , 
 
 , ,   ChbnÂ Gähpw heptXXv? 

 

a.     b.    c.    d.   
 
81.  1, 3, 6, 10, ……..  F¶ t{iWnbnse ASp¯ ]Zw GXv? 
 

a. 1 4    b.  15    c.  16   d.  20 
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82.  80% \v Xpeyamb ZimwikwJy GXv?  
 
a.  0.0008  b.  0.008  c.  0.08  d.  0.8 

 
83.  HcmÄ Hcp ImÂ¡pteädpw t]\bpw IqSn 120 cq]bv¡v hm§n. 

ImÂ¡pteädn\v t]\tb¡mÄ 100 cq] IqSpXemWv.  F¦nÂ 
ImÂ¡pteädnsâ hnesb{X? 

 
a.  105  b.  115  c.  100   d.  110 

 
84.  HcmÄ 100 cq]bv¡v 2 cq] hnebpÅ s]³knepIfpw 5 cq] hnebpÅ 

t]\Ifpw hm§n.  BsI 29 F®w In«nsb¦nÂ, F{X t]\IÄ In«n? 
 

a.  5  b.  15  c.  10  d.  14 
 

85.  Hcp kwJybpsS   `mKw 24 BbmÂ AXnsâ   `mKw   
 

a.  15  b.  10  c.  12    d.  6 
 
86.  ‘OTTFF’ - 5 Cw¥ojv A£c§Ä Hcp {]tXyI {Ia¯nÂ sImSp¯ncn¡p¶p.  

XpSÀ¶phcp¶ 5 Cw¥ojv A£c§Ä Fh? 
 

a.  SSENT  b.  TNESS  c.  FFTTO  d.  SSTTO 
 
87.  Hcp kvIq«dnsâ `mcw 66 In.{Kmw BbmÂ 594 In.{Kmw F{Xsb®¯nsâ 

`mcamWv? 
 

a.  8   b.  9  c.  7  d.  10 
 
88.  Hcp km[\¯n\v 40% em`w In«m³ th−n 70 cq] ]ckyhnebn«mÂ hm§nb 

hne  
 

a.  50   b.  100   c.  30   d.  40 
 

89.    þ   = 
 
 

a.    b.     c.    d.  Chsbm¶paÃ 

 
 

90.  4   s\ hnja`n¶am¡nbmÂ In«p¶ D¯cw 
 

a.   b.    c.   d.   
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91. ‘Ifnbm¡pI’ F¶À°w hcp¶ ssientbXv? 
 

a. `wKnhm¡v ]dbpI   b.  Xmfw XpÅpI   

c.  ]mh Ifn¸n¡pI    d.  sN−sIm«n¡pI 
 
92. Xmsg ]dbp¶hbnÂ GXp IrXn¡mWv kpKXIpamcn¡v tIcf kmlnXy 

A¡mZan AhmÀUv e`n¨Xv? 
 

a. cm{Xnag     b.  A¼eaWn   

c.  ]mXncm¸q¡Ä    d.  ]mhw am\hlrZbw 
 

93. ‘]co£mÀ°nIÄ IrXyambn lmfnte¡v F¯nt¨À¶p’ þ Cu hmIy¯nse 
sXämb {]tbmKw GXv? 

 

a. F¯nt¨À¶p    b.  lmfnte¡v   

c.  ]co£mÀ°nIÄ   d.  IrXyambn 
 

94. ‘[\¯nÂ’ F¶ ]Zw ]ncns¨gpXnbmÂ  
 

a. [\w + CÂ    b.  [\¯v + CÂ  

c. [\w + XnÂ    d.  [\ + ¯nÂ 
 
95. Fkv. sI. s]mä¡mSv IYm]m{Xambn hcp¶ t\mhÂ 
 

a.  AWvUImc\gn    b.  XtamthZw  

c.  {]hmkw     d.  Bcm¨mÀ 
 
96. s]t{SmÄ thK¯nÂ I¯p¶XmWv þ CXn\v kam\amb Cw¥ojv hmIyw 
 

a.  Petrol is inflammatory   b.  Petrol is highly inflammable  
c.  Petrol is not inflammable   d.  Petrol causes inflammation 

 
97. {]hmknIfpsS F¡mes¯bpw s\m¼cambn amdnb \Po_v BcpsS 

IYm]m{Xw? 
 

a.  Fw. apIpμ³    b.  k¡dnb   

c.  s_\yman³    d.  Fkv. sI. s]mä¡mSv 
 

98. ‘tbmKw amänh¨p’ F¶Xn\v kam\amb Cw¥ojv hmIyw 
 

a. The meeting was cancelled  b.  The meeting was postponed 
 c. The meeting was rejected   d.  The meeting was proposed 
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99. hn]coX]Zw FgpXpI ‘io{Lw’? 
 

a.  thKw  b.  Zp:Jw  c.  aμw  d.  ieyw 
 

100. ‘]qbney³’ F¶ {]kn² IYm]m{Xw GXp t\mhenteXmWv? 
 

a.  A[nImcw  b.  \ntbmKw  c.  {]hmkw  d.  ]cnWmaw 
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d v̂ hÀ¡v 
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d v̂ hÀ¡v 
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_p¡v \¼À-þ-þ-þ-þ-þ-þ-þ-þ-þ-þþþþ-þ-þþ 

kzo¸À XkvXn-I-bn-te-¡pÅ Fgp¯v ]co£ 

kabw: 02.00 apXÂ 03.30 hsc            BsI amÀ¡v : 100 

\nÀt±-i-§Ä  

1. Cu Fgp¯p ]co-£-bnÂ 100 tNmZy-§-fmWv DÄs¸-Sp-¯n-bn-«p-Å-Xv.  Hmtcm icn-
bp-¯-c-¯n\pw Hcp amÀ¡v hoXw e`n-¡p-¶-Xm-Wv.  sXämb D¯-c-§Ä¡v s\K-
äohv amÀ¡v D−m-bn-cn-¡p-¶-X-Ã. hni-Zmw-i-§Ä NphsS tNÀ¡p-¶p. 

 

{Ia \w. hnjbw amÀ¡v 
1  s]mXphnÚm\w 70 
2. am\knItijn 20 
3. aebmfw 10 

 

2. D¯-c-§Ä FgpXn XpS-§p-¶-Xn\p ap³]mbn Cu tNmZy-t]-¸-dnÂ 16 t]Pp-IÄ 
icn-bmbn A¨-Sn¨n«pt−m F¶v ]cn-tim-[n¨v Dd-¸p-h-cp-t¯-−-Xm-Wv.  

3. OMR joäv kq£n¨pw hr¯n-bmbpw ssIImcyw sNt¿-−-Xm-Wv.  
4. OMR joänÂ Fgp-Xp-¶-Xn\p ap³]v AXnÂ \ÂIn-bn-«pÅ \nÀt±-i-§Ä hmbn¨p 

a\-kn-em-¡p-I. 

5. Cu t]Pnsâ apI-fnÂ Nph¶ ajn-bnÂ ImWn-¨n-«pÅ A©¡ _q¡v \¼À OMR 
joänÂ icn-bmb coXn-bnÂ tcJ-s -̧Sp¯p-I. 

6. Idp¸v/\oe ajn-bpÅ t_mÄ t]mbnâv t]\ D]-tbm-Kn¨v am{Xw D¯-c-§Ä AS-
bm-f-s¸-Sp-t¯-−-Xm-Wv. 

7. Hmtcm tNmZy-¯n-\p-apÅ D¯cw OMR joänÂ AS-bm-f-s¸-Sp-t¯-−-XmWv.  Hcn-
¡Â AS-bm-f-s¸-Sp-¯nb D¯cw Hcp Imc-W-h-imepw Xncp-̄ p-hmt\m ambv¡p-
hmt\m ]mSn-Ã. A§s\ sN¿p¶ ]£w B D¯cw Akm-[p-hm-Ip-¶-XmWv. 
H¶nÂ IqSp-XÂ D¯-c-§Ä Hcp tNmZy-¯n\v AS-bm-f-s¸-Sp-¯n-bmepw B D¯cw 
Akm-[p-hm-Ip-¶-Xm-Wv. 

8. {]nânwKv sXäp-I-tfm, tISp-]m-Sp-Itfm HgnsI bsXmcp Imc-W-h-imepw tNmZy-t]- -̧
tdm, OMR jotäm amän \evIp-¶-X-Ã. 

9. samss_Â t^m¬, ImÂ¡p-te-äÀ, ]pkvX-I-§Ä XpS-§nb hkvXp-¡Ä ]co-£m-
lm-fnÂ A\p-h-Zn-¡p-¶-X-Ã. 

10. DtZym-KmÀ°n-IÄ Ah-c-h-cpsS H v̧ C³hn-Pn-te-ä-dpsS km¶n-²y-¯nÂ am{Xw 
OMR joänÂ CtS-−-Xm-Wv. 

11. d^v hÀ¡v tNmZy-t]- -̧dnÂ 14, 15 F¶o t]Pp-I-fnÂ am{Xw sNt¿-−-Xm-Wv.  
bmsXmcp Imc-W-h-imepw tNmZy-t]- -̧dnsâ aäp t]Pp-I-fntem, OMR joäntem d^v 
hÀ¡v sN¿p-hm³ ]mSpÅX-Ã. 

12. ]co£m lmfnÂ C³hn-Pn-te-ä-dpsS \nÀt±-i-§Ä ]qÀ®-ambpw ]men-t¡-−-Xm-Wv. 

13. ]co£ Xocp-¶-Xp-hsc DtZym-KmÀ°n-Isf ]co£ lmfnÂ\n¶p ]pd¯p t]mIp-
hm³ A\p-h-Zn¡p-¶-X-Ã. 

14. ]co£m lmfnÂ \n¶pw ]pd-¯p-t]m-Ip-¶-Xn\p ap³]v lmÄSn-¡äpw, tNmZy-t]- -̧
dpw, OMR joäpw \nÀ_-Ô-ambpw C³hn-Pn-te-ä-dpsS ]¡Â XncnsI GÂ¸n-t¡-−-
XmWv. 
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tNmZyw (1 apXÂ 100 hsc) icn-bmb D¯cw sXc-sª-Sp-s -̄gp-XpI 

1. temI-¯nse Gähpw sNdnb cmPyw 
 

a. hnbäv\mw  b.  Hmkvt{S-enb c.  Iyq_  d.  h¯n-¡m³ 
 

2. taml³P-Zm-tcmbpw lmc-¸-bp-ambn _Ô-s¸«p \nÂ¡p¶ \Zo-XSw 
 

a.  KwKm-k-a-Xew   b.  bap\m ka-Xew  

c.  knÔp-XSw   d.  {_Ò-]p{Xm ka-Xew 
 
3. a®n-cbv¡v F{X I®p-I-fp−vv? 
 

a. I®p-I-fnÃ  b.  2      c.  1  d.  At\Iw 
 
4. tIc-f-¯nÂ Gähpw IqSp-XÂ Idp-¯-a®v ImW-s -̧Sp-¶Xv Fhn-sS-bmWv? 
 

a. Nhd  b.  Ip«-\mSv  c.  NnäqÀ  d.  Beph 
 
5. X]mÂ Ìm¼nÂ {]Xy-£-s¸« BZys¯ tIc-fo-b-\mcvv? 
 

a.  sI. tIf-¸³    b.  N«¼n kzmanIÄ 

c.  h¡w A_vZpÄ JmZÀ auehn  d.  {io\m-cm-bW Kpcp 
 
6. aebmf¯nse BZyt\mhÂ 
 

a. Aánkm£n b.  IpμeX  c.  CμpteJ  d.  ameXoam[hw 
 

7. bm¡ns\ ImWp-¶Xv GXp h³I-c-bnÂ 
 

a. Hmkvt{Senb b.  Gjy  c.  bqtdm¸v  d.  B{^n¡ 
 

8. tIc-f-¯nÂ Ct¸mÄ F{X PnÃm-]-©m-b-¯p-I-fp−v? 
 

a. 13  b.  14   c. 15   d.  16 
 

9.  càw I«-]n-Sn¡p¶-Xn\v klm-bn-¡p¶ hnäm-an³ 
 

a. hnäm-an³ kn b.  hnäm-an³ C c.  hnäm-an³ F d.  hnäm-an³ sI 
 

10.  ‘ ^n^’ GXp Ifn-bp-ambn _Ô-s -̧«-XmWv?  
 

a. {In¡äv  b.  ^pSvt_mÄ c.  thmfn-t_mÄ d.  sS¶okv 
 

11.  Cdm¡v Ipssh-äns\ B{I-an¨ hÀj-taXv? 
 

a.  1964  b.  1991  c.  2002  d.  2004 
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12.  t{_mUvtKPv sdbnÂ]mXbpsS ]mf§Ä X½nepÅ AIew F{X? 
 

a.  1.5 aoäÀ  b.  1.57aoäÀ  c.  1.67aoäÀ  d.  2aoäÀ 
 

13.  tIcf¯nsâ X\Xmb \r¯cq]taXv? 
 

a.  `cX\mSyw    b.  tamln\nbm«w   

c.  Ip¨p¸pUn    d.  HUokn 
 

14.  aebmf`mjbpsS ]nXmhv F¶dnbs¸Sp¶Xmcv? 
 

a. Ip©³\¼ymÀ    b.  hÅt¯mÄ  

c.  sNdptÈcn     d.  Fgp¯Ñ³ 
 

15.  Xo¸«ns¡mÅnbpsS Aä¯v D]tbmKn¡p¶ cmkhkvXp GXv? 
 

a. s]m«mkyw t¢mssdUv   b.  s]m«mkyw t¢mtdäv   

c.  tkmUnbw t¢mssdUv   d.  s]m«mkyw kÄt^äv 
 

16. C´y³ cmjv{S-]Xn cmPn-sh-¡m³ Dt±-in-¡p-I-bm-sW-¦nÂ BÀ¡mWv cmPn 
kaÀ¸n-t¡-−Xv? 

 

a.  D]-cm-jv{S-]Xn    b.  temI-k`m kv]o¡À   

c.  {][m-\-a{´n    d.  kp{]ow-tIm-SXn No^v PÌnkv 
 

17. temI-¯nse Gähpw \ofw- Iq-Snb \Zn 
 

a. Ba-tkm¬   b.  tKmZm-hcn  c.  KwKm-\Zn  d.  ss\Â \Zn 
 

18. ‘\oÀam-Xfw’ F¶ hr£w IqSp-X-embn {]Xn-]m-Zn-¡-s -̧«Xv BcpsS IY-I-fn-
emWv? 

 

a.  ]q\-̄ nÂ Ipª-_vZpÅ  b.  ae-bm-äqÀ cma-Ir-jvW³  

c.  Acp-ÔXn tdmbvv    d.  Iae kpc¿ 
 

19. C´ybnÂ {_n«ojv `cW¯n\v ASn¯dbn« bp²w 
 

a. ]m\n¸«v bp²w    b.  IÀWm«nIv bp²w  

c.  _IvkmÀ bp²w    d.  ¹mkn bp²w 
 
20.  Xmsg¸dbp¶hbnÂ {]mYanI hÀ®aÃm¯Xv GXv? 
 

a. Nph¸v  b.  aª  c.  ]¨   d.  \oe 
 
21. P¸msâ ]mÀesaânsâ t]cv F´mWv? 
 

a. Ubäv  b.  sk\äv  c.  s\Êäv  d.  tNw_À 
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22. ac¨o\nbpsS P·\mSv 
 

a.  kntem¬  b.  {_koÂ  c.  Nnen  d.  saIvknt¡m 
 

23. apÃs¸cnbmÀ tIcf¯nse GXv PnÃbnemWv? 
 

a. ]me¡mSv  b.  FdWmIpfw c.  CSp¡n  d.  hb\mSv 
 
24. hnb¶ GXp cmPy¯nsâ XeØm\amWv? 
 

a.  Bkvt{Senb  b.  Im\U  c.  Hmkv{Snb  d.  Ham³ 
 

25.   ‘kp\man’ F¶ ]Zw GXp `mjbnÂ DÅXmWv 
 

a.  aebmfw  b.  emän³  c.  Cw¥ojv  d.  Pm¸\okv 

 
26. Hcp hoW-bnse I¼n-I-fpsS F®w 
 

a. 7v  b.  14     c.  4   d.  8 
 

27. Hcp ]ZmÀ°-¯nsâ cmk-kz-`mhw \nÝ-bn-¡p-¶Xv Ah-bnse _________ 
IfpsS F®-am-Wv. 

 

a.  Ce-Ivt{Sm¬ b.  t{]mt«m¬ c.  \yqt{Sm¬  d.  Atbm¬ 
 

28.  amÀ¯mWvUhÀ½ Ipf¨Â bp²¯nÂ ]cmPbs¸Sp¯nb hntZiiàn GXv? 
 

a.  Cw¥ojpImÀ    b.  {^©pImÀ  

c.  U¨pImÀ     d.  t]mÀ¨p{KokpImÀ 
 

29.  tIcfKmÔn F¶dnbs¸Sp¶Xmcv? 
 

a. Sn. sI. am[h³     b.  sI. tIf¸³  

c.  a¶¯p ]ß\m`³    d.  A¿¦mfn 
 

30.  C´ybpsS Gähpw sXt¡ Aä¯pÅ Øew GXv? 
 

a.  Cμncmt]mbnâv     b.  cmtaizcw   

c.  I\ymIpamcn     d.  Xq¯p¡pSn 
 

31.  d-_À]mÂ I«n-bm-¡m³v D]-tbm-Kn-¡p-¶-sX´v? 
 

a.  Ak-änIv BknUv   b.  sslt{Um-t¢m-dnIv BknUv 

c.  t^mÀanIv BknUv   d.  kÄ^yq-dnIv BknUv 
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32.  tIcf \nbak`bv¡v cmPyk`bnte¡v AwKambn sXcsªSp¡m³ 
Ignbp¶hcpsS ]camh[n F®w 

 

a.  8v   b.  9      c.  10     d.  11   
 

33.   ‘knÂhÀ hn¹hw ‘ F´nsâ DXv]mZ\hpambn _Ôs¸«ncn¡p¶p? 
 

a. shÅn  b.  ap«  c.  NWw  d.   tKmX¼v 
 

34. hn{I-am-ZnXy alm-cm-Pm-hnsâ Ime¯v C´y kμÀin¨ ssN\okv _p² 
k\ymkn 

 

a.  C_n³ _-̄ q¯   b.  saK-kvX-\okv 

c.  ^mln-bm³    d.  lpbm³km§v 
 

35.  I¼yq«dnsâ Hcp C³]p«v D]IcWw GXv? 
 

a. bp.]n,Fkv. b.  kn.]n.bp.  c.  tamWnäÀ  d.  Iot_mÀUv 
 

36.  tIc-f-¯nÂ BZy-ambn cmPym-́ c {In¡äv aÕcw \S-¶Xv 
 

a. Xe-tÈcn  b.  tIm«bw  c.  Xncp-h-\-´-]pcw  d.  sIm¨n 
 
37.  tIcf¯nse \ZnIfnÂ IÀ®mSIbnte¡v HgpIp¶ \Zn Xmsg¸dbp¶hbnÂ 

FXmWv? 

 
a.  s]cnbmÀ   b.  NmenbmÀ  c.  `hm\n  d.  I_\n 
 

38.  ]Ã-h-inÂ -̧Ie Gähpw IqSp-XÂ ImW-s¸-Sp¶ Øew 
 

a.  alm-_-en-]pcw    b.  Im©n]pcw  

c.  AP´     d.  FtÃmd 
 
39.  tIcf¯nse Gähpw sNdnb PnÃ 
 

a.  I®qÀ     b.  ]¯\wXn«   

c.  ae¸pdw     d.  Be¸pg 
 
40.  aZÀ sXtckbpsS P·Øew? 
 

a.  C´y     b.  Cäen    

c.  bqtKmtÉmhnb    d.  Cw¥−v 
 

41.  t\mt_Â k½m\w \ÂIn-¯p-S-§n-bXv F¶p-ap-X-emWv? 
 

a.  1901  b.  1911  c.  1936  d.  1946 
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42.  kap{Z¯n\SnbnÂ a{´nk`mtbmKw tNÀ¶ cmPyw? 
 

a. Cdm³  b.  C{kmtbÂ  c.  amenZzo]v  d.  {ioe¦ 
 
43.  {_n«ojv Khs×ânsâ HutZymKnI dnt¸mÀ«pIsf F´p hnfn¡p¶p? 
 

a. sdUv _pIvkv    b.  {Ko³ _pIvkv   

c.  sbtÃm _pIvkv    d.  »q _pIvkv 
 

44. {]Imiw Gähpw IqSp-XÂ thK-X-bnÂ k©-cn-¡p¶ am[yaw 

 
a.  Jcw b.  {ZmhIw  c.  hmXIw  d.  iq\yX 
 

45.   ‘]g-Èn-cmP’ F¶ kn\n-abv¡v i_vZ-an-{iWw \S-¯n-b-Xmcv? 
 

a.  Cfb-cmP     b.  dkqÂ]q-¡p«n  

c.  tZh-cm-P³     d.  dm^n sa¡mÀ«n³ 
 

46.  {Xnam\ Nn{Xw \nÀ½n¡m³ D]tbmKn¡p¶ kmt¦XnIX 
 

a. tekÀ     b.  tlmtfm{K^n  

c.  t^mt«m{K^n    d.  H]vän¡Â CâÀs^tdmsa{Sn 
 

47.  dºdnsâ P·Øew 
 

a. {_koÂ  b.  tIcfw  c.  AÊw  d.  atejy 
 

48.  knwK-¸p-cnsâ Xe-Øm\w 
 

a.  sImlna    b.  atejy   

c.  Xmbvemâv    d.  knwK-¸qÀ knän 
 

49.   ‘C¥p’ GXp-ambn _Ô-s¸-«n-cn-¡p¶p? 
 

a.  P¸m-\nÂam{Xw I−p-h-cp¶ Hcp Xcw \mb 

b.  B{^n¡bnse HcpIq«w BZnhmknIÄ   

c.  FkvIntamIfpsS hoSv   

d.  tIcf¯nse BZnhmknIfnÂ I−phcp¶ Hcp tcmKw 
 

50.  tIcf¯neqsS Ingt¡ms«mgpIp¶ Hcp \Zn 
 

a.  s]cnbmÀ     b.  IÂ¸m¯n¸pg  

c.  ]m¼mÀ     d.  N{μKncn¸pg 
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51.  kkyF®bneqsS F v́ IS¯nhn«mWv h\kv]Xn s\¿v DXv]mZn¸n¡p¶Xv? 
 

a. loenbw  b.  HmIvknP³ c.  ss\{SP³  d.  ssl{UP³  
 
52.  ao\amXmtcmKw GXp aqeI¯nsâ B[nIyw aqeamWv? 
 

a. Ccp¼v b.  ImÕyw  c.  saÀ¡pdn  d.  AbUn³ 
 
53.  t_¡Â tIm« ØnXn sN¿p¶ Øew 
 

a.  hb\mSv   b.  ImkÀtKmUv c.  ]me¡mSv  d.  I®qÀ 
 

54.  ss\{Skv HmIvsskUv sNdpXmbn aW¯mÂ 
 

a.  acn¨pt]mIpw    b.  Icªpt]mIpw   

c.  Nncn¨pt]mIpw    d.  ZpJw hcpw 
 

55. A -́co-£-hm-bp-hnÂ Gähpw IqSp-X-epÅ hmXIw 
 

a.  HmIvkn-P³   b.  ss\{S-P³   

c.  ssl{U-P³   d.  ImÀ_¬ ssUHmIvsskUv 
 
56. kqcy-t\mSv Fähpw ASp¯v {`aWw sN-¿p¶ {Klw 
 

a.  `qan   b.  sNmÆ  c.  _p[³  d.  ip{I³ 
 

57.  adtUmW GXp Ifnbpambn _Ôs¸«ncn¡p¶p? 
 

a. ^pSvt_mÄ b.  {In¡äv  c.  thmfnt_mÄ d.  sS¶okv 
 

58.  e−³ \Kcw ØnXn sN¿p¶Xv GXp \ZoXoc¯v? 
 

a. ss\Â  b.  Uo³  c.  ssS{Kokv   d.  tXwkv 
 

59.  AanX aZy]m\w icoc¯nse GXv Ahbhs¯ _m[n¡p¶p? 
 

a. hr¡  b.  Xet¨mdv  c.  izmktIzmiw  d.  IcÄ 
 

60.  PqX·mcpsS tZhmebw GXv? 
 

a. ]tKmU  b.  kn\tKmKv  c.  KpcpZzmc  d.  akvPnZv 
 

61.  `qanbnse Gähpw hc− Øew 
 

a. en_nb  b.  klmd  c.  XmÀ  d.  Aä¡ma 
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62.  Im−marK¯nsâ sIm¼v F´v cq]m´cw {]m]n¨p−mbXmWv? 
 

a.  Dfn¸Ãv     b.  tIm¼Ãv   

c.  apJs¯tcma§Ä   d.  aq¡pw taÂNp−pw 
 

63.  C´ybpsS BZys¯ h\oXm Aw_mkUÀ Bcmbncp¶p? 
 

a.  hnPbe£van ]WvUnäv   b.  Iym]vä³ e£van   

c.  e£van F³. tat\m³   d.  ktcmPn\n \mbnUp 
 

64.  C´y-bnse GI tX¡v ayqknbw 
 

a.tX¡Sn  b.  \ne-¼qÀ  c.  KoÀh\w  d.  N¼ÂImSv 
 

65. ]n³tIm-UnepÅ \¼-dp-I-fpsS F®w _______ BWv 
 

a. 5  b.  4  c.  6  d.  7 
 

66. ]mÀe-saânsâ kwbpà kt½-f\w tNcp-t¼mÄ (tem-I-k-`bpw cmPy-k-`bpw 
H¶n- v̈) A²y-£X hln-¡p-¶Xv BcmWv? 

 
a.  cmjv{S-]Xn    b.  D]-cm-jv{S-]Xn 

c.  {][m-\-a{´n    d.  temI-k-`m-kv]o-¡À 
 

67.  _mt¦gvkv _m¦v F¶-dn-bs¸Sp¶ _m¦v 
 

a.  Im\d _m¦v   b.  tÌäv _m¦v Hm^v C´y  

c.  dnkÀhv _m¦v   d.  s^U-dÂ _m¦v 
 

68.  Ddp-¼nsâ Imep-I-fpsS F®w 
 

a.  4   b.  6   c.  2    d.  8   
 

69. iq\ym-Im-i-¯nsâ \ndw F´v?. 
 

a.  shfp¸v  b.  Idp¸v  c.  \oe  d.  Nph¸v 
 

70.  C´y³ kn\nabpsS ]nXmhv F¶dnbs¸Sp¶Xv Bcv? 
 

a.  kXyPnXv td    b.  {iocmaep \mbnUp  

c.  sP.kn.Um\ntbÂ   d.  ZmZmkmtl_v ^mÂt¡ 
 

71. tdmUv :  IntemaoäÀ : ]©kmc : 
 

a. Intem{Kmw  b.  enäÀ  c.  {Kmw d.  a[pcw 
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72.   s\ iXam\am¡nbmÂ 
 

a.  35%  b.  65%  c.  45%  d.  56% 
 

70.  Hcp aWn¡qdnÂ 30 In. ao. thK¯nÂ HmSp¶ Hcp ss_¡v Hcp  an\p«nÂ 
F{X aoäÀ HmSpw? 

 
a.  30   b.  100   c.  1800   d.  500 

 

74.   = ? 
 

a.  0.2   b.  0.5   c.  0.1   d.  2.5 
 
75.  Hcp kwJybpsS aq¶p aS§v kwJytb¡mÄ 18 IqSpXemsW¦nÂ kwJy 

F{X? 
 

a.  27  b.  18   c.  3   d.  9 
 

76.  HcmÄ Xsâ kz¯nsâ  `mKw aI\pw  `mKw aIÄ¡pw _m¡n `mcy¡pw 
\ÂIn.  `mcy¡v e`n¨Xv BsI kz¯nsâ F{X `mKw? 

 

a.    b.      c.      d.     
 

77.  cmPohpw Ahsâ kplr¯pw 2 Ip«nIfpambn _ÊnÂ Ibdn apgph³ 
t]cpsSbpw Sn¡säSp¡m\mbn 100 cq] I−IvSÀ¡p \ÂInbt¸mÄ NmÀPv 

Ign¨v _m¡n 20 cq] I−IvSÀ cmPnhn\p aS¡n sImSp¯p. Ip«nIÄ¡v ¼ 
`mKw NmÀPv am{Xta FSp¯pÅq.  cmPohsâ Sn¡änsâ NmÀPv F{X? 

 
a.  32  b.  28   c.  30   d.  25 

 
78.  50 aoäÀ \ofhpw 30 aoäÀ hoXnbpapÅ NXpcmIrXnbnepÅ Hcp ]mÀ¡n\p 

Npäpw HcmÄ 5 XhW \S¶mÂ AbmÄ F{X Zqcw k©cn¨n«p−mhpw? 
 

a.  400 aoäÀ  b.  800  aoäÀ  c.  600 aoäÀ  d.  200 aoäÀ 
 

79.  1234þs\ AYCW Fs¶gpXp¶psh¦nÂ 5678þs\ F§s\ FgpXmw? 
 

a.  EFTS  b.  EGUS  c.  EUGS   d.  ETFS 
 

80.  icntbXv? 
 

a. < <
 
  b.  <

 
<   c. > >

 
  d.

 
> >  
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81.  Hcp _Êv Hcp s_ÃSn¨mÂ \nÂ¡pw. c−v s_ÃSn¨mÂ HmSpw. I®qcp 
\ns¶mcp _Êv ]pds¸«v XetÈcnbnÂ \n¶pw Bsf¡bän, tImgnt¡mSv 
\nÀ¯pt¼mÄ F{X s_ÃSn¨n¡pw 

 
a.  6   b.  7   c.  9   d.  8 

 
82.  m0 = 
 

a.  1   b.  m   c.  0  d.  2 
 
83.  X sâ hne 1 BsW¦nÂ 2X + 1  sâ hnesb{X? 
 

a.  0   b.  1   c.  2   d.  3 
 
84.  HcmfpsS i¼fw 10% Iq«n, Øm]\¯n\v amμyw h¶t¸mÄ ASp¯ hÀjw 

10% Ipd¨p At¸mÄ At±l¯n\v  
 

a.  ]gb i¼ft¯¡mÄ  1% Ipdª XpI In«pw   
b.  ]gb i¼fw Xs¶ In«pw  
c.  ]gb i¼f¯nt¯¡mÄ 1% IqSpXÂ In«pw   
d.  CsXm¶paÃ. 

 
85.  A, B F¶o c−p Øe§Ä 120 In. ao. AIsebmWv.  HcmÄ aWn¡qdnÂ 30 

In. ao. thKXbnÂ HmSp¶ Hcp ImdnÂ A bnÂ \n¶v B bnte¡v t]mIp¶ 
bm{Xbv¡p th−n hcp¶ kabw  

 
a.  4 aWn¡qÀ    b.  3 aWn¡qÀ   
c.  5 aWn¡qÀ    d.  8 aWn¡qÀ 

 
86.  450 cq] hnebpÅ Hcp acw 10% UnkvIu−nÂ hnämÂ, hnähne 
 

a.  490  b.  400   c.  500   d.  405 
 

87.  91 x 33 – 33 = …….? 
 

a.  0    b.  3003  c.  2970  d.  91 
 
88.  5 cq]bpsS  15 kvddm¼n\pw  50  ss]kbpsS  30  ImÀUn\pw IqSn 

hnesb v́?  
 

a.  120 cq]  b.  80 cq]  c.  160 cq]  d. 90cq] 
 
89.  Hcp I¨hS¡mc\v 100 kg B¸nÄ hm§m³ apS¡nb XpI 50 kg hnät¸mtg¡pw 

In«n. _m¡nbpÅ 50 kg Dw AtX \nc¡nemWv hnäsX¦nÂ em`w F{X 
iXam\w In«n? 

 
a.  50%  b.  100%   c.  2%  d.  0.5% 
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90.  3 + 2 x 5 =  
 

a.  25   b.  13    c.  30   d.  11 
 
91. ‘\ne]mSv amäpI’ F¶À°w hcp¶ ssien 
 

a.  Imep]nSn¡pI    b.  ImepamdpI   

c.  ImephmcpI    d.  Imep Xncp½pI 
 

92. Xmsg X¶ncn¡p¶ ]Z§fnÂ ‘`qan’ F¶À°w hcm¯ ]Zw GXv? 
 

a. [c  b.  t£mWn  c.  hmcn[n  d.  £nXn 
 

93. ‘Afhv’ F¶À°w hcp¶ ]ZtaXv? 
 

a. ]cnWmaw   b.  ]cnamWw  c.  ]cnWXw  d.  ]cnafw 
 
94. ‘Something is better than nothing’ icnbmb XÀÖatbXv? 
 

a.  Fs´¦nepw D−mbncn¡p¶Xv \ÃXmWv. 

b.  H¶panÃmXncn¡p¶XmWv \ÃX.v 

c.  Ipd¨p−mbncn¡p¶Xnt\¡mÄ \ÃXv H¶panÃmXncn¡p¶XmWv. 

d. H¶panÃmXncn¡p¶Xnt\¡mÄ \ÃXv Fs´¦nepw 
D−mbncn¡p¶XmWv. 

 

95. ‘a\km£n’ F¶ ]Zw ]ncns¨gpXnbmÂ  
 

a.  a\: + km£n    b.  a\ + km£n   

c.  a\Êv + km£n    d.  a\w + km£n 
 
96. ]IÂ h¶p t]mbn, cm{Xn h¶p t]mbn, AhÄ Dd§nbnÃ. 
 Hä¸Zam¡pt¼mÄ :   
 

a. ]IÂ h¶pt]mbn«pw cm{Xn h¶pt]mbn«pw AhÄ Dd§nbnÃ  

 b.  ]Iepw h¶pt]mbn cm{Xnbpw h¶pt]mbn AhÄ Dd§nbtXbnÃ 

 c.  ]Iepw cm{Xnbpw h¶pt]mbn«pw AhÄ Dd§nbtXbnÃ   

 d.  ]Iepw cm{Xnbpw h¶pt]mbn«pw AhÄ Dd§nbnÃ 
 
97. ‘]pIhen BtcmKy¯n\v lm\nIcamWv’ F¶Xn\v kam\amb Cw¥ojv 

hmIyw 
 

a. smoking is bad for health   b.  smoking is injurious to health 
 c. smoking is good for health   d.  smoking is not good for health 
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98. Hcp tcmKhpambn _Ôs¸« ]Zw GXv? 
 

a. ]£hmXw b.  ]£]mXw c.  ]£hmZw d.  ]£hm[w 
 
99. ‘{]Xn\n[nbmbncn¡pI’ F¶ AÀ°¯nÂ {]tbmKn¡p¶ ]Zw GXv? 
 

a. {]Xn\n[oIcn¡pI   b.  {]Xn\n[m\w sN¿pI 

c.  {]Xn\n[ohÂ¡cn¡pI   d.  {]Xn\n[m\oIcn¡pI 
 

100. Xmsg X¶ncn¡p¶XnÂ ‘hoW’ F¶À°w hcp¶ ]Zw GXv? 
 

a. hÃcn  b.  hÃhn  c.  hÃIn  d.  hÃ´n 
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d v̂ hÀ¡v 
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d v̂ hÀ¡v 
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